








It should be noted this plan does not represent approval from the SWFWMD or any of 
the participating regulatory agencies for the wetland impacts identified in the inventory 
or any other impacts that may be related to the inventoried FDOT projects. These 
agencies reserve their authority to fully evaluate permit applications for each of the 
FDOT construction projects according to applicable rules at the time of application. 
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This mitigation plan is not specifically designed to offset impacts to any State or 
Federally-listed species or any secondary impacts that may be incurred as a result of 
road construction.  However, this does not mean the mitigation projects included herein 
could not be used for such purposes if subsequent analysis determined a mitigation 
project was suitable and sufficient mitigation was available to meet this requirement and 
need.

This plan attempts to provide enough flexibility to account for subsequent revisions that 
maybe necessary to address specific permitting needs of the FDOT. Annual updates 
will be made to add projects planned for future years and to revise previously 
inventoried projects. Revisions are required to address changes to construction start 
dates, inventoried projects, wetland impact information, and various mitigation activities. 
Revisions may also be necessary to provide any additional mitigation required by 
federal regulatory agencies.

WETLAND IMPACTS

Since the inception of the FDOT mitigation program in 1996, FDOT Districts 1 (Bartow), 
5 (Deland), 7 (Tampa), and Turnpike (Orlando) have proposed 125 construction 
projects with wetland impacts be mitigated through the program. These include FDOT 
projects with anticipated construction schedules through at least 2009. Distributed over 
11 drainage basins and covering 16 counties, the total wetland impact acreage 
projected by FDOT by all these projects is approximately 388 acres. These impacts are 
associated with all the construction projects currently on the impact inventory (Table 1). 
Figure 1 portrays the basins within the SWFWMD, Figures 2 and 3 depict the proposed 
FDOT project locations relative to those basins.

Within this year’s plan, FDOT has proposed an increase of 26 new projects with an 
anticipated 31 acres of wetland impacts. Twenty acres of the new impacts are 
associated with one project, the 20-year expansion of activities associated with Tampa 
International Airport (TIA). Previously submitted FDOT projects had a cumulative impact 
decrease of 24 acres compared to last year's plan. Table 2 depicts all the designated 
mitigation project budgets and associated FDOT wetland impacts. Tables 3 and 4 list 
the amended and new wetland impacts, and associated funds requested for 
implementing the mitigation projects. As depicted on Table 1, mitigation nominations for 
11 of the 26 new FDOT projects are being developed and selection will be deferred until 
the 2004 mitigation plan.

MITIGATION PROJECTS  

The District mitigation plan incorporates mitigation projects developed by various 
agencies, including various SWFWMD departments. The SWFWMD Departments 
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involved with the majority of nominations include the Land Resources Department 
(LAND) and the Surface Water Improvement & Management Section (SWIM). The 
SWIM-related projects include restoration activities conducted on property owned by 
FDEP or County Governments. The majority of the LAND-related projects include 
property owned by the WMD, but a few of these tracts are co-owned and managed by 
County agencies. Mitigation nominations submitted from other entities generally include 
the Department of Environmental Protection (FDEP), County Governments, and private 
mitigation banks. These potential mitigation options are reviewed by the previously 
mentioned environmental agencies as to whether they appropriately mitigate for the loss 
of the wetland functions associated with the FDOT construction projects.
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There are two new mitigation projects adopted in the 2003 mitigation plan. As approved 
by the 2003 Florida Legislative session, a portion of Polk County previously within the 
St. John's River Water Management District (SJRWMD) was transferred to the 
SWFWMD. Subsequently, one of the designated mitigation projects developed and co-
purchased between the SJRWMD and Polk County Natural Resources Dept. (SW 76-
Lake Lowery Tract) is now within the SWFWMD. The other mitigation project (SW 78-
Bahia Beach) includes property recently acquired and managed by the Hillsborough 
County Parks Department and habitat creation, restoration, and enhancement activities 
will be conducted in cooperation with the WMD-SWIM Dept. and Hillsborough County 
Environmental Protection Commission (HCEPC). 

As noted on Table 7, to date the mitigation projects propose a cumulative 5151 acres 
and 30 mitigation bank credits of various mitigation activities to compensate for 366 
acres of the proposed wetland impacts anticipated with the FDOT construction 
activities. Figure 4 depicts the selected mitigation projects relative to their associated 
basin. A basin-by-basin summary of wetland impacts and the designated mitigation 
projects is provided below and on Table 1. Tables 5 & 6 list the various mitigation 
activities and acreage proposed for each mitigation project. Information (narratives, 
location maps, aerials, designs) concerning the 34 mitigation projects is provided as 
separate attachments.

MODIFICATIONS TO PREVIOUS MITIGATION PLANS 

Minor impact revisions are anticipated for the majority of the FDOT projects, and in 
some cases, the revisions can also be substantial. Modifications proposed in this plan 
are required to adjust projected impact acres to account for design revisions by FDOT, 
and reconcile projected versus permitted impact acres following issuance of state and 
federal wetland permits. These modifications also include and update mitigation options, 
designs, and activities based on ecological attributes and cost-saving options that can 
be incorporated into the mitigation projects. Modifications of the FDOT projects and 
mitigation activities are so noted where they occur in the plan.

REPAYMENT OF ADVANCE FUNDING 

Pursuant to Section 373.4137, F.S., the FDOT provided $12 million in advance 
mitigation funding. These funds were distributed statewide to various projects listed in 
each of the Water Management Districts' SWIM plans and to specific aquatic and exotic 
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plant control projects. To the extent these projects offset the wetland impacts identified 
in the inventory, the FDOT received mitigation credit for them, thus offsetting a portion 
of the advance funding. Of the $12 million distributed statewide, the SWFWMD received 
$1.9 million that was designated toward SWIM projects. The savings from cost-effective 
mitigation projects (i.e. projects costing less than the available funding based on impact 
acreage) are credited toward the advance funding. 
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This advanced funding is required reimbursement to FDOT by 2005.  As noted on Table 
2, upon approval of this mitigation plan, the SWFWMD will be able to contribute 
approximately $9.8 million to offset the statewide $12 million advance funds. In spite of 
these cost-effective savings, this year’s plan still provides $2.8 million toward new and 
expanded mitigation options.

Any questions, comments, suggestions, or questions on the FDOT Mitigation Program, 
or any of the associated mitigation projects, please contact Mark Brown at: 

Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Technical Services – M. Brown 
2379 Broad Street          
Brooksville, FL 34609-6899    

1-800-423-1476 or (352) 796-7211, ext. 4488
Technical Services – M. Brown  
SunCom 628-4150, FAX (352) 544-2328  
e-mail: mark.brown@swfwmd.state.fl.us

The following information lists all the FDOT projects from inception of the mitigation 
program in 1996, including roadway construction dates, wetland impact acreage, 
associated mitigation projects, and any project revisions from the 2002 plan. 
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Charlotte Harbor Drainage Basin
Project: CR 765A Bridge Replacement 
WPI#  1984781  FM# 1120082
Date:  October 2005 
Impacts: 0.50 acres 
Mitigation: Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (SW 52) 
Status: New Project 

Hillsborough River Basin
Project: Interstate 4, County Line to Memorial Blvd., Sec. 1 
WPI#  7113951  FM# 2012081
Date:  October, 1997 
Impacts: 13.55 acres 
Mitigation: Upper Hillsborough 4 & 5 (SW 55) 
Status:  No Revisions 

Project: SR 54 - US 41 to Cypress Creek
WPI#  7115981 FM# 2563431    
Date:  October, 2000 
Impacts: 14.20 acres
Mitigation: Lake Thonotosassa Restoration Project (SW 34)  
Status:          No Revisions

Project: US 41 - Bell Lake to Tower Rd. 
WPI#  7115951 FM# 2563151 
Date:  June, 2001 
Impacts: 1.10 acres  
Mitigation: Hillsborough River Corridor (SW 63) 
Status: No revisions 

Project: Bruce B. Downs Bike Path (Amberly Dr. to Hunter’s Green) 
WPI#  7123606   FM# 2578071
Date:  October, 1999 
Impacts: 0.5 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Interstate 4, W. of Memorial Blvd. To W. of US 98 (Section 2)  
WPI# 11479455 FM# 2012171 
Date: September, 2002 
Impacts: 4.11 acres
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status:  - 4.1 acres from 2002 
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Project: SR 39, Blackwater Creek Bridge Replacement 
WPI#   7113773 FM# 2555361 
Date August, 2001 
Impacts:    2.10 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 56 – SR 54 to Bruce B. Downs Blvd. 
WPI#   47617 FM# 2563871
Date: July, 1999 
Impacts: 5.3 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve  (SW 61)
Status: No Revisions

Project: Bruce B. Downs Bikepath (Tampa City Limits to Amberly Drive) 
FM# 2578072
Date: February, 2002 
Impacts: 0.2 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 678 (Bearss Avenue) Florida Ave. to Nebraska 
FM# 2558591
Date: November, 2002 
Impacts: 0.1 acres
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Alexander Street, US 92 to Interstate 4 
FM#   2578391 
Date:  September, 2004 
Impacts: 2.60 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status:  No Revisions   

Project: Alexander Street, On-Ramp to Westbound Interstate 4 
FM#   2584491 
Date:  September, 2004 
Impacts: 1.70 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 93 (Interstate-275), US 41 to Pasco County Line 
FM# 2584131
Date: November, 2007 
Impacts: 7.60 acres 
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status:  -0.5 acres from 2002 plan 
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Project: Bruce B. Downs at I-75 Off-Ramp 
FM# 4084602
Date: December, 2001 
Impacts: 0.5 Acres
Mitigation: Jennings Tract, Cypress Ck. Preserve (West) (SW 61) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 301 (SR 41) at McIntosh Road 
FM# 4037601
Date: October, 2007 
Impacts: 0.40 acres 
Mitigation: Hillsborough River State Park (SW 73) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 39 (Alexander St.), I-4 to Knights Griffin Road 
FM# 2555851
Date: December, 2007 
Impacts: 6.50 acres (additional 7.7 acres mitigated off the program) 
Mitigation: On Program – Greer Tract (SW72), Off Program – Vicker's Swamp 
Status: Deferred mitigation from 2002 

Project: SR 52, I-75 to Curley Road 
FM#  4037801 
Date:  March, 2005 
Impacts: 0.20 Acres
Mitigation: Cypress Ck. Preserve-Greer Tract (SW 72) 
Status: New Project 

Project: US 301, Holloman's Branch to Hills./Pasco Co. Line 
FM#  4112771 
Date:  October, 2005 
Impacts: 0.20 Acres
Mitigation: Cypress Ck. Preserve-Greer Tract (SW 72) 
Status: New Project 

Project: I-75 (SR 93A) @ CR 581 
FM#  4084601 
Date:  September, 2006 
Impacts: 2.20 Acres
Mitigation: Defer mitigation to future years 
Status: New Project 

Project: I-75 (SR 93A),CR 581(BB Downs) to SR 54 
FM#  4084593 
Date:  November, 2009 
Impacts: 1.90 Acres
Mitigation: Defer mitigation to future years 
Status: New Project 
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Project: I-75 (SR 93A), Fowler Ave. to CR 581 
FM#   4084592 
Date:  November, 2009 
Impacts: 0.30 Acres
Mitigation: Defer mitigation to future years 
Status: New Project 

Kissimmee River Basin
Project: US 27 - Lake Glenada to Hal McRae Rd. 
WPI# 1112576 FM# 1945101 
Date:  September, 2001 
Impacts: 0.39 acres 
Mitigation: Reedy Creek Mitigation Project (SW 49) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: I-4, CR 557 to Osceola County (Seg. 6-7, 9) 
WPI# 1147943 FM# 2012012052 
Date:  September, 2002 
Impacts: 1.99 acres, additional impacts in the Withlacoochee &  

Ocklawaha Basins 
Mitigation: Reedy Creek Mitigation Project (SW 49) 
Status: -0.2 acre from 2002  

Lower Coastal Basin
Project: SR 789 - Ringling Causeway Bridge 
WPI#  1119232 FM# 1979421 
Date:  June, 2001  
Impacts: 0.27 acres 
Mitigation: Quick Point Nature Preserve (SW 38)  
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 41 Bus. (SR 45) - Venice Ave. to Bypass 
WPI# 1119295 FM# 1980051
Date: September, 2000 
Impacts: 0.32 acres
Mitigation: Quick Point Nature Preserve (SW 38)  
Status: No Revisions 
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Manatee River Basin

Project: US 301 (Ellenton), 60th Ave. to Erie Rd.
WPI#  1115399 FM# 1960581
Date:  October, 2000
Impacts: 0.59 acres
Mitigation: Terra Ceia (SW 50)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 64 – I-75 to Lena Road (Segment 1)
WPI# 1115353 FM# 1960221 
Date:  December, 2001
Impacts: 2.42 acres 
Mitigation: Rutland Ranch (SW 65)
Status: No revisions  

Project: SR 64 – Lena to Lakewood Ranch Road (Segment 2)
FM# 1960223
Date:  September, 2007
Impacts: 1.94 acres 
Mitigation: Rutland Ranch (SW 65)
Status: +0.83 acres from 2002 

Project: SR 70 – I-75 to Lakewood Ranch Road (Seg. 1)
FM# 1961211
Date: September, 2005
Impacts: 2.24 acres 
Mitigation: Rutland Ranch (SW 65)
Status: +0.36 acres from 2002 

Project: SR 70 – Lakewood Ranch Road to Lorraine Road (Seg. 2)
FM#  4043232 
Date:  September, 2003 
Impacts: 4.87 acres 
Mitigation: Rutland Ranch (SW 65)
Status: No Revisions  

Myakka River Basin

Project: SR 776, CR 771 to Willow Bend Rd.
WPI# 1110148 FM# 1937941
Date: July 1999
Impacts: 11.0 acres
Mitigation: Cattle Dock Point (8.9 ac.), (SW 31)

Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (2.1 ac.) (SW 52) 
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Project: SR 72, Deer Prairie to Big Slough 
WPI# 1119303 FM# 1980131 
Date: September 1999
Impacts: 0.87 acres
Mitigation: Myakka River State Park (SW 51)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 72, Big Slough to Desoto County line
WPI# 1119215 FM# 1979251 
Date: January 1999
Impacts: 1.49 acres
Mitigation: Myakka River State Park (SW 51)  
Status: No Revisions

Ocklawaha River Basin
Project: SR 40, CR 225a to SW 52nd Ave
WPI# 5113632
Date: December, 2004
Impacts: 0.20 acres
Mitigation: Ledwith Lake (SW 58)
Status: +0.18 acres from 2002 

Project: SR 500 (US 27) - Levy Co. Line to CR 326 
WPI#  5113511 
Date:  September, 2002 
Impacts: 2.37 acres 
Mitigation: Ledwith Lake (SW 58) 
Status: -0.12 from 2002 

Project: SR 500 (US 27), CR 464 to CR 225a
WPI# 5113549
Date: September 1999
Impacts: 1.09 acres
Mitigation: Ledwith Lake (SW 58) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 40, CR 328 to SW 80th
WPI# 238719
Date: June, 2004
Impacts: 0.08 acres
Mitigation: Ledwith Lake (SW 58) 
Status: No Revisions 
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Project: US 27, SR 544 to Blue Heron Bay
WPI# 1976791
Date: June, 2003
Impacts: 0.45 acres, additional impacts in the Peace basin
Mitigation: Lake Lowery Tract (SW 76) 
Status: Mitigation project transfer from SJRWMD 

Project: US 27, Blue Heron Bay to CR 547
WPI# 4038901
Date: August, 2003
Impacts: 0.45 acres
Mitigation: Lake Lowery Tract (SW 76) 
Status: Mitigation project transfer from SJRWMD 

Project: I-4, CR 557 to Osceola Co. Line (Seg. 6,7,9)
WPI# 2012041
Date: September, 2002 
Impacts: 4.32 acres, additional impacts in the Withlacoochee &  

Kissimmee Basins
Mitigation: Lake Lowery Tract (SW 76), Transfer from SJRWMD 
Status: -5.38 acres from 2002 

Peace River Basin

Project: I-4, US 98 to SR 33 (Section 3-5)
WPI# 1147952 FM# 2012092
Date: October 2001
Impacts: 1.50 acres

 Mitigation: Tenoroc/Saddle Creek Restoration (SW 47),
additional impacts in the Withlacoochee Basin

Status: No revisions 

Project: Ft. Green/Ona Rd., SR 62 to N. of Vandolah Rd. (Seg. 1) 
WPI#  1121259 FM# 1986401 
Date: May, 1999 
Impacts: 2.08 acres  
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR72 - Sarasota County Line to SR 70
WPI# 1110453 FM#  1938890 
Date: October, 2000
Impacts: 1.19 acres
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions
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Project: US 17 (SR 35), SR 64 to North of Peace River Bridge
WPI# 1111286 FM# 1941021
Date: February, 2001
Impacts: 2.3 acres 
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 540 - Thornhill Rd. to Recker Hwy.
WPI# 1118367 FM# 1974751 
Date: July 2000
Impacts: 5.87 acres
Mitigation: Tenoroc/Saddle Creek Restoration Project (SW 47)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 540 (Cypress Gardens) - 9th St. to Overlook
WPI# 1118363 FM# 1974711 
Date: November 2000
Impacts: 0.41 acres
Mitigation: Tenoroc/Saddle Creek Restoration Project (SW 47)
Status: No Revisions

Project: US 17 (SR 35) - North of CR 74 to CR 764
WPI# 1110145 FM# 1937911
Date: October 2000
Impacts: 0.27 acres
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions

Project: Trabue Harborwalk Bike Path 
WPI#  1120075 FM# 1984711 
Date: October 2000 
Impacts: 0.16 acres 
Mitigation: Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions

Project: CR 633 (Ft. Green/Ona Rd.), Vandolah Rd. (Segment 2)
WPI# 1121257 FM# 1984711 
Date: October 2000 
Impacts: 7.22 acres 
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: CR 633 (Ft. Green/Ona Rd.),SR 64 to Vandolah (Seg. 3)
WPI#  1121256 FM# 1986371 
Date: October 2003 
Impacts: 5.23 acres 
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: No Revisions 
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Project: US 17 (SR 35),CR 764 South to CR 764 North 
WPI#  1110152 FM# 1937981 
Date: October 2002 
Impacts: 3.58 acres 
Mitigation: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
Status: +0.11 acres from 2002

Project: I-75 Widen Bridge over Peace River
FM# 4046971
Date: January, 2002
Impacts: 3.55 acres
Mitigation: Peace River Rest. (SW 69), on-site mitig. for 0.8 imp. ac. 

Little Pine Island Mit.Bank (SW 52), 2.75 impact ac. 
Status: No Revisions

Project: US 27 – Towerview Rd. to SR 540
FM# 1975331
Date: June, 2003 
Impacts: 3.46 acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
Status: -2.00 acres from 2002

Project: US 17 (SR 35) - Peace River to Tropicana Rd.
WPI# 1111277 FM#  1940931
Date: October 2002 
Impacts: 4.42 acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 17 (SR 35) Livingston to Hardee County Line
WPI#  1110467 FM#  1938991
Date: September 2002 
Impacts: 11.59 acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 60A (Van Fleet Drive), CR 555 to Broadway Avenue 
WPI# 1118059 FM#  1971681
Date: September, 2002 
Impacts: 0.46 acres 
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
Status: No Revisions

Project: US 27 - SR 544 to Blue Heron Bay
WPI# 1118571 FM#  1976791
Date: June, 2003 
Impacts: 1.48 acres, additional impacts in the Ocklawaha basin
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
Status: +0.02 acre from 2002
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Project: US 27 – SR 540 to SR 542
FM#  1976021
Date: June, 2009
Impacts: 16.98 acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 27 – SR 542 to SR 546 
FM#  1976721 
Date: June, 2009 
Impacts: 4.76 acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: US 98 – Carpenter’s Way to Daugherty Road 
FM#  1976381 
Date: August, 2003 
Impacts: 0.09 Acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66) 
Status: -0.19 acre from 2002 

Project: Kelly Roberts Road at Bridge #064043 
FM#  4084411 
Date: February, 2007 
Impacts: 1.0 acre
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66) 
Status: New Project

Project: US 27 – SR 60 to Towerview Road 
FM#  1977051 
Date: July, 2006 
Impacts: 1.08 Acres
Mitigation: Lake Hancock Reserve (SW 66) 
Status: New Project 
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Tampa Bay Drainage 
Project: SR 676 - Maritime Blvd. To SR 60
WPI# 7113975 FM# 2557341
Date: January, 2001 
Impacts: 1.5 acres
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 55 (US 19) - Drew St. to Railroad
WPI# 7117045 FM# 2569571
Date: September, 2002 
Impacts: 0.50 acres
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay - Freshwater (SW 56)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Interstate 275 - Roosevelt to Big Island Gap 
WPI# 7147874 FM# 2588701 
Date: September, 2001
Impacts: 9.10 acres 
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 679 (Bayway), Bunces Pass Bridge #150
WPI# 7116992 FM# 2569051
Date: February, 2000
Impacts: 0.60 acres
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 19, CR 816 (Alderman) to SR 582 (Tarpon)
FM# 4037701
Date: April, 2002
Impacts: 0.10 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 67) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 19, Coachman Rd. to Sunset Point
FM#  2568881
Date: February, 2003 
Impacts: 0.50 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 67) 
Status: No Revisions 
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Project: SR 686 (Roosevelt) at 49th Street
FM# 4062531
Date: November, 2003
Impacts: 0.20 acres
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 60, Cypress St. to Fish Creek
FM# 2557031
Date: August, 2004
Impacts: 16.6 acres
Mitigation: Tappan (SW 62-4.9 Ac.), C.R Bay (SW 56 & SW 76 - 5.8 ac.), 

Apollo Bch. (SW 67-5.9 ac.)  
Status: -1.5 acres from 2002 

Project: Interstate-275, Howard Franklin to Himes Avenue
FM# 2583981
Date: December 2006
Impacts: 1.90 acres
Mitigation: Gateway Tract (SW 49) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 60, Courtney Campbell to Fish Creek
FM# 2556301
Date: August, 2004
Impacts: 12.2 acres 
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45)
Status: 0.2 acre of seagrass impacts has on-site mitigation by DOT  

Project: US 301 – Sligh Avenue to Tampa Bypass Canal
FM#   2558881
Date: October, 2005
Impacts: 12.30 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 67 – 7.6 acres),
  Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56 – 4.7 Acres)   
Status: +0.6 acres from 2002 

Project: Ulmerton Road – US 19 to 49th Street
FM# 2571391
Date: August, 2005
Impacts: 0.20 acres
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (SW 76) 
Status: No Revisions
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Project: Himes Avenue to Hillsborough Avenue
FM# 4082011
Date: September, 2003
Impacts: 0.10 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: East-West Trail, Coopers Bayou to Bayshore
FM#  4062561
Date: November, 2003 
Impacts: 0.10 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 19 – 49th St. to 118th Avenue 
FM#  2570701 
Date: October, 2006
Impacts: 0.10 acres 
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71 – 0.1 ac.)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: CR 296 Connector, 40th St. to 28th St.
FM# 2569941
Date: April, 2007
Impacts: 1.0 acres
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56 – 3.1 ac.) 
Status: -2.0 acres from 2002 

Project: SR 676 (Causeway Blvd.) – US 301 to US 41
FM# 2555991
Date: August, 2007
Impacts: 3.9 acres 
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56 – 3.1 acres) 

Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71 – 0.8 acre) 
Status: No revisions 

Project: CR 296 at I-275 Interchange
FM#  2569981
Date: November, 2007 
Impacts: 2.0 acres
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SR 56)
Status: -1.0 acre from 2002 
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Project: Gandy Blvd. (SR 694), US 19 to 4th Street 
FM#  2569311 
Date: January, 2010
Impacts: 5.0 acres
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Tampa International Airport (TIA), Runway 17-35
FM#  4143481
Date: November, 2007 
Impacts: 20.10 acres
Mitigation: Bahia Beach (SW 78) 
Status: New Project 

Project: US 19 (SR 55) – Seville Dr. to SR 60 
FM#  2569491 
Date: November, 2007
Impacts: 0.10 acre 
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay- Freshwater (SW 56)
Status: New Project  

Project: I-275, Howard Franklin to Himes Avenue
FM#  2583982
Date: November, 2008 
Impacts: 0.4 acre
Mitigation: Bahia Beach (SW 78) 
Status: New Project 

Project: SR 574 (MLK Blvd.) – Highview to Parsons
FM#  2558932 
Date: April, 2011
Impacts: 0.40 acre 
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71)
Status: New Project 

Project: Gunn Hwy., Erlich Rd. to Mobley Rd.
FM#  4052141
Date: June, 2004 
Impacts: 0.5 acre
Mitigation: Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56) 
Status: New Project 

Project: SR 686 (Roosevelt) – Ulmerton Rd. to 40th St. 
FM#  2569951 
Date: June, 2011
Impacts: 2.10 acre 
Mitigation: Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71)
Status: New Project 
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Upper Coastal Basin
Project: SR 54 - Mitchell to Gunn Hwy. 
WPI# 7115974 FM# 2563361 
Date: January, 2004 
Impacts: 6.6 acres,
Mitigation: Anclote Parcel (SW54) 
Status: No revisions 

Project: SR 54 – North Suncoast to West of US 41 
WPI#  7115977 FM# 2563391 
Date: October, 2002 
Impacts: 7.00 acres 
Mitigation: Anclote Parcel (SW54) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Suncoast Parkway / Ridge Road Interchange 
FM#  2589581 
Date: February, 2005 
Impacts: 11.82 acres 
Mitigation: Serenova Extension (SW 60) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 60, Clearwater Harbor Bridge Replacement
FM#  2570931
Date: January, 2002 
Impacts: 1.50 acres
Mitigation: Gateway Restoration (SW 45) & on-site mangrove restoration 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 19 – Republic Drive to CR 816 (Alderman) 
FM#  4037711 
Date: April, 2002 
Impacts: 0.1 acre 
Mitigation: Brooker – Starkey Corridor (SW 68) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 98 – Hernando Co. Line to US 19 
Date: August, 2003 
FM# 2571741
Impacts: 1.40 acres 
Mitigation: Brooker-Starkey Corridor (SW 68)
Status: No Revisions
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Project: SR 688 (Ulmerton Road), Oakhurst Rd. to 119th Street 
FM# 2570501
Date: May, 2004 
Impacts: 0.20 acres 
Mitigation: Brooker-Starkey Corridor (SW 68)
Status: -1.8 acres from 2002

Project: SR 52 – Moon Lake to Suncoast Parkway 
FM# 2563221
Date: February, 2006 
Impacts: 6.3 acres 
Mitigation: Brooker-Starkey Corridor (SW 68)
Status: -0.6 acre from 2002

Project: SR 54 - Rowan Rd. to Mitchell Bypass 
FM# 2563321
Date: July, 1996 
Impacts: 3.60 acres 
Mitigation: Brooker-Starkey Corridor (SW 68)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 586 (Curlew Road) – CR 1 to Fisher Road 
FM# 2568151
Date: July, 2004 
Impacts: 0.10 acres 
Mitigation: Brooker-Starkey Corridor (SW 68)
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 52 – Hicks to Moon Lake 
FM# 2563161
Date: November, 1996 
Impacts: 1.6 acres 
Mitigation: Serenova 2,3,4,8 (SW 75) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 682 (Bayway), SR 679 to West Toll Plaza 
FM# 2569031
Date: August, 2003 
Impacts: 0.8 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 699 (Gulf Blvd.) John’s Pass Bridge Replacement 
FM# 4064741
Date: October, 2005 
Impacts: 0.1 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 
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Project: SR 688 (Ulmerton Road), 119th to Long Beach Canal 
FM# 2571551
Date: June, 2006 
Impacts: 0.2 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 688 (Ulmerton Rd.), El Centro / Ranchero to US 19 
FM# 2571541
Date: May, 2008 
Impacts: 0.1 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: SR 679 (Bayway), Intercoastal to Bridge 
FM# 2571521
Date: November, 2007 
Impacts: 0.3 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Alternate 19 – Meres Blvd. to Pasco County Line 
FM# 2571371
Date: July, 2005 
Impacts: 0.2 acre 
Mitigation: Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: US 19 (SR 55) – CR 490 (Yulee) to CR 44 
FM# 2571931
Date: February, 2005 
Impacts: 0.09 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project  

Project: US 19 (SR 55) – 3rd Ave. NE to NW 6th Ave. 
FM# 4089061
Date: February, 2005 
Impacts: 0.20 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project  

Project: US 19 (SR 55) – Harry St. to Meres Blvd. 
FM# 2570781
Date: November, 2005 
Impacts: 0.10 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project  
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Project: US 19 (SR 55) – Harry St. to Meres Blvd. 
FM# 2570781
Date: November, 2005 
Impacts: 0.10 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project 

Project: US 41 (SR 45) – Tower Rd. to Ridge Road 
FM# 2563241
Date: September, 2009 
Impacts: 11.0 acres 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project 

Project: SR 599 (Gulf Blvd.) – 192nd Avenue to Walsingham/Ulmerton Road 
FM# 2570831
Date: November, 2008 
Impacts: 0.1 acre 
Mitigation: Pinellas Co. – Ft. DeSoto Park 
Status: New Project 

Project: Alt. US 19 (SR 595) – Pinellas Co. Line to US 19 
FM# 4037661
Date: November, 2008 
Impacts: 0.3 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project 

Project: SR 688 (Ulmerton Rd.) – Wild Acres to El Centro/Ranchero Road 
FM# 4091541
Date: November, 2008 
Impacts: 0.2 acre 
Mitigation: Pinellas Co. – Ft. DeSoto Park 
Status: New Project 

Project: CR 578 (County Line Rd.) – East Rd. to Mariner Blvd. 
FM# 2572983
Date: June, 2011 
Impacts: 1.3 acres 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project 

Project: US 98 – CR 485 (Cobb Rd.) to CR 491 (Citrus Way) 
FM# 4050172
Date: September, 2011 
Impacts: 0.1 acre 
Mitigation: Nomination for 2004, Connerton Tract
Status: New Project 
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Withlacoochee River Basin
Project: SR 44 - CR 470 to County Line 
WPI#:  7119003 FM# 2571641 
Date: December, 2002 
Impacts: 13.90 acres 
Mitigation: Baird Tract (SW 64)
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 44 - US 41 to CR 470 
WPI#  7119002 FM# 2571631 
Date:  August, 2002 
Impacts: 7.90 acres 
Mitigation: Baird Tract (SW 64) 
Status: No Revisions 

Project: Interstate 4 - E. of US 98 to CR 557 - (Sections 3-5) 
WPI# 1147952 FM# 2012092 
Date: October, 2002 
Impacts: 17.80 acres, Additional impacts in the Peace Basin 
Mitigation: Hampton Tract (SW 59) 
Status: No Revisions       

Project: Interstate 4 -CR 557 to Osceola  (Sections 6-7,9) 
WPI#  1147952 FM# 2012142 
Date: November, 2001 
Impacts: 3.55 acres, additional impacts in Ocklawaha & Kissimmee Basins 
Mitigation: Hampton Tract (SW 59) 
Status: -5.35 acres from 2002 

Project: Interstate -75 Lake Panasoffkee Bridge Widening
WPI#  548964 FM# 4063291 
Date:  November, 2000 
Impacts: 5.93 acres 
Mitigation: Lake Panasoffkee Restoration (SW 57) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 45 (US 41) – Watson Street to SR 44 East
FM#  2571841 
Date:  November, 2004 
Impacts: 0.10 acre 
Mitigation: Baird Tract (SW 64), No Revisions
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Project: CR 470 (Gospel Isle)
FM#  4092071 
Date: November, 2004 
Impacts: 0.2 acre 
Mitigation:  Baird Tract (SW 64)
Status: +0.1 acre from 2002 

Project: US 41 (SR 45), SR 44 to SR 200 
FM#  2571651 
Date: November, 2007 
Impacts: 0.70 acre 
Mitigation: Baird Tract (SW 64) 
Status: No Revisions

Project: SR 52 – Curley Rd. to Smith Rd. 
FM#  4037811 
Date: November, 2005 
Impacts: 0.40 acre 
Mitigation: Baird Tract (SW 64) 
Status: New Project

Project: SR 200 – US 41 to Marion County Line 
FM#  2571882 
Date: June, 2011 
Impacts: 5.80 acres 
Mitigation: Defer mitigation selection to future plans 
Status: New Project

Project: CR 485 (Cobb Rd.) - SR 50 to US 98 
FM#  2572992 
Date: December, 2012 
Impacts: 3.00 acres 
Mitigation: Defer mitigation selection to future plans 
Status: New Project
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FIGURE 2 – FDOT Project Location 
FDOT Wetland Impact Inventory (District 1 – 7 Projects) 

Anticipated Construction Commencement Dates – 2004 through 2009 

Map# County  Project  Number & Name   Const. 
      1  Charlotte  1120082 - CR 765A Bridge Replacement  Oct -2005
      2  Manatee  1960223 - SR 64 – Lena to Lakewood  (Seg.2) Sept -2007 

3  Manatee  4043231 - SR 70 – Lake. to Lorraine (Seg.1) Sept -2005 
4  Polk   1976021 - US 27 – SR 540 to SR 542  Oct -2009 
5  Polk   1976721 - US 27 – SR 542 to SR 546  June - 2009 
6  Hardee  4084411 - Kelly Roberts Road Bridge   Feb -2007 
7  Polk   1977051 -US 27 – SR 60 to Towerview Blvd.  July - 2006 
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FIGURE 3 – FDOT Project Location 
FDOT Wetland Impact Inventory (District 5 – 2 Projects, 

District 7- 49 Projects, Turnpike – 1 Project) 
Anticipated Construction Commencement Dates – 2004 through 2013 

Map# County Project Number & Name          Const. 
      1  Hillsbor. 2578391 - Alexander St.-US 92 to I-4    Sept -2004
      2  Hillsbor. 2584491 - Int.-4 at Alexander St. Ramp   Sept -2004 

3  Hillsbor. 2584131 - SR 93 (I-275) – US 41 to Pasco C.L.  Nov -2007 
4  Hillsbor. 4037601 - US 301 at McIntosh Road   Oct -2007 
5  Hillsbor.  2555851 - SR 39 – I-4 to Knights Griffin Rd.  Dec -2007 
6  Hillsbor. 4037801 - SR 52 - I-75 to Curley Rd.   March-2007 
7  Hillsbor. 4112771 - US 301-Holloman's Branch to Hills. C.L. Oct -2005 
8  Hillsbor. 4084601 - I-75 @ CR 581 (BB Downs Blvd.)  Sept -2006 
9  Hillsbor. 4084593 - I-75 - CR 581 to SR 54    Nov -2009 
10 Hillsbor. 4084592 - I-75 - Fowler Ave. to CR 581   Nov -2009 
11 Marion 2387621 - SR 40 – CR 225A to SW 52nd Ave.  Dec -2004 
12 Marion  2387191 - SR 40 – CR 328 to SW 80th   June-2004 
13 Hillsbor. 2557031 - SR 60 – Cypress St. to Fish Creek  Aug -2004 
14 Hillsbor.  2583981 - I-275 – Howard Franklin to Himes Ave. Dec -2006 
15 Hillsbor. 2556301 - SR 60 – Courtney Campbell to Fish Ck. Aug -2004 
16 Hillsbor. 2558881 - US 301-Sligh Ave. to Tampa Bypass Oct -2005 
17 Pinellas 2571391 - Ulmerton Rd. – US 19 to 49th Street  Aug -2005 
18 Pinellas  2570701 - US 19 – 49th St. to 118 Ave.   Oct -2006 
19 Pinellas  2569941 - CR 296 Connector, 40th St. to 28th St. April-2007 
20 Hillsbor. 2555991 - SR 676 (Causeway) – US 301 to US 41 Aug -2007 
21 Pinellas 2569981 - CR 296 @ I-275 Interchange   Nov -2007 
22 Pinellas 2569311 - Gandy Blvd. (SR 694)- US 19 to 4th St. Dec -2013 
23 Hillsbor. 4143481 - Tampa Int. Airport (TIA), Runway 17-35 Nov -2007 
24 Pinellas 2569491 - US 19 (SR 55) – Seville Dr. to SR 60 Nov -2007 
25 Hillsbor. 2583982 - I-275 – Howard Franklin to Himes Ave. Nov -2008 
26 Hillsbor. 2558932 - SR 574(MLK Bld.)–Highview to Parsons April-2008 
27 Hillsbor. 4052141 - Gunn Hwy. – Ehlich Rd. to Mobley Rd. June-2004 
28 Pinellas  2569951 - SR 686 (Roosevelt) – Ulmerton to 40th June-2011 
29 Pinellas 2570501 - SR 688 (Ulmerton)-Oakhurst to 119th May-2004 
30 Pasco  2563221 - SR 52 – Moon Lake to Suncoast Pkwy. Feb –2006 
31 Pinellas 2568151 - SR 586 (Curlew Rd.) – CR 1 to Fischer July – 2004 
32 Pinellas 4064741 - SR 699 (Gulf Bld.) – John's Pass Bridge Oct – 2005 
33 Pinellas 2571551 - SR 688 – 119th to Long Beach Canal June – 2006 
34 Pinellas  2571541 - SR 688 – El Centro/Ranchero to US 19 May – 2008 
35 Pinellas  4107551 - SR 679(Bayway)–Intercoastal to Bridge Nov – 2007 
36 Pinellas  2571371 - US Alt. 19 – Meres Blvd. to Pasco C.L. July – 2005 
37 Pinellas  2571931 - US 19 – CR 490 (Yulee) to CR 44  Feb -2005 
38 Pinellas  4089061 - US 19 – 3rd Ave. NE to NW 6th Ave.  Feb –2005 
39 Pinellas  2570781 - US Alt. 19 – Harry St. to Meres Blvd. Nov - 2005 



Figure 3 (cont.) - Wetland Impact Inventory (District 7, Turnpike) 

Map# County Project Number & Name          Const. 
40  Pinellas 2568901 - US Alt. 19 – Sunset Pt. to Countryside Aug – 2008 
41 Pasco  2563241 - US 41– Tower Rd. to Ridge Rd.  Sept – 2009 
42 Pinellas  2570831 - SR 699-192nd Ave. to Walsingham/Ulmer. Nov – 2008 
43 Pinellas 4037661 - Alt. US 19 – Pinellas C.L. to US 19  Nov – 2008 
44 Pinellas 4091541 - SR 688 – Wild Ac. to El Centro/Ranchero Nov – 2008 
45 Pasco  2572983 - CR 578(C.L. Road)–East Rd. to Mariner June – 2011 
46 Hernando 4050172 - US 98-CR 485 (Cobb Rd.) to CR 491  Sept – 2011 
47 Citrus  2571841 - US 41 – Watson St. to SR 44 East  Nov – 2004 
48 Citrus  4092071 - CR 470 (Gospel Isle)    Nov – 2004 
49 Pasco  2571651 - US 41 – SR 44 to SR 200   Nov – 2007 
50 Pasco  4037811 - SR 52 – Curley Rd. to Smith Rd.  Nov – 2005 
51 Citrus  2571882 - SR 200, US 41 to Marion County Line June – 2011 
52 Hernando 2572992 - CR 485 (Cobb Rd.) - SR 50 to US 98 Dec –2012 
53 Pasco  2589581 - Suncoast Parkway / Ridge Rd. Interch. Feb - 2005  
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FIGURE 4 -  FDOT Mitigation Projects 

1 SW 31 - Cattle Dock Point,  Phase II (DEP / WMD – SWIM ) 
2 SW 34 -  Lake Thonotasassa (WMD – SWIM / Hillsborough Co. Parks) 
3 SW 38 -  Quick Point Preserve (City of Longboat Key) 
4 SW 45 - Gateway Restoration (Pinellas Co. / WMD – SWIM ) 
5 SW 47 - Tenoroc / Saddle Creek (DEP / FFWCC) 
6 SW 49 - Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank (Private Mitig. Bank) 
7 SW 50 - Terra Ceia Restoration (DEP / WMD – SWIM) 
8 SW 51 -  Myakka River State Park (DEP - Parks) 
9 SW 52 -  Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (Private Mitig. Bank) 
10 SW 53 -  Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank (Private Mitig. Bank) 
11 SW 54 - Anclote Parcel (WMD – Land Resources) 
12 SW 55 - Upper Hillsborough 4&5 (WMD – Land Resources) 
13 SW 56 - Cockroach Bay, Freshwater (Hills. Co. Parks / WMD – SWIM) 
14 SW 57 - Lk. Panasoffkee Restoration (WMD - SWIM) 
15 SW 58 - Ledwith Lake (Alachua County) 
16 SW 59 - Hampton Tract (WMD – Land Resources) 
17 SW 60 - Serenova Extension (WMD - Land Resources) 
18 SW 61 - Cypress Ck. Preserve, Jennings Tract (Hills. County Parks) 
19 SW 62 - Tappan Tract (City of Tampa / WMD – SWIM) 
20 SW 63 - Hillsborough River Corridor (WMD - Land Resources) 
21 SW 64 - Baird Tract (DEP / DOF)   
22 SW 65 - Rutland Ranch (WMD - Land Resources) 
23 SW 66 - Lk. Hancock Reserve (Polk County / WMD – Land Res.)   
24 SW 67 – Apollo Beach (Hills Co. Parks / WMD – SWIM)
25 SW 68 – Brooker Creek Corridor to Starkey Wilderness Preserve  
       (Pinellas, Hills., Pasco  Co. / WMD - Land Resources)     

26 SW 69 – Peace River Bridge Restoration (DOT/ WMD)  



FIGURE 4 -  FDOT MITIGATION PROJECTS (Cont.) 

27 SW 70 - Fort DeSoto Park (Pinellas County / WMD – SWIM) 
28 SW 71 - Boyd Hill Nature Park (City of St. Petersburg) 
29 SW 72 - Cypress Creek Preserve, Greer Tract (Hills. County Parks) 
30 SW 73 – Hillsborough River State Park (DEP-Parks / WMD) 
31 SW 74 -  Serenova Preserve, Sites 2,3,4,8 (WMD – Land Resources)   
32 SW 75 – Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (Hills. Co. Parks / WMD-SWIM) 
33 SW 76 -  Lake Lowery Tract (Polk Co. / WMD – Land Resources) 
34 SW 78 -  Bahia Beach (Hills. Co. Parks / WMD-SWIM)









Table 2. Net funding requested by mitigation project, including all modifications and new projects. Sept., 2003
Page 1 of 3

Acreage Acreage Available Funds Minus
Mitig. Project Name Mitig. Impacts Impacts Plan Previous Proposed Remarks/Fund Allocation Available Funds Proposed Mitig. Cost

Project WPI # FM # (Prev.) (Current) Year Cost Estimate Requested Funds (Fund Shortage -Parenth.) (Surplus Funds)

Cattle Dock Point (SWIM) SW 31 1110148 1937941 8.92 8.92 97 669,250.00$              669,250.00$                Partial mit. @ SW52, No Revisions 698,106.00$                 -$                                  
Project Total 8.92 8.92 669,250.00$              669,250.00$                -$                                           698,106.00$                 28,856.00$                       28,856.00$                 
Lake Thonotasassa (SWIM) SW 34 7115981 2563431 14.20 14.20 97 611,349.00$              635,349.00$                Increased Costs 1,093,443.00$              458,094.00$                     
Project Total 14.20 14.20 611,349.00$              635,349.00$                (24,000.00)$                                1,093,443.00$              458,094.00$                     458,094.00$               
Quick Point SW 38 1119232 1979421 0.27 0.27 97 21,536.00$                21,131.00$                 No Revisions 21,131.00$                  -$                                  
(Longboat Key) 1119295 1980051 0.32 0.32 97 25,044.00$                25,044.00$                 No Revisions 25,044.00$                  -$                                  
Project Total 0.59 0.59 46,580.00$                46,175.00$                 405.00$                                      46,175.00$                  -$                                  -$                           
Gateway Restoration SW 45 7113975 2557341 1.50 1.50 97 115,505.00$              100,000.00$                Decreased Costs 115,505.00$                 15,505.00$                       
(Pinellas / SWIM) 7147874 2588701 9.00 9.10 97 704,366.00$              600,000.00$                Impact Inc., Decreased Costs 712,192.00$                 112,192.00$                     

7116991 2569051 0.60 0.60 98 46,202.00$                40,000.00$                 Decreased Costs 46,202.00$                  6,202.00$                         
7117181 2570931 1.50 1.50 ^00 41,140.00$                40,000.00$                 Decreased Costs 123,422.00$                 83,422.00$                       
7123639 2583981 1.90 1.90 ^01 163,590.00$              100,000.00$                Decreased Costs 163,590.00$                 63,590.00$                       

NA 4062531 0.20 0.20 ^00 8,228.00$                  8,000.00$                   Decreased Costs 16,456.00$                  8,456.00$                         
7113871 2556301 12.13 12.20 ^00 887,754.00$              600,000.00$                Impact Inc., Decreased Costs 1,036,231.00$              436,231.00$                     

Project Total 26.83 27.00 1,966,785.00$            1,488,000.00$             478,785.00$                               2,213,598.00$              725,598.00$                     725,598.00$               
Tenoroc / Saddle Creek SW 47 1147942 2012041 1.50 1.89 96 127,405.00$              160,530.00$                Impact Inc., Increased Costs 160,530.00$                 -$                                  
(FDEP / FFWCC) 1118367 1974751 5.87 5.87 97 440,250.00$              459,404.00$                Increased Costs 459,404.00$                 -$                                  

1118363 1974711 0.41 0.41 97 32,088.00$                32,088.00$                 No Revisions 32,088.00$                  -$                                  
Project Total 7.78 8.17 599,743.00$              652,022.00$                (52,279.00)$                                652,022.00$                 -$                                  -$                           
Reedy Ck. Mitig. Bank SW 49 1112576 1945101 0.39 0.39 97 13,650.00$                13,650.00$                 No Revisions 31,108.00$                  17,458.00$                       

1147942 2012041 2.20 1.99 ^01 35,020.00$                32,900.00$                 Impact Decrease 169,025.00$                 136,125.00$                     
Project Total 2.59 2.38 48,670.00$                46,550.00$                 2,120.00$                                   200,133.00$                 153,583.00$                     153,583.00$               
Terra Ceia (DEP/ SWIM) SW 50 1115399 1960581 0.59 0.59 98 46,175.00$                46,175.00$                 No Revisions 46,175.00$                  -$                                  
Project Total 0.59 0.59 46,175.00$                46,175.00$                 -$                                           46,175.00$                  -$                                  -$                           
Myakka River State Park SW 51 1119303 1980131 0.87 0.87 98 33,000.00$                33,000.00$                 No Revisions 68,089.00$                  35,089.00$                       
(FDEP) 1119215 1979251 1.49 1.49 98 56,000.00$                66,000.00$                 No Revisions 116,612.00$                 50,612.00$                       
Project Total 2.36 2.36 89,000.00$                99,000.00$                 (10,000.00)$                                184,701.00$                 85,701.00$                       85,701.00$                 
Little Pine Island SW 52 1120075 1984711 0.16 0.16 98 5,920.00$                  5,920.00$                   No Revisions 12,522.00$                  6,602.00$                         
Mitigation Bank 1110148 1937941 2.08 2.08 98 76,960.00$                76,960.00$                 No Revisions 162,787.00$                 85,827.00$                       

NA 4046971 2.75 2.75 ^01 145,750.00$              145,750.00$                No Revisions 226,273.00$                 80,523.00$                       
NA 1984781 0.50 0.50 ^02 24,000.00$                24,000.00$                 No Revisions 44,072.00$                  20,072.00$                       

Project Total 5.49 5.49 252,630.00$              252,630.00$                -$                                           445,654.00$                 193,024.00$                     193,024.00$               
Boran Ranch Mitig. Bank SW 53 1121259 1986401 2.08 2.08 97 62,400.00$                62,400.00$                 No Revisions 160,166.00$                 97,766.00$                       

1110453 1938851 1.19 1.19 97 35,700.00$                35,700.00$                 No Revisions 91,634.00$                  55,934.00$                       
1111286 1941021 2.30 2.30 97 69,000.00$                69,000.00$                 No Revisions 180,004.00$                 111,004.00$                     
1110145 1937911 0.27 0.27 98 8,100.00$                  8,100.00$                   No Revisions 21,536.00$                  13,436.00$                       
1121257 1986381 7.22 7.22 98 216,600.00$              216,600.00$                No Revisions 565,059.00$                 348,459.00$                     
1121256 1986371 5.23 5.23 98 174,600.00$              174,600.00$                No Revisions 416,281.00$                 241,681.00$                     
1110152 1937981 3.47 3.58 99 104,100.00$              107,400.00$                Impact Increase 285,515.00$                 178,115.00$                     

Project Total 21.76 21.87 670,500.00$              673,800.00$                (3,300.00)$                                  1,720,195.00$              1,046,395.00$                   1,046,395.00$            
Anclote Parcel SW 54 7115977 2563361 7.00 7.00 98 299,132.00$              375,000.00$                No Revisions 575,967.00$                 200,967.00$                     
(WMD-LAND) 7115974 2563391 6.60 6.60 97 375,868.00$              300,000.00$                No Revisions 560,584.00$                 260,584.00$                     
Project Total 13.60 13.60 675,000.00$              675,000.00$                -$                                           1,136,551.00$              461,551.00$                     461,551.00$               
Up.Hills.4&5 (WMD-LAND) SW 55 1147946 2012081 13.55 13.55 96 160,000.00$              230,000.00$                Increased Costs 1,016,250.00$              786,250.00$                     
Project Total 13.55 13.55 160,000.00$              230,000.00$                (70,000.00)$                                1,016,250.00$              786,250.00$                     786,250.00$               
Cockroach Bay (SWIM) SW 56 7117045 2569571 0.50 0.50 97 38,500.00$                38,500.00$                 No Revisions 38,500.00$                  -$                                  
(Freshwater) NA 2557031 0.80 0.80 ^00 63,811.00$                63,811.00$                 No Revisions 63,811.00$                  -$                                  

NA 2558881 2.40 3.00 ^01 197,474.00$              197,474.00$                Impact Increase 254,811.00$                 57,337.00$                       
NA 4089191 0.10 0.00 ^02 8,494.00$                  -$                            No Mitigation Required -$                             -$                                  
NA 2569941 1.00 1.00 ^02 84,937.00$                84,937.00$                 No Revisions 84,937.00$                  -$                                  
NA 2555991 3.10 3.10 ^02 263,305.00$              263,305.00$                No Revisions 335,782.00$                 72,477.00$                       

7117086 2569981 1.00 2.00 ^02 84,937.00$                84,937.00$                 Impact Increase 169,874.00$                 84,937.00$                       
NA 2569491 0.00 0.10 ^03 -$                           4,000.00$                   New Project 8,494.00$                    4,494.00$                         
NA 4052141 0.00 0.50 ^03 -$                           10,000.00$                 New Project 42,468.00$                  32,468.00$                       

Project Total 8.90 11.00 741,458.00$              746,964.00$                (5,506.00)$                                  998,677.00$                 251,713.00$                     251,713.00$               
Lk. Panasoffkee (SWIM) SW 57 NA 4063291 5.93 5.93 99 469,733.00$              469,733.00$                No Revisions 473,000.00$                 3,267.00$                         
Project Total 5.93 5.93 469,733.00$              469,733.00$                -$                                           473,000.00$                 3,267.00$                         3,267.00$                   
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Ledwith Lake SW 58 5113632 2387621 0.02 0.20 98 500.00$                     500.00$                      Impact Increase 16,990.00$                  16,490.00$                       
(Alachua County) 5113511 2386411 2.49 2.37 97 66,000.00$                66,000.00$                 Impact Decrease 201,301.00$                 135,301.00$                     

5113549 2386791 1.09 1.09 97 29,000.00$                29,000.00$                 No Revisions 92,581.00$                  63,581.00$                       
5113589 2387191 0.08 0.08 ^01 4,500.00$                  4,500.00$                   No Revisions 6,795.00$                    2,295.00$                         

Project Total 3.68 3.74 100,000.00$              100,000.00$                -$                                           317,667.00$                 217,667.00$                     217,667.00$               
Hampton Tract SW 59 NA 2012092 17.80 18.95 98 900,000.00$              1,200,000.00$             Impact Increase 1,609,556.00$              409,556.00$                     
(WMD-LAND) NA 2012041 8.85 3.55 98 500,000.00$              200,000.00$                Impact Decrease 301,526.00$                 101,526.00$                     
Project Total 26.65 22.50 1,400,000.00$            1,400,000.00$             -$                                           1,911,082.00$              511,082.00$                     511,082.00$               
Serenova Ext. (WMD-LND) SW 60 7155806 2589581 11.82 11.82 ^00 1,003,955.00$            1,017,678.00$             Addit. Acquis.Costs 1,017,678.00$              -$                                  
Project Total 11.82 11.82 1,003,955.00$            1,017,678.00$             (13,723.00)$                                1,017,678.00$              -$                                  -$                           
Cypress Ck. Preserve SW 61 7123606 2578071 0.50 0.50 98 21,204.00$                20,000.00$                 Reapportion Costs 38,502.00$                  18,502.00$                       
Jennings Tract NA 2012172 8.10 4.11 98 88,210.00$                130,000.00$                Impact Decrease 349,091.00$                 219,091.00$                     
(Hills. County Parks) 7113773 2555361 2.10 2.10 99 89,059.00$                110,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 167,504.00$                 57,504.00$                       

7147617 2587341 5.30 5.30 ^00 224,766.00$              280,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 436,088.00$                 156,088.00$                     
NA 2578072 0.20 0.20 ^00 8,482.00$                  10,000.00$                 Reapportion Costs 16,456.00$                  6,456.00$                         
NA 2558591 0.10 0.10 ^00 4,240.00$                  5,000.00$                   Reapportion Costs 8,228.00$                    3,228.00$                         
NA 2578391 2.60 2.60 ^00 131,467.00$              230,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 394,949.00$                 164,949.00$                     
NA 2584491 1.70 1.70 ^00 72,095.00$                100,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 139,877.00$                 39,877.00$                       
NA 2584131 8.10 7.60 ^00 339,271.00$              500,000.00$                Impact Decrease 645,521.00$                 145,521.00$                     
NA 4084602 0.50 0.50 ^01 21,206.00$                25,000.00$                 Reapportion Costs 41,141.00$                  16,141.00$                       

Project Total 29.20 24.71 1,000,000.00$            1,410,000.00$             (410,000.00)$                              2,237,357.00$              827,357.00$                     827,357.00$               
Tappan Tract - SWIM SW 62 7113944 2557031 6.40 5.10 ^00 460,000.00$              400,000.00$                Partial  Mit. @ SW 67 433,179.00$                 33,179.00$                       
Project Total 6.40 5.10 460,000.00$              400,000.00$                60,000.00$                                 433,179.00$                 33,179.00$                       33,179.00$                 
Hills. River Corridor (LND) SW 63 7115951 2563151 1.10 1.10 97 14,457.00$                14,457.00$                 No Revisions 87,740.00$                  73,283.00$                       
Project Total 1.10 1.10 14,457.00$                14,457.00$                 -$                                           87,740.00$                  73,283.00$                       73,283.00$                 
Baird Tract SW 64 7119003 2571641 13.90 13.90 98 795,522.00$              795,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 1,143,706.00$              348,706.00$                     
(FDOF, FDEP) 2571631 7119002 7.90 7.90 99 500,478.00$              500,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 650,020.00$                 150,020.00$                     

2571841 7119013 0.10 0.10 ^01 1,000.00$                  1,000.00$                   Reapportion Costs 8,228.00$                    7,228.00$                         
4092071 NA 0.10 0.20 ^02 1,000.00$                  1,000.00$                   Reapportion Costs 8,493.00$                    7,493.00$                         
2571651 NA 0.70 0.70 ^02 2,000.00$                  2,000.00$                   Reapportion Costs 60,269.00$                  58,269.00$                       
4037811 NA 0.00 0.40 ^03 -$                           1,000.00$                   New Project 33,975.00$                  32,975.00$                       

Project Total 22.70 23.20 1,300,000.00$            1,300,000.00$             -$                                           1,904,691.00$              604,691.00$                     604,691.00$               
Rutland Ranch (WMD-LND) SW 65 NA 1960221 2.42 2.42 ^01 50,000.00$                50,000.00$                 No Revisions 205,548.00$                 155,548.00$                     

NA 1960223 1.11 1.94 ^02 15,000.00$                30,000.00$                 Impact Increase 94,280.00$                  64,280.00$                       
NA 1961211 1.50 2.24 ^02 20,000.00$                30,000.00$                 Impact Increase 127,405.00$                 97,405.00$                       
NA 4043232 4.87 4.87 ^02 70,000.00$                70,000.00$                 No Revisions 413,643.00$                 343,643.00$                     

Project Total 9.90 11.47 155,000.00$              180,000.00$                (25,000.00)$                                840,876.00$                 660,876.00$                     660,876.00$               
Lk. Hancock Reserve SW 66 1118425 1975331 7.00 3.46 ^01 300,000.00$              290,000.00$                Impact Decrease 293,882.00$                 3,882.00$                         
(Polk Co. / WMD-LND) 1111277 1940931 4.42 4.42 ^01 150,000.00$              360,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 363,682.00$                 3,682.00$                         

1110467 1938991 11.59 11.59 ^01 450,000.00$              950,000.00$                Reapportion Costs 953,637.00$                 3,637.00$                         
1118059 1971681 0.46 0.46 ^01 20,000.00$                35,000.00$                 Reapportion Costs 39,071.00$                  4,071.00$                         
1118571 1976791 1.45 1.48 ^01 70,000.00$                80,000.00$                 Inc. Impacts, Reapportion Costs 121,776.00$                 41,776.00$                       
1118494 1977061 16.98 16.98 ^02 600,000.00$              160,000.00$                No Revisions 1,442,230.00$              1,282,230.00$                   
1118564 1977071 4.76 4.76 ^02 150,000.00$              40,000.00$                 No Revisions 404,300.00$                 364,300.00$                     
1118530 1976381 0.20 0.09 ^02 10,000.00$                5,000.00$                   Impact Decrease 7,749.00$                    2,749.00$                         

NA 4084411 0.00 1.00 ^03 -$                           5,000.00$                   New Project 84,937.00$                  79,937.00$                       
1118597 1977051 0.00 1.08 ^03 -$                           5,000.00$                   New Project 84,937.00$                  79,937.00$                       

Project Total 46.86 45.32 990,000.00$              1,930,000.00$             (940,000.00)$                              3,796,201.00$              1,866,201.00$                   1,866,201.00$            
Apollo Bch. (Hills. / SWIM) SW 67 7113944 2557031 5.90 5.30 ^00 422,740.00$              450,000.00$                Mitigation Transfer 450,166.00$                 166.00$                            
Project Total 5.90 5.30 422,740.00$              450,000.00$                (27,260.00)$                                450,166.00$                 166.00$                            166.00$                      
Brooker-Starkey Corridor SW 68 7119013 2571741 1.40 1.40 ^00 115,193.00$              115,193.00$                No Revisions 115,193.00$                 -$                                  
(Pasco Co. / WMD-Land) 7117138 2570501 2.00 0.20 ^00 159,528.00$              16,456.00$                 Impact Decrease 16,456.00$                  -$                                  

NA 4037711 0.10 0.10 ^00 7,979.00$                  8,228.00$                   No Revisions 8,228.00$                    -$                                  
7115970 2563221 6.90 6.30 ^00 574,301.00$              535,103.00$                Impact Decrease 535,103.00$                 -$                                  
7115970 2563321 3.60 3.60 ^01 287,150.00$              302,794.00$                No Revisions 302,794.00$                 -$                                  
7116901 2568151 0.10 0.10 ^01 7,976.00$                  8,494.00$                   No Revisions 8,494.00$                    -$                                  

Project Total 14.10 11.70 1,152,127.00$            986,268.00$                165,859.00$                               986,268.00$                 -$                                  -$                           
Peace River Bridge (WMD) SW 69 NA 4046971 0.80 0.80 ^01 60,000.00$                60,000.00$                 No Revisions 63,811.00$                  3,811.00$                         
Project Total 0.80 0.80 60,000.00$                60,000.00$                 -$                                           63,811.00$                  3,811.00$                         3,811.00$                   
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Ft. DeSoto Park SW 70 7116989 2569031 0.80 0.80         ^02 67,950.00$                67,950.00$                 No Revisions 67,950.00$                  -$                                  
(Pinellas Co./ WMD-SWIM) NA 4064741 0.10 0.10         ^02 8,494.00$                  8,494.00$                   No Revisions 8,494.00$                    -$                                  

7117243 2571551 0.20 0.20         ^02 16,987.00$                16,987.00$                 No Revisions 16,987.00$                  -$                                  
7117242 2571541 0.10 0.10         ^02 8,494.00$                  8,494.00$                   No Revisions 8,494.00$                    -$                                  
7117240 2571521 0.30 0.30         ^02 25,481.00$                25,481.00$                 No Revisions 25,481.00$                  -$                                  
7117225 2571371 0.20 0.20         ^02 16,987.00$                16,987.00$                 No Revisions 16,987.00$                  -$                                  

NA 2570831 0.00 0.10         ^03 -$                           8,494.00$                   New Project 8,494.00$                    -$                                  
NA 4091541 0.00 0.20         ^03 -$                           16,987.00$                 New Project 16,987.00$                  -$                                  
NA 2570781 0.00 0.10         ^03 -$                           8,494.00$                   New Project 8,494.00$                    -$                                  
NA 4037661 0.00 0.30         ^03 -$                           $25,482.00 New Project 25,482.00$                  -$                                  

Project Total 1.70 2.40         144,393.00$              203,850.00$                (59,457.00)$                                203,850.00$                 -$                                  -$                           
Boyd Hill Nature Park SW 71 NA 4037701 0.10 0.10         ^00 8,228.00$                  8,228.00$                   No Revisions 8,228.00$                    -$                                  
(St. Petersburg) 7116974 2568881 0.40 0.50         ^00 33,735.00$                33,735.00$                 Impact Increase 33,735.00$                  -$                                  

NA 4082011 0.10 0.10         ^01 8,228.00$                  8,228.00$                   No Revisions 8,228.00$                    -$                                  
NA 4062561 0.10 0.10         ^02 8,494.00$                  8,494.00$                   No Revisions 8,494.00$                    -$                                  

7117158 2570701 0.10 0.10         ^02 8,494.00$                  8,494.00$                   No Revisions 8,494.00$                    -$                                  
7117082 2569941 2.00 -           ^02 169,874.00$              -$                            Impact Decrease, Mit.-SW56 -$                             -$                                  
7117086 2569981 2.00 -           ^02 169,874.00$              -$                            Impact Decrease, Mit.-SW56 -$                             -$                                  
7114129 2558881 9.30 9.30 ^02 573,438.00$              750,000.00$                Reapportion Funding 789,914.00$                 39,914.00$                       
7117019 2569311 5.00 5.00         ^02 324,685.00$              350,000.00$                Reapportion Funding 430,490.00$                 80,490.00$                       
7113840 2555991 0.80 0.80 ^02 50,000.00$                50,000.00$                 No Revisions 67,950.00$                  17,950.00$                       

NA 2569951 0.00 2.10 ^03 -$                           140,000.00$                New Project 178,368.00$                 38,368.00$                       
NA 2558932 0.00 0.40 ^03 -$                           20,000.00$                 New Project 33,735.00$                  13,735.00$                       

Project Total 23.30 18.50 1,355,050.00$            1,377,179.00$             (22,129.00)$                                1,567,636.00$              190,457.00$                     190,457.00$               
Greer Tract (Hills.) SW 72 NA 4054921 6.80 6.50 ^02 100,000.00$              100,000.00$                Impact Decrease 552,090.00$                 452,090.00$                     

4037801 0.00 0.20 ^03 -$                           5,000.00$                   New Project 16,987.00$                  11,987.00$                       
4112771 0.00 0.20 ^03 -$                           5,000.00$                   New Project 16,987.00$                  11,987.00$                       

Project Total 6.80 6.90 100,000.00$              110,000.00$                (10,000.00)$                                586,064.00$                 476,064.00$                     476,064.00$               
Hills. R.S.P. (DEP/WMD) SW 73 NA 4037601 0.40 0.40 ^02 33,974.00$                100,000.00$                Increase Costs 33,974.00$                  (66,026.00)$                      
Project Total 0.40 0.40 33,974.00$                100,000.00$                (66,026.00)$                                33,974.00$                  (66,026.00)$                      (66,026.00)$                
Serenova 2,3,4,8 (LAND) SW 74 7115952 2563161 1.60 1.60 ^02 130,000.00$              130,000.00$                No Revisions 135,899.00$                 5,899.00$                         
Project Total 1.60 1.60 130,000.00$              130,000.00$                -$                                           135,899.00$                 5,899.00$                         5,899.00$                   
Cockroach Bay - Saltwater SW 75 7113944 2557031 5.40 5.40 ^01 410,000.00$              410,000.00$                Reapportion Funding 458,660.00$                 48,660.00$                       
(Hills. Co. / WMD- SWIM) 7117227 2571391 0.20 0.20 ^01 10,000.00$                10,000.00$                 Reapportion Funding 16,987.00$                  6,987.00$                         
Project Total 5.60 5.60 420,000.00$              420,000.00$                -$                                           475,647.00$                 55,647.00$                       55,647.00$                 
Lake Lowery (LAND) SW 76 1118571 197691 1.24 0.45 ^03 -$                           -$                            SJRWMD- Mitig. Transfer 37,030.00$                  37,030.00$                       

NA 4038901 1.10 0.45 ^03 -$                           -$                            SJRWMD- Mitig. Transfer 37,030.00$                  37,030.00$                       
1147942 2012041 9.70 4.32 ^03 255,436.00$              255,436.00$                SJRWMD- Mitig. Transfer 366,928.00$                 111,492.00$                     

Project Total 12.04 5.22 255,436.00$              255,436.00$                -$                                           403,958.00$                 148,522.00$                     148,522.00$               
Bahia Beach (SWIM) SW 78 NA 4143481 0.00 20.10 ^03 -$                           1,698,740.00$             New Project 1,698,740.00$              -$                                  
(Hills. Co. / SWIM) 2583982 0.00 0.40 ^03 -$                           33,975.00$                 New Project 33,975.00$                  -$                                  

0.00 20.50 -$                           1,732,715.00$             (1,732,715.00)$                           1,732,715.00$              -$                                  -$                           

GRAND TOTAL 363.64 363.53 17,544,005.00$    20,308,231.00$     (2,764,226.00)$                    30,111,139.00$      9,802,908.00$            9,802,908.00$       

Avg. Mit. Cost / Impact Ac.
55,863.98$                               







Southwest Florida Water Management District
FY 2003-2004 DOT Regional Mitigation Plan

Table 4 - New DOT Impacts and Associated Mitigation Sept. 2003 Page 1 of 1

DOT - WPI DOT - FM Const. FLUCCS Acres Total Mitigation Project Cost Estimate Mitig. Type Mitig. Mitig.
Date Acres (Current) Acres Bank

Credits
NA 2569491 Nov.-'07 615 0.10 0.10 SW 56-Cockroach Bay (F) 4,000.00$               F. Marsh Creation 0.3
NA 4052141 Jun-'04 640 0.50 0.50 SW 56-Cockroach Bay (F) 10,000.00$             F. Marsh Creation 1.5
NA 4037811 Nov.-'05 641 0.10 0.10 SW 65- Baird Tract 1,000.00$               F. Marsh Enhance. 6.5
NA 4084411 Feb.-'07 615 1.00 1.00 SW 66-Lk. Hancock Res. 5,000.00$               Forest Wet. Rest. 3.9

Upland Preserv. 2.0
1118597 1977051 July-'06 641 1.08 1.08 SW 66-Lk. Hancock Res. 5,000.00$               Marsh Enhance. 3.0

NA 2570831 Nov.-'08 612 0.10 0.10 SW 70-Ft. DeSoto Park 8,494.00$               S.Wet.Enhance. 1.0
NA 4091541 Nov.-'08 510 0.20 0.20 SW 70-Ft. DeSoto Park 16,987.00$             S.Wet.Enhance. 2.0
NA 2570781 Nov.-'05 618 0.10 0.10 SW 70-Ft. DeSoto Park 8,494.00$               S.Wet.Enhance. 1.0
NA 4037661 Nov.-'08 640 0.10 0.30 SW 70-Ft. DeSoto Park 25,482.00$             S.Wet.Enhance. 3.0

641 0.20 SW 70-Ft. DeSoto Park
NA 2569951 Jun-'11 510 0.50 2.10 SW 71-Boyd Hill Park 140,000.00$           F.Forest Enhance. 10.5

530 0.30
618 0.40
619 0.10
641 0.60
641x 0.20

NA 2558932 April-'11 610 0.40 0.40 SW 71-Boyd Hill Park 20,000.00$             F.Forest Enhance. 2.0
NA 4037801 Mar.-'05 510 0.10 0.20 SW 72-Greer Tract 5,000.00$               F.Forest Wet. & 1.5

641 0.10 Upland Preserv.
NA 4112771 Oct.-'05 641 0.20 0.20 SW 72-Greer Tract 5,000.00$               "  "  " 1.5
NA 4143481 Nov.-'07 510 3.40 20.10 SW 78-Bahia Beach 1,698,740.00$        F&S Wet. Creation, 100.0

610 0.10 Rest., & Enhance.
612 0.40 Upland Restor.
617 0.70 Forest Wet. Enh.
619 2.80
621 0.30
630 1.50
640 3.40
641 0.40
641x 6.30
642 0.80

NA 2583982 Nov.-'08 612 0.40 0.40 SW 78-Bahia Beach 33,975.00$             Mangrove Enhance. 2.0
TOTALS 26.88 26.88 1,987,172.00$     141.7 0.0

Average Mitig. Ratio: 5.3 mitigation acres : 1 impact acre
Average Mitig. Cost: $73,968 per impact acre, $13,985 per mitigation acre



Table 5 - DOT Mitigation Projects - Compensation Summaries, Updated September, 2003

Mitigation Project    DOT Impacts      Proposed Mitigation Remarks
Agency Representative   Wetland Locations,   Type & Acreage
Watershed Basin, County Type & Acreage

Cattle Dock Point (SW 31) 
(DEP / WMD-SWIM) 
Myakka Basin - Charlotte Co. 

Charlotte Co. 
Mangrove - 1.93 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 3.66 ac. 
Marsh (Salt) - 3.33 ac. 
Total - 8.92 acres

Mangrove (Creation) - 1.3 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) Enhancement – 0.1 ac.
Open Water / Bay Enhance – 1.1 ac. 
Marsh (Salt) Creation - 9.5 ac. 
Upland Habitat (Creation) - 4.6 ac. 
Total – 16.6 acres

Cattle Dock Point (Phase II) is an 
expansion of adjacent restoration 
phase covering over 10 acres. 

Lake Thonotasassa (SW 34)
(WMD-SWIM / Hills. Co. Parks) 
Hillsborough Basin –Hillsborough Co. 

Pasco Co. 
Inland Pond - 0.8 ac. 
Scrub-Shrub - 4.1 ac. 
Cypress - 4.6 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) – 4.7 ac. 
Total - 14.20 acres

Marsh (Fresh) Enhance - 14 ac. 
Marsh Restoration - 45 ac. 
Cypress Plantings Throughout 
Total - 59 acres

The Lk. Thonotasassa project is a 
large-scale habitat restoration 
project that also provides water 
quality treatment & attenuation of 
contributing watershed flow into 
the lake. 

Quick Point (SW 38)
(Longboat Key) 
Lower Coastal - Sarasota Co. 

Sarasota Co. 
Seagrass - 0.27 ac. 
Mangrove - 0.32 ac. 
Total - 0.59 acre

Seagrass Restoration - 1.5 ac. 
Inland Pond - 0.3 ac. 
Mangrove Enhancement - 1.0 ac. 
Total - 2.8 acres

Quick Point Preserve is a 34-acre 
tract with other restoration 
activities funded by various 
sources.

Gateway Restoration (SW 45) 
(Pinellas Co. / WMD-SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Drainage Basin - 
Pinellas Co. 

Hillsborough & Pinellas Co. 
Mangrove - 13.3 ac. 
Exotic Hardwood - 3.7 ac. 
Marsh (Salt) - 5.1 ac. 
Bay & Estuary - 4.0 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 0.5 ac. 
Ditch - 0.3 ac. 
Total - 26.9 acres

Mangrove Enhancement - 42.5 ac. 
Marsh (Salt) Restoration - 42.9 ac. 
Bay & Estuary - 7.8 ac. 
Upland Habitat Restoration - 3.6 ac. 
Total - 96.8 acres

This phase of Gateway covers a 
total 176-acres, portion of adjacent 
several hundred acres of proposed 
estuary restoration & 
enhancement.

Tenoroc / Saddle Ck. (SW 47)
(DEP / FFWCC) 
Peace River - Polk Co. 

Polk Co. 
Forest (Fresh) - 6.33 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 1.25 ac. 
Total - 8.17 acres

Forested Wetland Creation – 21.4 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) Creation – 3.7 ac. 
Total – 25.1 acres

The creation & restoration of 
wetland habitat at Tenoroc is part 
of an overall habitat & watershed 
management plan that covers over 
6,000 acres. 
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Table 5 - DOT Mitigation Projects - Compensation Summaries, Updated September, 2003

Mitigation Project    DOT Impacts      Proposed Mitigation Remarks
Agency Representative   Wetland Locations,   Type & Acreage
Watershed Basin, County Type & Acreage

Reedy Creek
Mitigation Bank (SW 49)
(Private Mitigation Bank) 
Kissimmee River Basin - 
 Polk & Osceola Co. 

Polk Co. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 0.39 ac. 
Hardwood Forest - 1.99 ac. 
Total - 2.38 acres

Forested Wetland Enhancement & Upland 
Habitat Restoration
Total – purchase 2.38 credits 

The mitigation bank covers over 
3,500-acres of wetland and upland 
enhancement & restoration. 

Terra Ceia Restoration (SW 50) 
(DEP / WMD - SWIM) 
Manatee River Basin – Manatee Co. 

Manatee Co. 
Mangrove - 0.18 ac. 
Shrub – 0.41 ac. 
Total - 0.59 acre

Mangrove Enhancement - 4.0 ac. 
Upland Habitat Enhancement - 3.0 ac. 
Total – 7.0 acres

This mitigation is part of a 1,700-
acre tract proposed for major 
wetland & upland enhancement & 
restoration activities. 

Myakka River State Park (SW 51)
(DEP - Parks) 
Myakka Basin - Sarasota Co.

Sarasota Co. 
Stream Swamp – 0.30 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 2.06 ac. 
Total - 2.36 acres

Stream Swamp Enhancement - 7.0 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) Enhancement - 27.0 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) Restoration - 1.5 ac. 
Total - 35.5 acres

The project includes removal of a 
railroad grade berm that restores
the hydrology of substantial 
wetland acreage. 

Little Pine Island
Mitigation Bank (SW 52)
(Private Mitgation Bank) 
Charlotte Harbor - Lee Co. 

Charlotte Co. 
Forest (Fresh) – 0.5 ac. 
Bay & Estuary - 2.24 ac. 
Mangrove – 2.75 
Total - 5.49 acres

Saltwater Marsh Restoration & 
Mangrove Enhancement
Total - purchase 5.49 credits

The mitigation bank includes 
eradication of exotic vegetation 
from 1,565 wetland acres on state-
owned property. 

Boran Ranch
Mitigation Bank (SW 53)
(Private Mitigation Bank) 
Peace River Basin - DeSoto Co.

Hardee & DeSoto Co. 
Hardwood Forest - 9.96 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) – 11.80 ac. 
Total - 21.76 acres

Freshwater wetland & upland restoration & 
enhancement
Total - 21.76 credits 

The mitigation bank includes 132 
wetland acres and 272 upland 
acres (total 404 acres), 
construction complete, currently 
maintenance & monitoring.
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Mitigation Project    DOT Impacts      Proposed Mitigation Remarks
Agency Representative   Wetland Locations,   Type & Acreage
Watershed Basin, County Type & Acreage

Anclote Parcel (SW 54)
(WMD - Land Resources) 
Upper Coastal Basin - Pasco Co. 

Pasco Co. 
Mixed Hardwood - 4.1 ac. 
Scrub-Shrub - 0.8 ac. 
Cypress - 4.6 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 2.7 ac. 
Ditch – 1.4 ac. 
Total - 13.6 acres

Acquisition & enhancement of 185-acres that 
includes mixed hardwood swamp, cypress, 
pine flatwoods, and oak hammocks. Creation 
of a 6-acre marsh from an existing borrow 
pit.
Total - 185 acres

The acquired tract is adjacent to 
over 25,000-acres of publicly-
owned native habitat, majority 
deeded to WMD/Pasco Co. as 
mitigation for other projects'
wetland impacts.

Upper Hills. – 4 & 5 (SW 55) 
(WMD - Land Resources) 
Hillsborough Basin - Pasco Co. 

Polk Co. 
Mixed Hardwood - 6.57 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 6.98 ac. 
Total - 13.55 acres

Cypress & Mixed Hardwood
Enhancement & Restorat. - 101.3 ac. 
Forested & Marsh Restorat. – 10 ac. 
Marsh & Shrub Enhance.- 8.7 ac. 
Total - 120 acres

Backfill 1.3 miles of ditch to 
hydrologically enhance 12 forested 
and 3 non-forested wetlands, 
portion of WMD property covering 
several thousand acres. 

Cockroach Bay – Fresh (SW 56)
(Hills. Parks / WMD – SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Basin - Hills. Co. 

Pinellas Co. 
Canal – 0.8 ac. 
Shrub - 0.2 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 10 ac. 
Total - 11 acres

Marsh (Fresh) Creation – 26 ac. 
Upl. Hardwood Hamm. Enhance – 7 ac. 
Total – 33 acres

Entire site covers 651 acres of 
various fresh & saltwater wetland 
creation & restoration, along with 
upland habitat restoration 

Lk. Panasoffkee Restorat. (SW 57)
(WMD - SWIM) 
Withlacoochee Basin - Sumter Co. 

Sumter Co. 
Open Water - 5.93 ac. 
(Bridge impact over Lk. 
Panasoff.)
Total - 5.93 acres

Lake Enhancement - 75 ac. 
Total - 75 acres

Mitigation includes portion of lake 
bottom dredging to remove
5 million cub.yds. of sediment from 
1,010 acres of the lake.

Ledwith Lake (SW 58)
(Alachua Co./ FDEP / SJRWMD) 
Ocklawaha Basin – Alachua Co. 

Marion Co. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 3.66 ac. 
Mixed Hardwood - 0.02 ac. 
Total - 3.68 acres

Acquisition & enhance 160-acre marsh 
Total - 160 acres

Site is a 2200-acre marsh 
proposed for public acquisition, 
within a proposed east-west 
corridor from Ocala Nat. Forest to 
Wacasassa River. 
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Mitigation Project    DOT Impacts      Proposed Mitigation Remarks
Agency Representative   Wetland Locations,   Type & Acreage
Watershed Basin, County Type & Acreage

Hampton Tract (SW 59)
(WMD - Land Resources) 
Withlacoochee Basin - Polk Co. 

Polk Co. 
Forested Hardwood – 8.5 ac.
Marsh - 4.6 ac. 
Cypress – 3.5 ac. 
Shrub – 2.3 ac. 
Open Water / Ditches – 2.4 
Total - 21.35 acres

Mixed Forest Enhancement – 684 ac. 
Cypress Enhancement – 309 ac. 
Wet Prairie Enhancement – 60 ac. 
Hydric Pine Flatwood Enhance - 19 ac. 
Marsh Enhancement - 4 ac. 
Total – 1076 acres

Entire tract is 7,640 acres, 
adjacent to Green Swamp 
Wilderness Preserve (99,775 
acres). Backfill over 4.5 miles of 
wetland ditches, install over 90 
ditchblocks to restore wetland 
hydrology.

Serenova Extension (SW 60)
(WMD - Land Resources) 
Upper Coastal – Pasco Co. 

Pasco
Open Water - 0.15 ac. 
Cypress - 8.19 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 3.48 ac. 
Total - 11.82 acres

Acquisition, Enhancement, Management 
Oak Hammocks – 38 ac. 
Pine Flatwoods – 98 ac. 
Mixed Forested Wetlands - 44 ac. 
Cypress - 15 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 2 ac. 
Open Water - 7 ac. 
Marsh Creation – 11 ac. 
Total – 215 acres

This tract is adjacent to the 
Serenova Tract & Starkey 
Wilderness Area, a 15,000-acre 
parcel of native habitat owned by 
the WMD. 

Cypress Ck. Preserve,  West 
Jennings Tract  (SW 61) 
(Hillsb. Parks / WMD-Land) 
Hillsborough Basin – Hillsbor. Co. 

Hillsborough, Pasco, Polk Co. 
Forested – 18.1 ac. 
Ditch (Forest) – 1.84 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) – 3.6 ac. 
Willow – 0.5 ac. 
Cypress – 0.7 ac.
Total - 24.7 acres

Acquisition, Enhancement, Management
Mixed Forest Wetland – 146 ac. 
Upland Hardwood Hammock – 98 ac. 
Pine Flatwoods – 19 ac. 
Palmetto Prairie – 15 ac. 
Pine Flatwood Restoration - 20 ac. 
Total - 298 acres

This parcel acquisition is adjacent 
to several hundred acres of native 
habitat owned and managed by 
Hills. Co. Parks (ELAPP). 
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Tappan Tract (SW 62)
(City of Tampa / WMD – SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Drainage Basin - 
Hillsborough County

Hillsborough Co. 
Mangrove – 0.3 ac. 
Ditch (Salt) - 3.5 ac. 
Ditch (Fresh) - 0.6 ac. 
Pond – 0.1 ac. 
Canal – 0.6 ac.
Total - 5.1 acres

Mangrove Enhancement - 0.77 ac. 
Marsh (Salt) Create & Enhance - 5.9 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) Create - 0.55 ac.
Hardwood Hammock Restore - 1.2 ac. 
Total - 8.4 acres

One of several tracts along
Old Tampa Bay proposed for 
acquisition and restoration. 

Hillsbor. River Corridor (SW 63) 
(WMD - Land Resources) 
Hillsborough Basin – Pasco Co. 

Pasco Co. 
Cypress - 1.1 ac. 
Total - 1.1 acre

Acquisition & Preservation - 
Forest Wetland Floodplain - 10.0 ac. 
Total - 10 acres

Acquiring this parcel will almost 
connect separate WMD-owned 
parcels covering several thousand 
acres along the Hillsborough River.

Baird Tract (SW 64)
(DEP / DOF) 
Withlacoochee Basin – Sumter Co. 

Citrus, Hernando Co. 
Forest - 12.7 ac. 
Shrub – 3.4 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) - 6.7 ac. 
Waterway & Ditch – 0.4 
Total - 23.2 acres

Marsh Enhancement - 970 ac. 
Forested Wetland Enhance. - 548 ac. 
Total - 1518 acres

The Baird Tract covers over 
11,000 acres within the 
Withlacoochee State Forest. 

Rutland Ranch (SW 65) 
(WMD-Land Resources) 
Manatee River Basin – Manatee Co. 

Manatee Co. 
Forest - 4.75 ac. 
Marsh - 5.75 ac. 
Ditches - 0.9 ac. 
Total – 11. 47 acres

Marsh Enhancement – 75 ac. 
Marsh Restoration – 5 ac. 
Upland Restoration – 10 ac. 
Upland Enhancement – 25 ac. 
Total - 115 acres

The South Tract of Rutland Ranch 
covers 900 acres, enhancement 
includes hydrologic restoration of 
several heavily drained marshes, 
and upland habitat corridors. 
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Lk. Hancock Reserve (SW 66)
(Polk Co. Nat. Res./WMD-Land Res.) 
Peace River, Polk County 

Polk Co.
Forest - 11.0 ac. 
Shrub -4.4 ac. 
Marsh - 14.2 ac. 
Pond – 0.3 ac.
Total - 45.3 acres

Mixed Forested Restore - 50 ac. 
Mixed Forest Enhance – 40 ac. 
Marsh Enhance – 339 ac. 
Upland Restore - 24 ac. 
Upland Preservation – 19 acres 
Total – 472 acres 

The entire  Lake Hancock Reserve 
covers 1256 acres. Restoring wet 
pastures to marsh and forested 
wetland habitat within the core of 
the property. Adjacent upland and 
wetland habitat will be restored by
Polk Co.

Apollo Beach Nature Pres. (SW 67)
(Hills. Co. Parks / WMD-SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Drainage, Hills. Co. 

Hillsborough Co. 
Marsh (Salt) – 5.3 ac. 
Total - 5.3 acres

Marsh (Salt) Create - 13.8 ac. 
Total – 13.8 acres

The site includes a total of 33 
acres of saltwater wetland creation 
and 5 acres of upland preservation 
and enhancement. 

Brooker Creek Corridor to 
Starkey Wilderness Area (SW 68) 
(Pinellas, Hills., Pasco Co.,
WMD-Land Resources) 
Upper Coastal Basin, Pasco Co. 

Pasco, Hernando, & Pinellas Co. 
Hardwood Forest – 3.5 ac. 
Marsh - 3.4 ac. 
Shrub - 1.3 ac. 
Cypress – 3.5 ac. 
Total - 11.7 acres

Acquisition, Restoration, Management 
Upland Restoration & Wetland Preservation 
– Total 30 acres

The acquisition is part of an overall 
plan of multiple public & private 
entities to acquire property to 
construct a corridor between 
Brooker Ck. Preserve (5,000 ac.) & 
the Starkey Wilderness Area/ 
Serenova (15,000 ac.) 

Peace River Bridge Rest. (SW 69) 
(DOT & WMD) 
Peace River Basin, Charlotte Co.

Charlotte Co. 
Mangrove & Salt-marsh Impacts 
Total - 3.31 acres

Restore Temporary Impacts to
Mangrove & Saltmarsh - 2.51 ac. 
Enhance non-vegetated area under existing 
bridge span after removal, 
Mangrove & Saltmarsh - 2.06 ac. 
Total - 4.57 acres

A joint sponsorship between DOT 
and the WMD at the bridge 
construction site. Bridge Contractor 
responsible for the earthwork, 
WMD responsible for post-const. 
activities.
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Ft. DeSoto Park (SW 70) 
(Pinellas County / WMD – SWIM) 
Upper Coastal Basin, Pinellas Co. 

Pinellas Co. 
Open Water – 0.5 ac. 
Marsh – 0.4 ac. 
Ditch – 0.6 ac.
Mangrove – 0.2 ac. 
Seagrass – 0.4 ac. 
Shrub – 0.1 ac. 
Total – 2.4 acres 

Seagrass Enhancement – 24 ac. 
Total – 24 acres 

The proposed bridge (2) 
construction will restore tidal flow 
connections to interbay areas 
within the Park, resulting in a 
minimum 200 acres of seagrass 
enhancement, with additional 
enhancement to mangrove and 
other tidal ecosystems. 

Boyd Hill Nature Park (SW 71)
(City of St. Petersburg) 
Tampa Bay Drainage Basin,
Pinellas County 

Pinellas & Hillsborough Counties 
Open Water – 0.8 ac. 
Mixed Forest – 9.5 ac. 
Shrub – 6.6 ac. 
Marsh – 0.8 ac. 
Canals & Ditches – 0.7 ac.
Total – 18.5 acres 

Hardwood Wet. Enhancement – 69.6 ac. 
Upland Habitat Enhancement – 21.4 ac. 
Pond Enhancement – 1.0 ac. 
Total – 92.0 acres 

The 300-acre park of upland and 
wetland habitat borders Lk. 
Maggiorie, a rare and unique 
mosaic island of habitat 
communities for southern Pinellas 
County.

Cypress Ck. Preserve, West 
Greer Tract (SW 72)
(Hillsb. Parks / WMD-Land) 
Hillsborough Basin – Hillsbor. Co. 

Hillsborough County
Mixed Forest – 6.5 ac. 
Marsh 0.3 ac. 
Stream – 0.1 ac. 
Total – 6.8 acres 

Forest Wet. Preservation – 61.5 ac. 
Upl. Forested Enhance. – 38.0 ac. 
Total – 99.5 acres 

This parcel acquisition is adjacent 
to several hundred acres of native 
habitat owned and managed by 
Hills. Co. Parks (ELAPP). 

Hillsborough River State Park, 
Bulkhead Removal (SW 73) 
(FDEP – Parks / WMD) 
Hillsborough Basin – Hillsbor. Co. 

Hillsborough County
Mixed Forest – 0.3 ac. 
Marsh – 0.1 ac. 
Total – 0.4 acres

Forest Wet. Restoration – 0.5 ac. 
Total – 0.5 acres 

This project includes removal of a 
concrete bulkhead and forested 
wetland restoration along the 
Hillsborough River. 

Serenova Pres. - 2,3,4,8 (SW 74) 
(WMD-Land)
Upper Coastal Basin – Pasco County 

Pasco County 
Mixed Forest – 1.6 ac. 
Total – 1.6 acres 

Forested Wet. Enhancement – 26 ac. 
Total – 26 acres 

Hydrologic enhancement of the 
Pithlac. River and Five Mile Creek 
within the Serenova Preserve 
(7,000 acres) 
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Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (SW 75)
(Hills. Parks / WMD – SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Drain. Basin – Hills. Co. 

Hillsborough County 
Marsh (Salt) – 5.4 ac. 
Mangrove – 0.2 ac. 
Total – 5.4 acres 

Marsh (salt) creation – 15.1 acres 
Total – 15.1 acres 

Entire site covers 651 acres of 
various fresh & saltwater wetland 
creation & restoration, along with 
upland habitat restoration. 

Lake Lowery Tract (SW 76)
(Polk Co. Nat. Res. / WMD – Land) 
Ocklawaha River Basin – Polk Co. 

Polk County 
Cypress - 2.32 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) – 2.00 ac. 
Mixed Forest – 0.88 ac. 
Stream – 0.02 ac. 
Total – 5.22 acres

Marsh Preservation – 198 acres Entire site includes joint-acquisition 
and preservation of 397 acres, 
predominantly forested and marsh 
wetland habitat. Adjacent to 5700-
acres of FFWCC property 
(Hilochee Wildlife Mgmt. Area).

Bahia Beach Tract (SW 78)
(Hills. Co. Parks / WMD – SWIM) 
Tampa Bay Basin – Hills. Co. 

Hillsborough County 
Canal & Waterway – 3.4 ac. 
Pond – 0.3 ac. 
Shrub – 3.2 ac. 
Cypress – 0.3 ac. 
Forested Wet. – 2.2 ac. 
Marsh (Fresh) – 3.8 ac. 
Marsh (Salt)  - 0.8 ac. 
Ditch – 6.3 ac. 
Mangrove – 0.4 ac.
Total – 20.5 acres 

Forested & Marsh Wetland
Creation  - 30 acres 
Upland Habitat Restorat. – 20-30 acres 
Coastal Wet. Hammock Enh. – 17 ac. 
Marsh (salt) Restoration – 15 acres 
Mangrove & Salt-marsh Enhance. – 27 ac. 
Total – 110-120 acres 

The Bahia Beach Tract is adjacent 
to several thousand acres of other 
Hills. County tracts that have been 
acquired, enhanced and restored 
with assistance through the WMD. 
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 REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District :  Southwest Florida Water Management District
     Mitigation Project Name:   Cattle Dock Point    Project Number: SW 31    
 Project Manager: Mark A. Hammond, SWIM Manager   Phone No:  (813) 985-7481 ext. 2200 
 County(ies):   Charlotte         Location: Section 3, T41S, R21E

IMPACT INFORMATION 
 DOT WPI 1110148, FM 1937941, SR 776 - CR 771 to Willow Bend Rd.  ERP #:4316676.00 COE:199601986
     Drainage Basin(s):  Myakka River Water Body(s):   Myakka River/Charlotte Harbor  SWIM water body?   Y 

     Impact Acres/Types: WPI 1110148      1.93  ac.    612  (Fluccs code)
3.66  ac.   641   (Fluccs code)

                3.33  ac.    642  (Fluccs code) 
  TOTAL:            8.92 Acres  

Note: This project has an additional 2.08 acres of open water impact being mitgated through the purchase of 2.08 
credits from the Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (SW 52).

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: X Creation     X  Restoration    X  Enhancement Mitigation Area: 16.6 Acres
SWIM project?    Y     Aquatic Plant Control project?   N     Exotic Plant Control Project?   Y
Mitigation Bank?   N      Drainage Basin(s):  Myakka River Drainage Basin  Water Body(s):  Myakka River and 
Charlotte Harbor SWIM water body?   Y

Project Description 
A.  Overall project goals:   The purpose of the project is to restore the intertidal habitat on property jointly 

owned by the FDEP and the SWFWMD.  The project will remove extensive exotic vegetation that has 

invaded the site, regrade the site to create a habitat mosaic of upland (hammocks, cabbage palm) and 

wetland (transitional, intertidal, and freshwater) communities (Figs. C,D,E). 

B. Brief description of current condition:  The area has been disturbed by fill from a now abandoned 

constructed boat basin.  The site has been heavily invaded by nuisance/exotic vegetation, particularly 

Brazilian pepper and Australian Pine. The freshwater marsh is dominated by cattails and sesbania (photos). 

C. Brief description of proposed work: Characterize the existing vegetation, hydrology and soil conditions; 

coordinate the  design with the appropriate agencies; prepare the site design and permit applications. The 

disturbed uplands will have the nuisance/exotic vegetation removed and regraded to create appropriate 

intertidal elevations. Once the grades are established, the intertidal area will be planted with low marsh, 

high marsh, mangrove, and transitional native vegetation. The freshwater marsh will be enhanced (exotics 

removal), enlarged, and planted with suitable desirable species. The remaining upland area not lowered to 

wetland grade will be planted with appropriate upland coastal species to create live oak/cabbage palm 

hammocks. Implementation of the final design will result in the creation of tidal marsh (5.25 acres), open 

water channels (1.14 acres), enhancement of freshwater marsh (0.10 acre), mangrove forest (1.25 acres), 

high marsh (4.25 acres), upland islands / observation mound (3.01 acres), and the live oak/cabbage palm 

hammocks (1.56 acres). If the contractor decides to fill the bay with the excavated material rather than haul 

off-site, there will be an additional 18.5 acres of bay bottom platform creation, an area not necessary or 

accounted for as mitigation credit.
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The 

created intertidal marsh and open water channels (6.39 mit. acres) will compensate for the saltwater marsh 

impact (3.33 impact acres). The freshwater marsh (actually oligohaline) impacts (3.66 impact acres) will 

be compensated with the enhancement of freshwater marsh and high marsh (4.35 mit. acres).  The 

mangrove impacts (1.93 impact acres) will be compensated with the enhancement of mangrove habitat 

(1.25 mit. acres) and much of the 5.3 acres of intertidal marsh will transition to mangrove habitat following 

the typical successional stages. In addition, upland habitat (4.57 mit. acres) will be enhanced (Fig. E).This 

project is located adjacent to the mitigation area for other FDOT wetland impacts from a different segment 

of  the same roadway (SR 776) in the same basin (Fig. C- Phase I area). Construction of that restoration 

area was completed in the summer, 2001. The open water impacts (2.08 impact acres) will be mitigated 

with similar habitat credit purchased from the Little Pine Island Mit. Bank (refer to SW 52). 

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost: The proposed mitigation project for the impacts to estuarine marsh and mangrove 

habitat includes creation of similar habitat, close proximity to the proposed impacts, located on publicly-

owned land in need of major restoration, and adjacent to mitigation for impacts associated with another 

FDOT roadway project. The loss of each wetland habitat type will be compensated with similar habitat at a 

cumulative ratio of 2 mitigation acres to 1 impact acre. The open water impacts will be mitigated through 

credit purchase from Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, 
including a discussion  of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body:  
This SWIM project site is adjacent to another SWIM project (Cattle Dock - Phase I) funded by FDOT prior to 

the legislation formalizing the FDOT mitigation program (Section 373.4137). The project site is jointly owned 

by the FDEP and WMD, managed by the FDEP (Charlotte Harbor Buffer Preserve) and is in dire need of 

substantial habitat restoration.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction:     Southwest Florida Water Management District or designee    
Contact Name:    Mark A. Hammond, SWIM Manager         Phone Number:   (813) 985-7481ext. 2200
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Southwest Florida Water Management District or designee
Proposed time frame for implementation: Commence: July, 1999 Complete:   February,  2002-Construction
Project cost:   $ 669,250  (total); attach itemized cost estimate 
   $ 100,000 design, permitting and construction management 
   $ 569,250 construction, maintenance, revegetation and monitoring  

Attachments
    x     1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Figs. C & D for existing site 
conditions, Fig. E for proposed habitat plan, site photographs.
    x     2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure C - 1995 Infrared Aerial.
    x     3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figs. A & B - Location 

Map, Fig. E for proposed conditions.
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    x    4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Construction of Phase I 
was  completed in the summer, 2001. Contractor selection for Phase II is being conducted in the fall, 
2003. Construction will be completed by summer 2004,  followed by a minimum 3 years of 
maintenance & monitoring.

    x     5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. The success criteria will reflect a 
minimum 70% coverage of desirable species in the project area. The monitoring is expected to be 
semi-annual for three years to evaluate species survival, percent cover, invasive exotic plants, and 
recommend maintenance activities needed to ensure or enhance success.

    x     6. Long term maintenance plan. The mitigation is associated with a larger restoration objective for 
land purchased jointly by the District and  FDEP. The maintenance of the project is expected to be 
minimal.  History with estuarine mitigation projects suggests that if the elevations are constructed 
correctly to allow for a sufficient tidal action, the vegetation will survive and recruit. Maintenance will 
be primarily related to control of debris from the site, replacement of plants that may not have 
survived the initial planting.  Salt water will limit the regeneration of exotic vegetation, however 
herbicide control to eliminate regeneration of exotics within the freshwater marsh and restored upland 
habitat will be required on a routine basis.

    x     7.  Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT 
project(s). Refer to response to Comment D.

















REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN 
BASIC INFORMATION

 Water Management District :  Southwest Florida Water Management District
 Project Name:     Lake Thonotosassa Shoreline Restoration Project Number: SW 34
 Project Manager:Amy Remley, SWIM Env. Scientist    Phone Number: (813) 985-7481 ext. 2083
 County(ies):       Hillsborough         Location :Sec. 11, 12, 13, 14, T28S, R20E

 DOT: WPI 7115981, FM 2563431, SR 54 - US 41 to Cypress Ck.   ERP #200590.04   ACOE# 19950145
 Impact Acres / Types:    0.80  ac.    616   (Fluccs code)
     4.10  ac.    618    (Fluccs code) 
     4.60  ac.   621   (Fluccs code) 
     4.70  ac.   641   (Fluccs code) 
                                       Total:    14.20 ac.     

ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

 Type(s) of Mitigation: Enhancement: 14 ac. Restoration: 45   ac.  Total: 59 ac.
 SWIM project?     Y  Aquatic Plant Control project?   N   Exotic Plant Control Project?  N
 Mitigation Bank?   N   Drainage Basin: Hillsborough River    Water Body: Lake Thonotosassa, Baker Creek 

Project Description

A.  Overall project goals:   The purpose of the project is to improve and enhance the water quality and the fish and 

wildlife values of Lake Thonotosassa through a restoration plan that involves enhancement and restoration of 59 

wetland acres.

B.  Brief description of current condition:   The southeast shoreline of the lake was historically filled and 

separated from the lake with a berm and  seawall. The filled area was converted to a bahia pasture which was 

ditched to provide drainage to a collection area. The collection area was periodically pumped to maintain a dry 

pasture, however a small percentage (14 acres) of wetland enhancement (Figures D &  E) of disturbed soft rush 

marsh regenerated in the pasture.

C.  Brief description of proposed work: Enhancement of the historical lake bottom occurs within the north and 

south cells of the project and incorporates the following elements (refer to Figure E): (1) A structure was installed in 

Baker Creek which diverts up to the mean annual flow of the creek into the restoration area with sediments removed 

by a sump; (2) A low flow channel carries water from the sediment sump through the marsh planting area; (3) 

Planted upland islands bracket the low flow islands;  (4) The marsh restoration area was graded to proper elevation 

and planted with herbaceous vegetation & scattered cypress; (5) The existing hydrologic connection of Otter Lake to 

Lake Thonotosassa was enhanced via the construction of an open water slough system; (6) an additional marsh 

planting was conducted adjacent to and surrounding the existing Otter Lake; (7) The berms separating the north and 

south cells from Lake Thonotosassa were excavated to allow the enhancement area and the lake to merge during 

periods of high water. The resulting fill material was used to cover seawall demolition areas and fill ditches. 
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s):   The 

created herbaceous marsh and planted cypress will replace the acreage and function of the marsh, open water, and 

cypress wetlands proposed for impact along SR 54 in conjunction with a larger restoration project, allowing for a 

greater chance of success and provide the desired fish and wildlife benefits.

PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

 Entity responsible for construction: Construction Complete in 1999
 Contact Name: Amy Remley, SWIM Environmental Scientist        Phone Number: (813) 985-7481 ext. 2083 
 Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance:   SWFWMD-SWIM and Hillsborough County Parks
 Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: January, 1998   Complete: Construction completed in 1999, 

supplemental planting in the fall, 2003 ; minimum of three years of maintenance & monitoring.
 Project cost:    $635,349   (total) 

Attachments:

 X 1. Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to text under Comment C, site photographs.
 X  2. Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure D-1995 Infrared Aerial, Figure E - Summer, 1999, 
 aerial photograph during site construction.
 X  3. Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figs. A, B, C.
 X  4. Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to text under Comment C.
 X 5. Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Success criteria includes a minimum 85% coverage of

desirable species and less than 10% exotic / nuisance species, determined by qualitative assessment methods. 
 Supplemental planting will occur in the fall, 2003 to guarantee the percent coverage of desirable species.
 X 6. Long term maintenance plan. Maintenance is currently being conducted and will continue for an additional 
 3 years and/or until success criteria is met. Since the mitigation area also provides a good containment area for any 

exotic and nuisance species that historically flowed directly in Lake Thono from the Baker Creek Canal, Hills. County 
is providing additional assistance with herbicide treatment of these species within the mitigation area. 

 X 7.  Itemized cost estimate. Design & Permitting - $90,000, Construction - $240,122, Planting - $181, 227,
 Supplemental Planting - $84,000, Maintenance & Monitoring - $40,000
 X  8. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s).  Refer to text 

under Comment D.

















                     REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Quick Point Nature Preserve   Project Number: SW 38
Project Manager: Steve Schield, Environmental Officer   Phone No: 941-316-1999
610 General Harris St., Longboat Key, FL 34228-3196 
County: Sarasota     Location :Sec./T/R:     24,25/36S/17E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

WPI: 1119232 FM: 1979421, SR 789-Ringling Causeway Bridge    ERP #: 4418555.01     COE #: 199500210 (IP-TF)
WPI: 1119295 FM: 1980051, US 41-Venice Ave. to US 41 Bypass  ERP #: 44020099.02   COE #: 199905145 (IP-PB)
Drainage Basin(s): Lower Coastal Water Body(s) :Sarasota Bay SWIM water body? Y

Impact Acres: WPI: 1119232  -  0.07 ac. 911 (Fluccs code- seagrass - fill impacts) 
      0.20 ac. 911 (Fluccs code - seagrass - shading impacts) 
  WPI: 1119295  -  0.32 ac. 612 (Fluccs code – mangrove) 

TOTAL  0.59 ac.

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation _X_ Restoration _X_ Enhancement ___ Preservation           Mitigation Area: 2.8 ac. 
SWIM project?N      Aquatic Plant Control project?N Exotic Plant Control Project? Y
Mitigation Bank? N Drainage Basin(s): Lower Coastal  Water Body(s): Sarasota Bay    SWIM water body? Y

Project Description{tc "Project Description"} 

A.  Overall project goal: Restore mangrove, seagrass, upland habitat areas on and adjacent to the 34-acre Quick 
Point Preserve located on the southern end of Longboat Key.

B.  Brief description of current condition: The 34-acre site has an existing 20-acres of mangrove (the majority 
disturbed by mosquito ditches, spoil mounds, and exotic vegetation), 5 acres of restored wetland, and 9-acres of fill 
area that will be used to create upland habitat. The original plan proposed removal of the 9-acres of fill to create 
wetland habitat, but it was determined that construction limitations would lead to wetland disturbance. The disturbed 
upland fill will have exotic species removed and used to create upland habitat. The upland habitat creation is not 
proposed as mitigation for the DOT impacts.

C. Brief description of proposed work: The disturbed mangrove area will have the exotic species removed (primarily 
Brazilian pepper, Australian pine), minor grading has been conducted to construct a tidal pond. Due to the loss of 
seagrass from decreased salinity levels during El Nino, seagrass will be planted within existing sandy bottom areas at 
Quick Point and, if additional acreage is needed, within appropriate areas under the existing Ringling Bridge proposed 
for removal or other areas within Sarasota Bay. Seagrass planting will be conducted with a rotary plugging apparatus 
operated on a pontoon boat. The combination of these activities with other enhancement & restoration activities at 
Quick Point provide a diverse relationship of various habitats.{tc "Mitigation Project – Quick Point Nature Preserve 
" \l 2}

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): For the 0.27 
acre of seagrass impacts associated with the Ringling Causeway Bridge (located 2 miles from Quick Point),1.5 acres
of seagrass planting will occur in the area adjacent to Quick Point and, if additional area is required, within the shaded 
area under the existing Ringling Bridge span that will be removed in association with the new bridge construction. For 
the 0.32 acre of mangrove impact, a minimum 1.0 acre of the disturbed mangrove area will be enhanced with 
eradication of exotic vegetation.
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E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are currently no existing or proposed mitigation banks  in the Lower Coastal Basin.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : This project is a
coordinated effort between the Town of Longboat Key, FDEP, SWFWMD-SWIM and the National Estuary Program. 
Sarasota Bay is one of the few water bodies within the state that is nationally considered of such importance to receive 
priority and partial funding for enhancement through the “National Estuary Program (NEP).”

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Contractor selected by the Town of Longboat Key and/or public agency staff.
Contact Name: Steve Schield (Longboat Key- 941-316-1999)
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Town of Longboat Key
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: October, 1998 Complete: Winter, 2002 (Mangrove
Enhancement), Summer, 2003 (Seagrass Planting)

Project cost: $46,580 (total); attach itemized cost estimate 
Design -  $1,000 
Enhancement (Mangrove Area, 1.0 acres) - $4,000 
Planting (Seagrass Area, 1.5 acres) - $37,080 
Maintenance & Monitoring - $4,500 

Attachments

__X_ 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Attached description of existing vegetative conditions, 

refer to the following response to Question #4 for details on the proposed work.

__X__2. Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure D - 1995 infrared aerial of Quick Point.

__X_ 3. Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figures A&B- Location Map, Figure 

C restoration plan view depicting the work areas relative to the mitigation proposed for the three DOT projects.

__X__4. Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. The proposed schedule for work

implementation includes finalizing the design by end of 2004. The  mangrove enhancement activities will be conducted 

during winter 2004 by the Longboat Key Parks Dept. Seagrass planting will be conducted in the Spring--Summer, 

2004.  If areas under the existing Ringling Bridge span require planting in order to achieve the total 1.5 acres, the 

seagrass planting may be deferred and/or extended until after the new bridge has completed construction. Other areas 

within Sarasota Bay will be evaluated for seagrass planting. A local nursery contractor specifically grows seagrass 

plugs and pallets that are planted using a stainless steel rotary drum mounted on a pontoon boat. The drum rotates 

and installs the seagrass directly into the sand bottom grades. 
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__X _5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. The success criteria for the mangrove area will 

include greater than 85% cover of desirable species, and less than 10% exotic/nuisance species. Monitoring will be 

conducted semi-annually the first year after planting, and annually thereafter for a minimum three years and until 

success criteria is met. In the past, seagrass planting by various methods and locations have variable results. The use 

of the rotary drum planting method has exhibited the same or better success rates, but at the same time can plant 

much larger areas in less time than manual planting. Due to the past success of seagrass planting, the proposed 

mitigation plan includes planting 1.5 acres of bay bottom, compared to 0.27 acres of proposed seagrass impacts (0.07 

ac. from fill, 0.20 ac. from shading) at the Ringling Causeway or other designated area in Sarasota Bay. The proposed 

planting rate compared to the impact is a ratio of 5.6-to-1. With a success criteria requiring a minimum 30% 

survivorship for at least three years, that results in a minimum 0.45 acres of total survivorship area, which is a 2-to-1 

ratio compared to the impact area. Monitoring will be conducted annually for three years to evaluate the survivorship.  

The proposed planting area is a site known to have supported seagrass in the past, and survivorship is anticipated to 

be much higher than planting in an area where seagrasses haven’t been documented (refer to Figure C and site 

photographs). However, if additional opportunities are available at the area under the existing Ringling Bridge span to 

be removed or other areas within Sarasota Bay, those areas will also be evaluated for potential seagrass planting in 

lieu of Quick Point.

__X__6.  Long-term maintenance plan. Maintenance will be conducted as needed during the first three years, 

proposed quarterly inspections to control exotics/nuisance species during the first year, and semi-annually afterward 

for the minimum three years of monitoring. Maintenance will continue as necessary by the City of Longboat Key Parks 

Dept. to minimize regeneration of exotic and nuisance species. 

_X__7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous response to Issue D and Question 4. The quantity of DOT projects to be mitigated at Quick Point has 

decreased from several projects with a cumulative 5 acres of impacts to the proposed 0.59 acres associated with the 

two aforementioned DOT projects.  Other restoration aspects associated with Quick Point will be funded by different 

sources. If some time in the future, restoration opportunities are still available at Quick Point and a DOT project has 

proposed saltwater wetland impacts that could possibly be mitigated at the site, the WMD and City of Longboat Key will 

coordinate with the ACOE and other agencies toward evaluating those opportunities. 

























                     REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Gateway Restoration    Project Number: SW 45
Project Manager: Lizanne Garcia, SWIM Environmental Scientist  Phone No: (813) 985-7481 ext. 2204
County(ies): Pinellas       Location: Sec. 12, T30S, R16E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

 (1) FM: 2569051, SR 679 (Bayway), Bunces Bridge    DEP #:52-0148752-001 COE #:199100289 (IP-AM)
 (2) FM: 2569571, I-275-Roosevelt to Big Island Gap    ERP #: 43001034.001  COE #:199402523 (IP-ES)
 (3) FM: 2556301, SR 60, Courtney Campbell to Fish Creek ERP #: 43000920.005 COE #:200105084 (IP-MN)
 (4) FM: 2570931, SR 60, Clearwater Harbor Bridge Replace. ERP #: 44021540.001 COE #: 200024966 (IP-TF)
 (5) FM: 4062531, SR 686 (Roosevelt) at 49th Street  ERP #:  COE #:________________
 (6) FM: 2557341, SR 676-Maritime Blvd. to SR 60     ERP #: 4413736.003   COE #:199502501 (IP-ES)
 (7) FM: 2583981, I-275, Howard Franklin to Himes Ave.              ERP #:   COE #:________________

Drainage Basin: Tampa Bay Drainage Water Body(s): McKay Bay, Bunces Pass, Clearwater Harbor, Boca Ciega Bay,
 Anclote River, Lake Tarpon, Curlew Creek, Cross Bayou Canal, Fish Creek, Tampa Bay  SWIM water body? Y, all 
referenced water bodies connect to Tampa Bay

Impact Acres/ Type: 
(1) FM 2569051 0.10 ac. 540 (Fluccs code) (4) FM 2570931 1.30 ac. 612 (Fluccs code)

0.50 ac. 642 (Fluccs code)   0.20 ac. 642 (Fluccs code)
TOTAL 0.60 acres    TOTAL 1.50 acres 

       
     (5) FM 4062531 TOTAL 0.20 ac. 612 (Fluccs code) 

(2) FM 2569571  4.82 ac. 612 (Fluccs code) (6) FM 2557341 1.00 ac. 612 (Fluccs code)
3.22 ac. 619 (Fluccs code)    0.50 ac. 619 (Fluccs code)

0.53 ac. 641 (Fluccs code)   TOTAL  1.50 ac.  
0.50 ac. 642 (Fluccs code)  
0.02 ac. 642x (Fluccs code) 

  TOTAL 9.09 acres   (7) FM 2583981 1.60 ac. 612 (Fluccs code) 
0.30 ac. 641x (Fluccs code) 

(3) WPI 2556301 3.70 ac. 540 (Fluccs code)  TOTAL 1.90 ac. 
4.40 ac. 612 (Fluccs code) 
4.10 ac. 642 (Fluccs code) TOTAL 26.99 acres

  TOTAL 12.20 acres 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 
Mitigation Type: ___ Creation X  Restoration   X   Enhancement ___ Preservation           Mitigation Area: 96.8 ac.
Project Site: 176 Acres - Preservation of mangroves (42 acres) not included in the mitigation acreage.
 Mitigation: Saltwater Marsh Restoration 42.93 Acres (Fluccs 642) 
   Open Water Inlets & Lagoons  7.78 Acres (Fluccs 540) 
   Mangrove Enhancement  42.48 Acres (Fluccs 612)  
   Upland Enhancement  3.60 Acres 

Mitigation Area  96.8 Acres

SWIM project? Y      Aquatic Plant Control project? N  Exotic Plant Control Project?   Y   Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Tampa Bay Drainage Basin SWIM water body? Y 

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: To restore and enhance coastal habitats along publicly-owned (Pinellas County) parcels within 

the Gateway corridor south of the Howard Franklin Bridge in Pinellas County. The project will remove extensive exotic 

vegetation that have invaded the entire site, restore the grade of filled wetlands to the appropriate wetland marsh 
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elevations and plant with native intertidal and estuarine species. This will restore the lost estuarine habitat historically

located on the site. The uplands will have eradication of the extensive exotic species and planted with native coastal 

upland species.  Over a third (35.0 acres) of the existing 92-acres of mangrove habitat will be enhanced with initial 

herbicide treatment (Garlon) of the Brazilian pepper, then backfilling of the mosquito ditches to eliminate the potential for 

B. pepper regeneration. Mangrove seedlings will naturally recruit and generate within the filled mosquito ditches and 

adjacent spoil removal areas. Open water and lagoon components will reconnect the estuarine habitat and improve tidal 

flushing, increasing access for aquatic micro-organisms, fish, and invertebrates throughout the Gateway habitat area.

B.  Brief description of current condition: Large portions of the historically pristine mangrove forest and intertidal 

marsh within the project area have been adversely impacted by dredge & fill activities associated with extensive 

mosquito ditching, urban development, and highway construction (Figures B & C). The filled upland, transitional wetland 

habitat, and spoil mounds adjacent to the mosquito ditches have been heavily invaded by exotic vegetation including 

Brazilian pepper, Melaleuca, and Australian pine.

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The site evaluation and design has been completed and construction is 

scheduled to commence during the summer, 2003. Removal of exotic vegetation from the uplands will be followed by

herbicide treatment of the B. pepper on the spoil ridges adjacent to the mosquito ditches. The spoil backfill method will 

include utilizing high-pressure water hoses to spray and displace the soil back into the mosquito ditches. Proper erosion 

control measures will be implemented throughout this process to allow grade stabilization. Once the mangrove areas 

are enhanced, the historic salt-marsh and intertidal zones will be graded and planted to restore those habitats. Then the 

upland habitat will be enhanced with planting as well.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The created

intertidal salt-marsh, enhancing existing mangroves, and naturally-generating mangroves will compensate with a 

substantially larger acreage than the similar proposed habitat impacts. This activity is conducted in conjunction with a 

larger restoration project, allowing for a greater chance of success and provide the desired fish and wildlife benefits. The 

total DOT wetland impacts (27 acres) are proposed to be mitigated with habitat enhancement and restoration covering 

96.8 acres, a cumulative mitigation ratio of 3.6-to-1 (refer to mitigation table). Approximately 30% (9.1 acres) of the total 

proposed impact will occur in association with the I-275 project adjacent to the mitigation area, essentially resulting in an 

on-site mitigation option. There will also be an additional 10 acres of habitat improvements that have not been 

designated for DOT mitigation purposes as of 2003. These enhancement activities are associated with any additional 

impacts for the permitted FDOT projects and any additional impacts and associated mitigation required for the remaining 

two projects to be permitted in the future. No additional DOT projects will be proposed to be mitigated within this first 

phase of Gateway.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion of 
cost:  The Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank (TBMB) is located within the Tampa Bay Drainage basin, but had not received 

permits at the time mitigation selection was conducted. TBMB is not expected to commence selling mitigation credits 

until at least 2005, after construction of the Gateway project.
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F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : Gateway Restoration is a 

SWIM project.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
Entity responsible for construction: A designated Contractor selected by the SWFWMD
Contact Name: Lizanne Garcia, SWFWMD-SWIM, Environmental Scientist Phone Number: (813) 985-7481, ext. 2204
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFWMD or designee

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Design Complete, 2002 Complete: Construction Summer, 2003
until early 2004; followed by minimimum 3 years maintenance and monitoring.

Project cost: $1,966,785 (total); attach itemized cost estimate 
        $ 92,000 Design, permitting, and construction monitoring 
        $1,814,785 Construction & Planting 
        $     60,000 Maintenance & Monitoring 

Attachments

   X 1. Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attach. A - Existing Site & Proposed Work
 Attachment D - Design Drawings

  X 2. Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B - 1995 infrared aerial.

   X  3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A (Location Map) and
Attachment D - Design Drawings

   X  4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to Attachment B – Schedule

X 5. Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment C -Maintenance & Monitoring
Plan, Success Criteria. 

   X 6. Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment C - Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria

   X  7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). The attached
mitigation table and design plans depict each of the proposed wetland impacts and associated designated 
mitigation portion at Gateway. 

ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site & Proposed Work 

The existing first phase of Gateway is 176-acres, covered with 92 acres of mangrove that were historically 
ditched and drained for mosquito control. As depicted on the 1970 aerial (Figure C - Pinellas Co. Soil Survey),
the mangroves were bordered by salt-marsh habitat in the northwest quadrant. The marsh was predominantly 
filled, as was approximately 11 acres of historic upland habitat in the northwest and southeast quadrants. The 
filled areas presently have extensive and dense coverage of exotic species, primarily Brazilian pepper and 
Melaleuca (refer to site photos). Some scattered saw palmetto are still present which will be preserved.

As depicted on the attached design plans, the salt-marsh, open water, and upland habitats are proposed for
restoration with a combination of exotics removal, appropriate grading, and planting with native species. The
dominant proposed wetland plantings include smooth cordgrass, marshhay cordgrass, sand cordgrass, seaside 
paspalum, and needle rush. As part of the proposed DOT mitigation requirements, a minimum 35-acres of the 
92-acre mangrove habitat will also be enhanced. Historically, enhancing and restoring mangrove habitat with
mosquito ditching has been a very problematic procedure. Unless continuously maintained, cutting Brazilian
pepper from the spoil mounds is only a temporary solution since they will regenerate as long as the spoil is still
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present. To rid a mangrove area of exotics without continuous maintenance, the spoil mounds have to be 
removed by regrading back into the mosquito ditches. However, utilizing construction equipment can often result
in mangrove impacts due to the entangled pepper and mangrove. The pepper roots also firmly hold the spoil 
material, made up of shell, sand, and limerock. This limits the use of small grader equipment.  As a result of 
these problems, the agencies associated with saltwater habitat enhancement have essentially avoided 
attempting to restore mosquito ditch systems in the last decade. 

In recent years, a new method of spoil removal has been implemented with success in Texas. The 35-acres of 
mangrove habitat will have pressurized saltwater pumped through a fire hose to force out the majority of shell, 
sand, and rock into the ditches. As with the entire project, staked silt screens and/or hay bales will be used to
control sedimentation. This grading method will allow tides to evenly sheet flow under the mangroves and 
eliminate the opportunity for pepper regeneration. In addition to herbicide application of pepper, the salt water 
will also reinforce pepper mortality, and the pepper debris will decay in place. The pepper mortality will allow
sunlight to penetrate, and mangrove seedlings will generation in place of peppers.

This method of exotics removal has not been attempted before under the SWIM program. The use of pumps,
access around the mangroves, water pressure requirements, and sedimentation control will be evaluated as part
of this restoration method. If this method appears to be a viable ecological alternative to construction equipment
within the mangroves, other areas at Gateway and additional SWIM projects will potentially use this method to
enhance and restore mangrove habitat.

ATTACHMENT B - Schedule 

The design is complete and a contractor who specializes in habitat restoration projects has been selected to 
conduct the construction, scheduled to commence during the summer, 2003, and be finished by mid 2004. A 
minimum 3-year period of maintenance & monitoring will extend beyond the construction period. Perpetual 
maintenance will be conducted as needed after the monitoring period. 

ATTACHMENT C - Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria 

The mitigation is associated with a larger restoration objective for the Gateway land jointly purchased by the 
WMD and Pinellas County (Figure B). The maintenance of the project is expected to be minimal. For estuary 
restoration projects, with proper construction of appropriate wetland grades to allow for sufficient tidal action, the 
planted vegetation will survive and recruit throughout the site. Maintenance will primarily be related to control of
debris from the site and conducting supplemental planting. Salt water limits the re-establishment of exotic 
vegetation that is more of a concern with freshwater restoration projects. However, the control of nuisance/exotic
vegetation within the restored upland area will be a concern and be maintained through use of herbicide
application. Maintenance will be conducted as needed, expected to be quarterly for the first year after planting,
and at least semi-annually thereafter for a minimum of three years. After three years, maintenance activities will
be conducted as needed to maintain the success criteria. Inspections on a semi-annual basis are anticipated to
evaluate vegetative conditions, debris, and any nuisance/exotic vegetation. After each inspection, proper 
maintenance activities will be conducted to correct any problems. 

Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually for three years post-construction. Annual reports will be conducted to 
document habitat conditions and various activities implemented during the previous year. The first monitoring 
report will include documentation (qualitative information, site photos, etc.) of pre-construction habitat conditions. 
This report will also designate the monitoring station locations utilized for the entire monitoring period. However,
site conditions will be annually documented for the entire site, not just for the monitoring station locations. The
success criteria includes a minimum 90% survivorship for planted material for one year after planting and a total 
85% cover of planted and recruited desirable species. The natural recruitment and generation of mangroves are 
anticipated to occur within portions of the planted salt marsh habitat. 





FDOT Impacts and Mitigation

Gateway Tract Restoration Site
Tampa Bay Drainage Basin
SW 45 (Updated 7/15/03)

Total Impact
Project USACOE Impact Impact Habitat Type Mitigation Mitigation Mitigation

No. Project Name WPI FM Permit No. Acreage Acreage (FLUCFCS) Ratio Acreage Type
1 SR 679 (Bayway) - Bunces Pass Bridge #150 7116992 2569051 199100289 0.60 0.10 540 - Bays & Estuaries 2 to 1 0.20 Open Water Restoration

0.50 642 - Saltwater Marsh 2 to 1 1.00 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
2 I-275 - Roosevelt to Big Island Gap 7147874 2588701 199402523 9.09 4.82 612 - Mangrove 4 to 1 17.28 Mangrove Enhancement

3.22 619 - Exotic Hardwood 2 to 1 6.44 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
0.50 642 - Saltwater Marsh 2 to 1 1.00 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
0.02 642x - Saltwater Marsh 5 to 1 0.10 Upland Enhancement
0.53 641 - Freshwater Marsh 2 to 1 1.06 Saltwater Marsh Restoration

3 SR 60, Courtney Campbell to Fish Creek 2556301 200205816 12.20 3.70 540 - Bays & Estuaries 2 to 1 6.60 Open Water Restoration
0.90 Saltwater Marsh Restoration

4.40 612 - Mangrove 5 to 1 11.60 Mangrove Enhancement
9.70 Saltwater Marsh Restoration

4.10 642 - Saltwater Marsh 3 to 1 11.53 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
2.00 Upland Enhancement

4 SR 60, Clearwater Harbor Bridge Replacement 2570931 200004966 1.50 0.20 540 - Bays & Estuaries 2 to 1 0.98 Open Water Restoration
1.30 612 - Mangrove 3 to 1 3.00 Mangrove Enhancement

5 SR 686 (Roosevelt) at 49th Street 4062531 - 0.20 0.20 612 - Mangrove 12 to 1 2.40 Mangrove Enhancement
6 SR 676 - Maritime Blvd. to SR 60 7113975 2557341 199502501 1.50 1.00 612 - Mangrove 4 to 1 4.00 Mangrove Enhancement

(SR 45, Causeway Blvd & US 41, Licata Bridge) 0.50 619 - Exotic Hardwood 2 to 1 1.00 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
7 I-275 - Howard Franklin to Himes 2583981 - 1.90 1.60 612 - Mangrove 8 to 1 4.20 Mangrove Enhancement

10.30 Saltwater Marsh Restoration
0.30 641x - Freshwater Ditch 5 to 1 1.50 Upland Enhancement

TOTAL 26.99 26.99 3.6 to 1(avg.) 96.79

FDOT Impacts by Habitat Type Gateway Mitigation Acreage Mitigation Acreage Committed To FDOT

540 - Bays & Estuaries 4.00 Total Open Water 10.63 Total Open Water 7.78
612 - Mangrove 13.32 Total Mangrove Enhancement 42.50 Total Mangrove Enhancement 42.48

619 - Exotic Hardwood 3.72 Total Saltwater Marsh 42.93 Total Saltwater Marsh 42.93
641 - Freshwater Marsh 0.53 Total Upland Enhancement 10.25 Total Upland Enhancement 3.60
641x - Freshwater Ditch 0.30

642 - Saltwater Marsh 5.10 TOTAL 106.31 TOTAL 96.79
642x - Freshwater Ditch 0.02

TOTAL 26.99













          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District: Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name: _Tenoroc/Saddle Creek Restoration  Project Number: _SW47
Project Manager: Bud Cates – DEP Program Administrator  Phone No: (850) 488-8217
County(ies): Polk          Location: Sections 29,30,31,32 T27S, R24E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

 (1) FM: 2012092, Int.- 4, US 98 to CR 557 (Seg. 3-5)*  ERP #: 43011896.026 COE #: 200204891 (IP-MGH)
 (2) FM: 1974751, SR 540, Thornhill Rd. to Recker Hwy.  ERP #: 4401612.000 COE #: 199401950
 (3) FM: 1974711, SR 540, 9th St. to Overlook Dr.  ERP #: 4417859.000 COE #: 199403139

Drainage Basin(s): Peace River  Water Body(s): None   SWIM water body?  N

Impact Acres / Types: 
 (1) FM 2012092 0.10 ac. – 510 (Fluccs code)  (2) FM 1974751  0.59 ac. – 610 (Fluccs code) 
   1.79 ac. – 611 (Fluccs code)     0.33 ac. – 611 (Fluccs code) 
  TOTAL 1.89 Acres      2.86 ac. – 615 (Fluccs code) 
          1.35 ac. – 617 (Fluccs code)  

          0.74 ac. – 641 (Fluccs code) 
 (3) FM 1974711 0.06 ac. -- 640 (Fluccs code)     TOTAL  5.87 Acres   
   0.35 ac. – 644 (Fluccs code)   

 TOTAL 0.41 Acres     TOTAL: 8.17 acres

*Note: The I-4 project also has 18.95 wetland impact acres within the Withlacoochee River Basin, those anticipated 
impacts are proposed to be mitigated at the Hampton Tract (SW 59). 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: _X_ Creation _  Restoration _ Enhancement ___ Preservation           Mitigation Area: 25.1 acres
SWIM project? N   Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Peace River  Water body(s): Saddle Creek Headwaters    SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: Restoration, enhancement, and creation of wetland & upland habitat on land previously 

altered by phosphate mining. Establishment of hydrologic, vegetative, and wildlife corridors through the Tenoroc 

Management Area and adjacent Bridgewater addition. Establishment of appropriate water quantity, flow regimes, and 

water quality improvements to Saddle Creek and Lake Parker, thus enhancing headwater flows to the Peace River. 

The watershed improvements and mitigation activities are being conducted through a joint ecosystem management 

initiative managed by the FFWCC and FDEP.

B.Brief description of current condition:  Reclaimed phosphate mined land of various landscape features 

constructed by various clay/sand disposal and earthwork methods. In 2002, the southern portion of the Bridgewater 

property (Figures B & C) was publicly acquired by the FFWCC as an addition to Tenoroc. Tenoroc and Bridgewater 

contain numerous man-made lakes and substantial upland ruderal areas dominated by opportunistic species such as 

bahia grass, salt-bush, wax myrtle, and exotic species such as cogon grass and Brazilian pepper. The proposed DOT 

mitigation area is within the recently acquired portion of southern Bridgewater, adjacent to the western boundary of the 

property. The designated mitigation area is within an upland fallow field between a few man-made lakes, and minimal 

acreage of low quality marshes that naturally generated on top of the reclamation areas.
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C. Brief description of proposed work: The mitigation is a 25.1acre wetland creation area to be constructed in 2004 

and 2005 (refer to Fig. D). An outer facultative zone of forested wetland creation includes a planting plan dominated by 

red maple and bald cypress, with additional species including popash, sweetgum, laurel oak, water hickory, buttonbush 

and blackgum. An inner obligate forested zone includes a dominance of bald cypress, with additional coverage 

provided by popash, red maple, buttonbush, and blackgum. The ground coverage of the forested components will 

include a dominance of soft rush, pickerelweed, and arrowhead. Three obligate pockets of created marsh habitat will 

include a dominance of pickerelweed, arrowhead, bulrush, and fireflag. The marsh pockets will be connected with 

shallow creek tributaries that will maintain proper hydraulic flow throughout the wetland system. Herbs will be planted 

on three ft. centers, trees on ten ft. centers. Once wetland construction and planting is complete, there will be a 

minimum 5 years of maintenance & monitoring activities.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): All the 

proposed DOT wetland impacts will occur within the upper watershed of the Peace River in Polk County. The majority 

of the proposed wetland impacts (6.33 acres, approx. 77%) will be to forested wetland systems. Those wetland impacts 

will be mitigated by the creation of forested wetlands (21.4 acres, 3.4-to-1 ratio). The non-forested wetland impacts 

(1.84 acres) will be mitigated with the creation of marshes (3.7 acres, 2-to-1 ratio). The 25.1 acres of wetland mitigation 

will occur within a larger habitat plan that will include upland and wetland creation, restoration, and enhancement .

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There is currently only one permitted mitigation bank selling credits within the Peace River Basin, Boran 

Ranch (DeSoto County) is located within the lower portion of the Peace Basin. To mitigate the hydrologic and 

vegetative characteristics of the proposed FDOT wetland impacts in the upper basin, the restoration plan associated 

with Tenoroc will more appropriately compensate for those impacts. The majority of the proposed FDOT impacts are 

associated with forested wetlands, whereas Boran Ranch is predominantly a non-forested wetland restoration project. 

As of 2003, Boran Ranch (SW 53) is providing mitigation for approximately 20 acres of FDOT wetland impacts, 

providing $670,500 to the mitigation bank.

F.Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body :  There are currently no 

proposed SWIM projects in the Peace River Basin that are appropriate to mitigate for the proposed wetland impacts.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Contractor selected by FDEP
Contact Name: Bud Cates (FDEP)       Phone Number: (850) 488-8217
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: DEP/FFWCC

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: 1998 (evaluation & design)  Complete: 2004-05 (construction, 
followed by minimum 5 years of maintenance & monitoring)

Project cost:  $650,000  (total) Includes design, construction & planting, maintenance & monitoring for minimum five 
years. Perpetual management & maintenance to be conducted by the FFWCC. 
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Attachments

 X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous description.

 X  2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to attached 1995 infrared aerials (Figs. C & D).

 X  3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figs. A, B for location map, 

Figures C & D for proposed wetland creation area. 

  X  4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Design & permitting will be finalized in 

late 2003, construction conducted in 2004-2005, followed by a minimum 5-years maintenance & monitoring. 

 X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. The monitoring will include qualitative habitat 

evaluations within the created wetland. Habitat evaluations will be conducted semi-annually for a minimum 5-years post 

construction. These evaluations will include documentation of vegetative, wildlife, and hydrologic conditions. Additional 

information on maintenance activities and success trends will also be reported. The two semi-annual evaluations each 

year will be compiled into annual monitoring reports for WMD and ACOE submittals. Success criteria will require a 

minimum 90% survivorship of planted stock. Maintenance activities (herbicide treatment) are required to maintain less 

than 10% cover of exotic, nuisance, and undesirable species. Vegetative cover of planted and naturally recruited 

vegetative cover will exceed 85% at the end of the 5-year monitoring period. Canopy cover of forested wetlands will 

exceed 30% by the end of the monitoring period, measuring only trees that exceed a height of 10 ft. It may be 

necessary to extend the monitoring periods beyond the 5-years to document that success criteria is met.

 X 6. Long term maintenance plan. Maintenance will include herbicide control of nuisance, exotic, and undesirable 

species for a minimum 5 years and until the success criteria is met. After the 5 years, the FFWCC will be responsible to 

periodically conduct additional herbicide maintenance as necessary to guarantee these same success criteria are 

being met. 

 X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to the 

previous response under Comment D. Additional wetland habitat creation activities at Tenoroc and/or Bridgewater are 

proposed as mitigation for wetland impacts associated with the Turnpike construction of the Polk Parkway. This 

additional mitigation is separate from the FDOT mitigation program.











             REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank   Project Number: SW 49
Project Manager: Kathy Odom      Phone No: 407-719-3194
County(ies): Polk, Osceola       Location: Sec. 7,17,20,29,31,32 T26S, R28E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

1 – FM 1945101, US 27-Lake Glenada to Hal McRae       ERP #: 4412845.06  COE #: 199342314
2 -  FM 2012092, I-4, CR 557 to Osceola County (Seg. 6, 7,9) * ERP #:__________  COE #: __________ 

Drainage Basin: Kissimmee Ridge Water Body(s): None SWIM water body?  N
Impacts / Types:  
1 - FM 1945101 0.34 ac. 640 (Fluccs) 2-FM 2012092 1.17 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 
                 0.05 ac. 611 (Fluccs)   0.82 ac. 630 (Fluccs)

TOTAL:   0.39 ac.     1.99 acres   TOTAL 2.38 Acres

* The majority of the proposed wetland impacts associated with I-4 are within the Ocklawaha basin (4.32 acres 
mitigated at SW 76-Lake Lowery Tract) and the Withlacoochee basin (3.55 acres mitigated at SW 59 – Hampton 
Tract). 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation   X  Restoration   X  Enhancement ___ Preservation         Mitigation Area: 2.38 Credits 
SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N

Mitigation Bank? Y    If yes, give DEP/WMD  mitigation bank permit #: 970819-11    COE # 199507852 (IP-ME)
Drainage Basin(s) : Kissimmee Ridge Water Body(s):  Reedy Creek  SWIM water body?  N

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: Hydrologic enhancement of forested floodplain wetlands associated with Reedy Creek, 

restore upland improved pastures into native flatwoods habitat.

B.  Brief description of current condition: The Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank covers approximately 3500-acres in 

northeast Polk County and southwest Osceola County. Reedy Creek Swamp is a high quality wetland system, 

however, has been historically logged for cypress and some alterations to hydrologic conditions. The upland area along 

the eastern border of the swamp was converted to improved pasture, but being restored to pine flatwoods habitat to 

provide a habitat buffer to Reedy Creek Swamp.

C.  Brief description of proposed work: Hydrologic connections to Reedy Creek Swamp have been restored and the 

upland pasture has been converted to flatwoods habitat with a combination of bahiagrass eradication and 

implementing a native species planting and seed relocation program.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The 

mitigation bank adequately compensates for the minor wetland impacts with the combination of wetland enhancement 

and upland restoration.
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E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: Reedy Creek is a cost-effective mitigation bank that appropriately compensates for the proposed wetland 

impacts.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no existing or 

proposed SWIM projects in this basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank
Contact Name: Kathy Odom       Phone No: 407-719-3194

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: _____________Complete: Currently Maintenance & Monitoring

 FM 1945101 -  $ 13,650 ; ($35,000 cost/credit x 0.4 impact acres, Credits purchased Fall, 2001)
 FM 2012092 -  $ 65,471 ; ($32,900 cost/credit x 1.99 impact acres, Anticipated purchase, Winter, 2003) 
TOTAL  $ 79,121

 Attachments

__X__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion.

__X__2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B – 1995 Infrared Aerial.

__X__3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A – Location Map, Figure B 
depicts wetland enhancement & preservation, upland restoration areas.

__X_  4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Currently maintenance & monitoring 
activities.

__X__5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Reference permit conditions.

__X__6.  Long term maintenance plan. Reference permit conditions.

__X__7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous discussion.





































































          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District 

Mitigation Project Name: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank   Project Number: SW 53
Project Manager: Don Ross, Charles Kocur - Earth Balance, Inc.   Phone No: _(941) 624-2911

County: DeSoto        Location: Section 29, T38S, R23E

IMPACT INFORMATION 
(1) WPI 1121259, FM 1986401, Ft.Green/Ona Rd.- (Seg. 1)  ERP #:4317734.000  COE #:199801201

(2) WPI 1110453, FM 1938851, SR 72 – Sarasota Co. Line to SR 70 ERP #:4317646.000  COE#: 199801103

(3) WPI 1111286, FM 1941021, US 17 (SR 35)-SR 64 to Peace Bridge ERP #:4316955.000  COE#:199405245

(4) WPI 1110145, FM 1937911, US 17 (SR 35)-CR 74 to CR 764 North ERP #:4113562.002  COE #:199500627

(5) WPI 1121257, FM 1986371, Ft.Green/Ona Rd.- (Seg. 2)  ERP #:4317734.001  COE #:199801201

(6) WPI 1121256, FM 1986371, Ft.Green/Ona Rd.- (Seg. 3)  ERP #:4317734.002  COE #:199801201

(7) WPI 1110152, FM 1937981, US 17-CR 764 S. to CR 764 N.  ERP #:4317646.002  COE #:199500267

Drainage Basin(s):Peace River Water(s): Peace River, Horse Ck., Brandy Br., Buzzard’s Roost Br. SWIM water? N

(1) WPI 1121259 – 2.08 ac. - 617 (Fluccs code)   
(2) WPI 1110453 - 1.19 ac. – 615 (Fluccs code)   
(3) WPI 1111286 – 1.84 ac. – 615 (Fluccs code)    

0.46 ac. – 641 (Fluccs code) 
 TOTAL    2.30 ac. 

(4) WPI 1110145 – 0.27 ac. – 630 (Fluccs code)                                       
(5) WPI 1121257 – 7.22 ac. – 641 (Fluccs code)
(6) WPI 1121256 -  0.68 ac. – 615 (Fluccs code)  
        0.43 ac. - 617 (Fluccs code)  
        4.12 ac. - 640 (Fluccs code)  
 TOTAL     5.23 ac. 

(7) WPI 1110152 – 3.00 ac. – 630 (Fluccs code) 
             0.58 ac. – 641 (Fluccs code)     TOTAL - 21.87 acres

   TOTAL    3.58 ac.    

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation _x_ Restoration _x_ Enhancement _x_ Preservation      Mitigation : _22.46 credits 
SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N

Mitigation Bank? _Y    If yes, give DEP/WMD  mit bank permit #: 4914074.04_    COE # 199601134 (IP-ML)
Drainage Basin(s) : Peace River Basin_ Water Body(s): un-named SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: Restoration, enhancement and preservation of freshwater forested and non-forested 

wetlands previously impacted by agricultural ditching. Restoration and preservation of upland habitat conditions.
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B. Brief description of current condition: Site is comprised of 132 wetland acres and 272 upland acres (total –404 

acres). Wetlands and uplands have been drained by agricultural ditches and converted to improved pasture for 

cattle grazing (Figure C – Aerial). Since restoration & enhancement activities have been conducted in 1997-98, 

vegetative composition within former wet pastures have reverted to more diverse, desirable hydrophytic species 

(refer to pre-post construction photos).

C.  Brief description of proposed work:_Installed riser structures in three existing outfall ditches to enhance & 

restore proper wetland hydrology. The top 6 inches of the pasture surface soils were scraped/stockpiled, the 

underlying 6 inches of soil matrix was scraped and removed from the site. The original topsoil was evenly backfilled 

across the pasture, which has allowed appropriate hydroperiods for creation and regeneration of marsh and wet 

prairie habitat. The existing native upland habitat has been preserved and converted uplands have been planted 

with appropriate species. The project is currently in the maintenance & monitoring period, which will include 

implementing a prescribed burn plan (refer to Figure F).

C. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s):  The 

mitigation will enhance / restore and preserve wetland and upland habitat. The following information indicates the 

credits for six of the seven DOT projects that have been permitted for credit purchase at Boran Ranch. 

Project 1 – WPI 1121259 – 2.08 ac. impacts – 2.08 credits of mesic hammock

Project 2 – WPI 1110453 – 1.19 ac. impacts – 1.19 credits of mesic hammock

Project 3 – WPI 1111286 – 2.30 ac. impacts – 1.84 credits of mesic hammock, 0.46 credits of marsh  

Project 4 – WPI 1110145 – 0.27 ac. impacts – 0.27 credits of mesic hammock 

Project 5 – WPI 1121257 – 7.22 ac. impacts – 7.22 credits of marsh

  Project 6 – WPI 1121256 – 5.23 ac. impacts – 1.11 credits of mesic hammock, 4.71 credits of marsh

       Project 7 – WPI 1110152 – 3.58 ac. impacts – 3.47 credits of mesic hammock, additional 0.11 credits to be 
purchased 9/03 to compensate for additional impacts. 

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank was selected because it provided the most cost-effective means to offset 

the proposed impacts, including cumulative impacts in the drainage basin.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body: No SWIM projects are 

available or currently proposed within the drainage basin to offset the specific impacts associated with the identified 

road projects.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Boran Ranch Mitigation Bank
Contact Name: Don Ross or Charles Kocur, Earth Balance. Inc.     Phone Number: (941) 624-2911

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Same
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: 1998  Complete: Construction complete, currently monitoring.
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Project cost:  $670,500 (TOTAL through 2002 DOT Mit. Plan)

Project 1 – WPI 1121259 – 2.08 credits x $30,000 = $62,400 (Purchased Summer, 2001) 

Project 2 – WPI 1110453 – 1.19 credits x $30,000 = $35,700 (Purchased Spring, 2002) 

Project 3 – WPI 1111286 – 2.30 credits x $30,000 = $69,000 (Purchased Spring, 2002) 

Project 4 – WPI 1110145 – 0.27 credits x $30,000 = $8,100 (Purchased Summer, 2001) 

Project 5 – WPI 1121257 – 7.22 credits x $30,000 = $216,600 (Purchased Summer, 2001) 

  Project 6 – WPI 1121256 – 5.82 credits x $30,000 =  $174,600 (Purchased Spring 2002)

       Project 7 – WPI 1110152 – 3.47 credits x $30,000 = $104,100 (Purchased Summer, 2001) 
                           Additional 0.11 credits x $30,000 = $3,300 (Purchase Fall, 2003) 

Attachments

__x__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Reference previous discussion, ACOE & SWFWMD 
Permits, attached site photographs of pre- (April, 1997) and post- (Sept., 2000) construction during 
monitoring.

__x__2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure C - 1995 Infrared Aerial.

__x_  3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A – Location Map, Figures B & 
D Existing & Proposed Habitat Conditions.

__x_4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Construction activities are complete, 
current maintenance & monitoring until required success criteria are met.

__x_5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Success criteria for each enhancement & 
restoration habitat area (upland & wetland) are specified in the permits, monitoring plan is depicted on Fig. E.

__x_6.  Long term maintenance plan. The long-term maintenance plan is specified in the permits, includes minor use of 
herbicide control and long-term prescribed fire management plan (Figure F).

__x_7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion under Section D.























REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name: Anclote Parcel     Project Number: SW 54
Project Manager: Clark Hull,  Environmental Program Director  Phone No:_(352) 796-7211 ext. 4302
County(ies): Pasco                      Location : Sections 7, 18 T26S, R17E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

 (WPI): 7115974 (FM) 2563361 - SR 54 Mitchell to Gunn    ERP #: 43016251.002   COE #: 199905202 (IP-RGW)
 (WPI): 7115977 (FM) 2563391 - SR 54  Suncoast to US 41  ERP #: 43016251.000   COE #: 199504576 (IP-ES)

Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal Water Body(s) : Anclote River (South Prong)   SWIM water body? N
Impact Acres / Type:  
 WPI: 7115974 - SR 54 (Mitchell to Gunn)  WPI: 7115977 - SR 54 (Suncoast to US 41) 
     

1.6 ac. 621 (Fluccs code)   1.3   ac. 617 (Fluccs code) 
2.8 ac. 630 (Fluccs code)   0.8   ac. 619 (Fluccs code) 
 2.2 ac. 641 (Fluccs code)   3.0   ac.  621 (Fluccs code) 

 TOTAL: 6.6  acres     0.5   ac. 641  (Fluccs code) 
                               1.4  ac. 641x (Fluccs code)   
       TOTAL  7.0 acres     

TOTAL:    13.7 acres 
MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

{tc \l1 "MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION}
Mitigation:  X Creation  X  Enhancement  X  Preservation Mitigation Area: 82  ac.  For WPI:  7115974 
                              X  Enhancement  X Preservation   Mitigation Area: 103 ac.  For WPI: 7115977 TOTAL: 185 Ac. 

SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal   Water Body(s):_Anclote RiverSWIM water body? N

Project Description 

{tc \l2 "Project Description} A. Overall project goal:_Acquisition, enhancement, and long-term management of 185 
acres of high quality habitat including a portion of the Anclote River and associated mixed hardwood floodplain forest, 
mixed forested (cypress dominant) wetland, and buffers of pine flatwoods, and oak hammocks. This includes creation 
of 6-acres of freshwater marsh (with a perimeter 4-acres of planted cypress for mitigation of Starkey Blvd. proposed 
wetland impacts) in a borrow pit which exists on the property (site photos). The parcel is divided into two areas to 
mitigate for the two DOT projects. The northern 82-acres includes the marsh creation and mitigates for WPI: 7115974 
(6.6 ac. impacts) because of the higher quantity of proposed marsh impacts (Fluccs 641). The southern 103-acres 
mitigates for WPI 7115977 (7.0 ac. impacts). Long-term management will be conducted by the WMD-Land 
Management Dept. and will primarily include prescribed burning and maintaining security. 

 B. Brief description of current condition: The parcel is in relatively high quality condition except for a borrow pit 
(which has been converted to a marsh and cypress fringe) and the lack of prescribed burn management in the uplands. 
Wetland and upland habitat is adjacent to the Anclote River floodplain, high quality habitat and abundant wildlife use.  
The mixed forested wetland habitat (139 acres) includes a diversity of tree species (refer to photos). The wetlands are 
bordered by pine flatwoods and oak hammocks (40 acres). The uplands require enhancement through prescribed 
burning. The parcel is located adjacent to other public lands and private property (Starkey family) which are in native 
habitat conditions (Figure A). A borrow pit (total 10 acres) has been filled to provide marsh habitat (6 acres – DOT 
mitig.) and surrounded by a perimeter of cypress (4 acres – County mitig. for Starkey Blvd.). The adjacent public 
property covers over 15,000 acres of native habitat, the majority acquired by the Turnpike and deeded to the WMD to 
provide mitigation for wetland impacts associated with constructing the Suncoast Parkway.
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 C.  Brief description of proposed work: Acquisition and enhancement of the 185-acre parcel through fee simple 

purchase by the WMD (completed 2000). Of that total area, constructed 6- acres of freshwater marsh by filling and 
planting an existing borrow pit (currently under maintenance and monitoring). The adjacent perimeter 4- acres cypress 
creation will also be deeded to the WMD upon achieving mitigation success criteria. The uplands will be enhanced by 
implementing a prescribed burn management plan as an extension of adjacent WMD property, burn cycle 4-5 years.

 D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The
proposed mitigation will create and preserve wetlands providing functions similar to those lost due to the two nearby 
SR 54 roadway projects in the same drainage basin, along with enhancement of upland habitat buffers adjacent to 
preserved native habitat associated with SWFWMD-owned tracts (Starkey Wilderness Preserve, Anclote River Ranch, 
Serenova Preserve – total 25,000 acres). The SR 54-Mitchell to Gunn impacts (6.6 acres) will be mitigated with 6 acres 
of marsh creation and forested wetland preservation (76 acres) for a total of 82 acres (12:1 ratio). The SR 54-Suncoast 
to US 41 impacts (7 acres) will be mitigated with enhancement of pine flatwoods and oak hammocks (34 acres) that 
buffer the wetlands, and forested wetland preservation (69 acres) for a total of 103 acres (15:1 ratio). The acquisition, 
preservation, and enhancement of this 185-acre tract mitigates the 13.7 acres of proposed wetland impact at a 
cumulative ratio of 14– to - 1.

 E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: No mitigation banks currently exist or proposed in the Upper Coastal drainage basin. 

 F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : No SWIM projects are 
available in this basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
Entity responsible for construction: Southwest Florida Water Management District  
Contact Name: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist  Phone Number: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: July 1999      Acquired: April, 2000
Project cost:  $ 675,000  (total); maintenance & management provided by the WMD-Land Management Dept. 

Attachments
    X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and vegetative 

descriptions with the site photos. Additional site descriptions available from Clark Hull & Mark Brown (WMD).
    X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Fig. D (1995 Infrared).
    X 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Fig. A - Location Map, Figure D.
    X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Beyond regular management, only 

construction is associated with the creation of marsh & cypress habitat in the borrow pit (site photo).

    X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. The native habitat is high quality that doesn’t 
require success criteria & monitoring, the creation of marsh & cypress habitat has success criteria & 
monitoring associated with the permitting of the Starkey Blvd. mitigation plan. Currently within the 
maintenance & monitoring phase.

    X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Prescribed management plans (primarily burn management) to be conducted 
in conformity with the adjacent SWFWMD property (Starkey Wilderness Preserve, Anclote River Ranch, 
Serenova Preserve).

   X  7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous text concerning mitigation site and SR 54 impacts. Additional site evaluation and WRAP analysis 
available from Mark Brown. 















































 REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District :  Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name:   Cockroach Bay Restoration - Freshwater Project Number: SW 56

     Project Manager: Brandt Henningson, PhD. SWIM Environmental Scientist   Phone No:   (813) 985-7481 ext. 2202 
     County:    Hillsborough      Location : Sec. 21, T32S, R18E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

 (1) FM: 2569571, US 19 - Drew to Railroad      ERP #: 4411760.000    COE #:199400606 (NW-PB)
(2) FM: 2557031, SR 60 – Cypress St. to Fish Creek *  ERP #:43002958.003   COE #:200205816 (IP-MN)
(3) FM: 2558881, US 301- Sligh  to Tampa Canal **    ERP #:43024246.000   COE #:200206711 (IP-JF)

 (4) FM: 2569491, US 19 (SR 55) – Seville Dr. to SR 60 ERP #:____________  COE #:_______________
     (5) FM: 2569941, CR 296 Connector, 40th St. to 28th St. ERP #:   COE #:_______________
     (6) FM: 4052141, Gunn Hwy. – Ehlich Rd. to Mobley Rd. ERP #:   COE #:_______________
     (7) FM: 2569981, CR 296 at I-275 Interchange   ERP #:   COE #:_______________
     (8) FM: 2555991, SR 676 (Causeway)-US 301 to US 41** ERP #:____________  COE #:_______________ 

Drainage Basin(s): Tampa Bay Drainage Basin    Water Body(s): Old Tampa Bay, Alligator Ck.,Delaney Ck., 
Fish Creek SWIM water body?  Y- Old Tampa Bay 

Impact Acres / Types:  
(1)  0.2 ac.  618  (Fluccs code) (3) 3.0 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) (6)  0.5 ac. 640 (Fluccs code) 

0.3 ac.  641  (Fluccs code)     (4)  0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) (7) 2.0 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) 
TOTAL: 0.5 Acres   (5) 1.0 ac. 643 (Fluccs code)  (8) 0.8 ac. 510 (Fluccs code) 
                                                              2.3 ac. 641 (Fluccs code)

 (2) 0.8 ac. 641 (Fluccs code)                                                                             TOTAL: 3.1 acres
                                                    TOTAL:  11.0 acres   
            

* The total wetland impacts of this project include 16.6 acres. The ditch, pond, and mangrove impacts of this project (5.1 
acres) are being mitigated at Tappan Tract (SW 62).  The saltwater marsh impacts (10.9 acres) are being mitigated at 
Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (SW 77) and Apollo Beach (SW 67).

** The freshwater forested and shrub wetland impacts of these two projects are being mitigated at Boyd Hill Nature Park 
(SW 71).

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 
Mitigation Type: X  Creation  Enhancement  X  Restoration Mitigation Area:    34  ac.    SWIM project?    Y
Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project?  N   Mitigation Bank?   N  Drainage Basin(s): 
Tampa Bay Drainage Water Body(s):Tampa Bay, Cockroach Bay     SWIM water body?  Y

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
A. Overall project goals: Cockroach Bay includes a multi-agency (USACOE, SWFWMD, FDEP, Hills. Co. Parks) 

wetland and upland habitat ecological restoration effort on property (total 651 acres) acquired by Hillsborough

County. The SWFWMD is responsible for the initial habitat creation & restoration activities, Hillsborough Co. Parks is 

responsible for the perpetual management of the site. The designated mitigation area includes the creation of a 

freshwater marsh habitat (26 acres) and restoration of coastal hammock habitat buffer (7 acres).

B. Brief description of current condition:  The area is currently a fallow farm field with invasion of exotic and 

nuisance vegetation, covered with ragweed, fennel, and various nuisance grass species (refer to photographs). 

Other species such as Brazilian pepper, salt-bush, and elderberry have also invaded the site. As noted on the 

difference between the 1958 and 1989 NRCS Soil Surveys (Fig. D), the site doesn’t have the presence of hydric soils 

and was historically farmed but allowed to go fallow, allowing the nuisance and exotic species to heavily invade. The 

groundwater elevations and evaluations for any saltwater intrusion have been monitored for a few years in order to 

ensure the freshwater wetland components can be successfully created and maintained in perpetuity.
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C.Brief description of proposed work: Construct palustrine marsh habitat with diverse and variable vegetative 

zones (Figures E, F and Table 1).  A coastal hammock buffer will be restored by eradication of exotic and nuisance 

species, and supplemental plantings around the marsh to provide cover for wildlife use. Since the entire area is 

considered upland, fallow farm fields , the mitigation qualifies as wetland creation and upland habitat restoration. 

D.Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

proposed wetland impacts are almost all low quality palustrine marshes (10.0 acres, Fluccs #640 series) and minor 

amount of open water canal (0.8 acre, Fluccs #510) and shrub habitat (0.2 acre, Fluccs #618). The proposed 

creation of palustrine marsh habitat (26 acres) and restoration of upland habitat buffer (7 acres) will adequately 

mitigate for these DOT impacts at a cumulative ratio of 3:1. This wetland creation and coastal hammock restoration 

effort will be further buffered with the restoration of adjacent forested upland habitat.

E.Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost:   The only mitigation bank in the basin is the Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank, which is also within the 

Cockroach Bay area. The mitigation bank has not been constructed and available credits are not anticipated until at 

least 2005.

F.Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : This project is part of a 

large SWIM restoration effort for the Cockroach Bay area. The Cockroach Bay restoration effort has been guided by 

the Cockroach Bay Restoration Alliance, made up of stakeholders including the agencies, landowners, and the 

Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank. The SWFWMD - SWIM Section has coordinated the wetland creation and most of the 

upland restoration activities of the project.  Hillsborough County Parks is responsible for the stormwater facilities, 

some upland restoration, and perpetual maintenance & management activities. Even though there are various 

restoration phases throughout the Cockroach Bay Habitat Restoration area, they are all inter-related based on site 

conditions, an ecological transition of upland habitat to palustrine wetlands, followed by salinity gradients of wetland 

habitats toward estuarine wetlands. Because of the extensive planning and evaluation of the restoration, being co-

located with on-going restoration efforts that are managed and maintained by Hillsborough County, the mitigation 

portions are expected to be very successful.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Entity responsible for construction:  Southwest Florida Water Management District or designee 

Contact Name: Brandt Henningson, PhD, SWIM Environ. Scientist  Phone Number:  (813) 985-7481ext. 2202

     Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFWMD, Hillsborough County or designee  

 Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:   Design finish late 2002 Complete: Const., Commence 2003

 Project cost:   $ 741,458  (total);
                            $150,000 for design
                            $591,458 for const., planting, and maintenance & monitoring
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Attachments

    x     1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A.
    x     2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figures B & C - 1995 Infrared Aerial.
    x     3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A - Location Map,  design 

plans on Figures E & F.
   x     4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. The construction will commence 

in the summer, 2003 and be completed by the end of the 2003, followed by a minimum of 3 years of 
maintenance & monitoring. 

    x     5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B.
     X     6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B.
    x     7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous discussion under Comment D.

Attachment A – Site Conditions & Proposed Plan 

The exotic and nuisance species have recruited and generated throughout the fallow farm fields. Construction of 
palustrine marsh habitat will provide a valuable component of habitat diversity for wildlife use to inter-relate 
between the restored upland and existing, restored, and created estuary habitat at Cockroach Bay. Due to the 
extensive design effort associated with the entire Cockroach Bay restoration, additional groundwater salinity data 
for the Cockroach Bay area was required to determine the extent of freshwater and various saltwater wetland 
creation and restoration components. The additional data was critical to ensure the various restoration segments 
will function as proposed.

The majority of land area within the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin has some degree of saltwater influence during 
hurricane conditions, extreme spring tides, and/or major flood events (25 year, 50 year, and/or 100 year). These 
oligohaline conditions apply to both the freshwater wetland impact areas as well as created freshwater wetlands 
at Cockroach Bay. The species proposed for planting at the freshwater mitigation site (Table 1) are capable of 
enduring these very periodic events.

Attachment B – Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria 

The maintenance activities will be conducted by Hillsborough County staff with assistance from the SWFWMD, 
and be primarily related to control of invasive exotic vegetation. Maintenance will be a more intensive effort 
during the first couple years after planting to allow for establishment of desirable plants, and less frequent 
maintenance as the project matures. Maintenance will be conducted as needed, expected to be quarterly for two 
to three years. After this period, maintenance activities will be conducted as needed by SWFWMD and/or 
Hillsborough County staff to maintain the success criteria. Inspections on a semi-annual basis are anticipated to 
evaluate vegetative conditions, debris, and any nuisance & exotic vegetation. After each inspection, proper 
maintenance activities will be conducted to correct any problems.

Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually, with annual reports for three years post-construction. Monitoring will 
include qualitative evaluation and photo documentation of the mitigation area, to evaluate and document species 
survival, coverage, wildlife use, exotic & nuisance species coverage, and recommended actions needed to 
ensure or enhance success. The success criteria will reflect a minimum 90% survivorship for planted material for 
one-year post planting, a total 85% cover of planted and recruited desirable species, and less than 10% exotic 
and nuisance species cover. 





















          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : _Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name: Lake Panasoffkee Restoration (SWIM)  Project Number: SW57
Project Manager: _Lizanne Garcia ,SWFWMD-SWIM Env. Scientist   Phone No: 352-796-7211 ext. 2204
County(ies): Sumter      Location: Sec.18,19,20,28,29,32,33,T19S, R22E 
            Sec. 4,3 T20S, R22E  

IMPACT INFORMATION 

DOT (FM): 4063291 – I-75, Lk. Panasoffkee Bridge         ERP #: 4320508.00      COE #: 200000754 (NPR-KF)
Drainage Basin(s) : Withlacoochee River    Water Body(s) :Lake Panasoffkee  SWIM water body? Y
Acres / Types: 5.93 ac. 500 (Fluccs code)     TOTAL:    5.93 acres 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation ___ Restoration _X_ Enhancement  Preservation           Mitigation Area: +/- 75  ac.
SWIM project? Y      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s):_Withlacoochee River Basin Water Body(s): Lake Panasoffkee SWIM water body? Y

Project Description 
A.  Overall project goal: Lake Panasoffkee has suffered due to the extensive buildup of inorganic sediments and 

shallowing of the lake has destroyed fish spawning areas, promoted nuisance/exotic species growth along the 

shoreline and substantial bands of nuisance emergent vegetation in the lake. The restoration plan proposes several 

steps to improve the fisheries habitat, restore the shoreline, and facilitate navigation.

B.   Brief description of current condition: Lake Panasoffkee has accumulated sediment and silted in hard bottom 

areas which historically served as fish beds, in many areas the nuisance emergent vegetation is extremely dense due 

to shallowing of the lake.

C. Brief description of proposed work: The Lake Panasoffkee Restoration Council has recommended removal 

of the inorganic sediments from the lake bottom and hydraulic dredging will be a major element of the restoration plan. 

The dredging prospects will follow a six step approach presented in the Lake Panasoffkee Restoration Plan 

(Attachment A) as reported to the State Legislature. STEP 1 included a Pilot Project of dredging completed in the 

summer, 2000). The dredging plan included various areas and proposed final grade depths associated with the lake. 

STEP 2 includes dredging almost 5 million cubic yards of sediments from approximately 1,010 acres (30% of the lake 

bottom grade) to hard bottom. Approximately 75 acres of this phase of the project will mitigate for the proposed open 

water wetland impacts.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

DOT project proposes impacts to open water habitat associated with the area between the two I-75 bridge spans that 

cross along the southeast portion of Lake Panasoffkee. The I-75 bridges were very narrow and long, not only resulting 

in multiple accidents but also without the opportunity for vehicles to safely move from travel lanes until reaching the end 

of the bridge span.
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 It was decided that bridging the interior gap between the two existing spans was necessary in order to add lanes and 

safety apron. The proposed roadway open water wetland impacts and location match the proposed restoration habitats 

associated with the same Lake Panasoffkee.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There isn’t an existing or proposed mitigation bank within the Withlacoochee River Basin.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : Lake Panasoffkee is a 

SWIM project, the State Legislature awarded $5 million to the project in 1999, an additional $25 million was awarded in 

2003.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
Entity responsible for construction: Contractor selected by the SWFWMD
Contact Name: Lizanne Garcia – SWFWMD- SWIM Environ. Scientist   Phone Number: 352-796-7211 ext. 2204

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Contractor selected by the SWFWMD.
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Summer, 2000 Complete:_Pending funding for the six steps.

Project cost: $469,733 - Estimate for 75 acres of sediment removal under STEP 2 construction. 

Attachments

__X__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A.

__X__2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B - 1995 infrared aerial.

__X__3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A-Location Map, Attachment 
A has the proposed conditions.

__X__4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Design of STEP 2 (portion 
proposed for DOT mitigation) will be finalized by June 2001. Based on current schedule, construction of STEP 2 of the 
restoration project will begin in the summer, 2003 and continue through early, 2004. 

__x___5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. This project proposes to create open water 
habitat in Lake Panasoffkee, an Outstanding Florida Water. The bottom elevations will be deep enough to exclude 
emergent species, thus ensuring the persistence of open water habitat. The monitoring is expected to examine 
colonization of the lake bottom with desirable submergent species, prevent colonization of invasive exotic plants and 
recommend actions needed to ensure success.

__x___6.  Long term maintenance plan. The mitigation is associated with the larger Lake Panasoffkee Project being 
implemented by the WMD. Maintenance will primarily be related to control of invasive exotic vegetation with a more 
intensive early effort to allow for the plants to become established and less frequent herbicide control as the project 
matures.

___x__7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
Comment D.













REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Ledwith Lake     Project Number: SW 58
Project Manager: Ramesh Buch, Land Conservation Manager 

 Alachua Co. Environmental Protection Dept.  Phone No: (352) 264-6800
County: Alachua                Location: Sections 1, 2  T12S, R19E

IMPACT INFORMATION 
 (1) FM 238762 - SR 40, CR 225A to SW 52nd St.    ERP #: __________ COE #: NPR (isolated wetland)

 (2) FM 238641 - SR 500 (US 27), Levy Co. to SR 326     ERP #: 43014024.001  COE #: NPR (isolated wetland)

 (3) FM 238678 - SR 500 (US 27), SR 326 to CR 225A   ERP #: 438697.01__  COE #: 199702099 (NW)

 (4) FM 238719 – SR 40, SR 328 to SW 80th   ERP #: 44022268.00 COE #: NPR (isolated wetland)

Drainage Basin(s) : Ocklawaha River Basin     Water Body(s):None SWIM water body?  N

Acres / Types of Impact:  (1) FM 238762 - 0.20 ac. 617 (Fluccs code)  

                                              (2) FM 238641 - 2.37  ac. 640 (Fluccs code) 

     (3) FM 238678 - 1.09   ac. 641 (Fluccs code)

    (4) FM 238719 – 0.08  ac. 641 (Fluccs code) TOTAL:          -  3.74 ac. 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation _  Restoration _X  Enhancement _X  Preservation           Mitigation Area: 160 ac.

SWIM project? N     Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N

Drainage Basin: Ocklawaha (also considered Florida Ridge Basin) Water Body: Ledwith  Lake SWIM water body? N

Project Description

{SEQ 1_0 \* ALPHABETIC \r 1}. Overall project goal: Acquire, preserve, and enhancement of a portion (160 

acres) of Ledwith Lake, a high quality marsh covering 2200 acres in Alachua & Marion Counties. Along with the 

adjacent marsh enhancement associated with Levy Lake, this is the highest concentration of wetland habitat within 

the same basin of the proposed DOT wetland impacts. Preservation through acquisition is the best alternative 

toward protecting this important water and wetland resource, particularly considering the lack of other large wetland 

systems within the majority of this basin. This acquisition will be conducted by Alachua County, with assistance from 

the Conservation Trust for Florida.

{SEQ 1_0 \* ALPHABETIC \n}. Brief description of current condition: Ledwith Lake is a 2200-acre marsh prairie 

with a few pockets of open water around the perimeter (Figures C, D, photos 1,2). The marsh has dominance of 

pickerelweed, floating pennywort, smartweed, spatterdock, soft rush, and maidencane. Extensive vegetative 

diversity and wildlife is present in the marsh and surrounding hardwood hammocks. Resource evaluations were 

conducted and are available from Mark Brown (SWFWMD).

C. Brief description of proposed work: Ledwith Lake is part of a proposed east-west corridor of proposed land 

acquisition between Ocala National Forest and  Waccasassa River. This portion of the proposed acquisition is 

referred to as the “Levy Project” (Figure B) which includes a 4000 - acre acquisition of Ledwith Lake and the 

surrounding area (Figures C & D) from Rayonier and the Zetrouer Tract. Once acquired by Alachua County, the 

property will be managed under a joint agreement with FDEP, who owns and manages the adjacent Paynes Prairie 



State Preserve. A current hydrology study of Levy Lake and Ledwith Lake will determine if the hydrologic connection 

should be elevated or decreased via the existing structures (Photo 4) to enhance the site conditions of each wetland. 

Other enhancement opportunities include the elimination of cattle grazing within the marsh prairie, which has allowed 

some encroachment of nuisance vegetation along the perimeter.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): Essentially all 

the DOT wetland impacts (3.54 of the 3.74 acres) are proposed to occur to marsh habitat. Preservation and minimal 

enhancement of a portion (160 acres) of this high quality marsh prairie will result in a proposed wetland mitigation 

ratio of 43:1. Ledwith Lake is one of the few and largest marsh systems within the entire basin, exhibits high quality 

characteristics and conditions that deserve protection through an acquisition program.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion of 
cost: There are no mitigation banks within this basin.  Due to the very limited public property within this basin (the 

least of any basin that covers the SWFWMD), and the minimal presence of wetlands within this predominantly high 

ridge basin (also referred to as the Florida Ridge Basin), there are limited wetland enhancement & restoration 

opportunities in this basin, and in particular within the portion of the basin located within the SWFWMD boundaries. 

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no SWIM 

projects or SWIM water bodies within this basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
Entity responsible for construction: No construction warranted, any revisions to Ledwith Lake hydrology will be 

conducted in coordination between Alachua County, FDEP, and the SJRWMD.

Contact Name: Ramesh Buch, Land Conservation Manager  Phone Number: (352) 264-6800

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Joint agreement between Alachua County and FDEP staff (Paynes 

Prairie Preserve) to ensure both entities will coordinate the long-term maintenance & management.

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Summer, 2001 Complete:  Land acquisition by Summer, 2004

Project cost: $100,000 (total); Acquisition (160 acres) – Long-term management conducted by Alachua Co. & FDEP 

 Attachments 
_X_1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work.  The detailed evaluations of site conditions are included 

in the 2001 DOT Mitigation Plan and are available from Mark Brown (SWFWMD, 352-796-7211, ext. 4488).

There are no proposed work activities at this time. If the hydraulic and hydrology study of Ledwith & Levy Lake 

determine the water levels need to be modified to enhance either marsh system, that will be conducted by 

Alachua County in coordination with FDEP and SJRWMD. 

  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Fig. B & C - Infrared aerials – 1995.

  X_ 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Fig. A, location map, drawings of 

existing and proposed conditions are exhibited under Figures B &C.

_X_4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to schedule provided above.

 X_5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. No proposed success criteria or monitoring plan.

 X_6.  Long- term maintenance plan. A long-term maintenance plan is not warranted due to the habitat conditions.

















                    REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN 

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Hampton Tract        Project Number: SW 59
Project Manager: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist   Phone No: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488 
  Philip Rhinesmith, WMD Environmental Scientist        (352) 796-7211  ext. 4266

County(ies): Polk     Location : Sections 22, 23, 25, 26, 27, 34, 35, 36 T25S, R23E ; Sections 30, 31 T25S R24E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

(1) FM 2012092, I-4, US 98 to CR 557 (Sec. 3-5)*           ERP #: 43011896.026     COE #: 200204891 (IP-MGH)
(2) FM 2012041, I-4, CR 557 to Osceola (Sec. 6,7,9)**    ERP #:____________     COE #: _________________ 

Drainage Basin(s) : Withlacoochee River Water Body(s) : Lake Mattie, Lake Agnes   SWIM water body? N

Impact  Acres/ Types:  
  (1) FM 2012092 2.40 ac. 510 (Fluccs code) (2) FM 2012141  3.55 ac. 640 (Fluccs code) 
     0.40 ac. 617 (Fluccs code)  TOTAL   3.55 acres
     2.30 ac. 618 (Fluccs code)     
     3.50 ac. 621 (Fluccs code)  
     8.10 ac. 630 (Fluccs code)   TOTAL 21.35
     0.40 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) 
     0.70 ac. 643 (Fluccs code) 

TOTAL  17.80 acres

* Note – A portion of this I-4 project is located within the Peace River Basin and associated wetland impacts (total – 1.5 
acres) will be mitigated at Tenoroc / Saddle Creek (SW 47). 

** Note – A portion of this I-4 project (Seg. 9) is located within the Kissimmee Ridge basin and the associated wetland 
impacts (total – 1.99 acres) will be mitigated at Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank (SW 49). Another portion of this I-4 project 
is located within the Ocklawaha basin and those wetland impacts (4.32 acres) will be mitigated at Lake Lowery (SW 76). 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation Restoration   X  Enhancement  Preservation           Mitigation Area: 1076 ac.
   Mixed Forested (Fluccs- 630)  684 acres 
   Cypress (Fluccs- 621)    309 acres 
   Marsh Slough (Fluccs- 643)    60 acres 
    Hydric Flatwoods (Fluccs- 625)    19 acres 
   Marsh (Fluccs- 641)       4 acres 

TOTAL     1076 acres 

SWIM project?  N       Aquatic Plant Control project?  N Exotic Plant Control Project?  N   Mitigation Bank?   N
Drainage Basin: Withlacoochee River Water Body: Gator Cr., Colt Cr., Sapling Drain, Bee Tree Drain SWIM water? N

Project Description

 A. Overall project goal: The Hampton Tract (Total -7640 acres) was acquired by the SWFWMD in late, 1999. The 

site has an extensive network of ditches that have excessively drained various wetland habitats throughout the 

property. With the use of at least 90-100 large ditch blocks and filling approximately 5 miles of ditches, the wetlands 

will be hydrologically enhanced, allowing other wetland functions and values to be restored and enhanced. 
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B. Brief description of current condition: The site has various wetland habitats covering over 2400 acres, 

dominated by cypress domes & strands, mixed forested floodplains, hydric pine flatwoods, and marshes (Figure F). 

Approximately 1000 wetland acres are hydrologically impacted by three major drainage ditch systems (Figure E, 

Colt Creek Drain, Sapling Drain, Bee Tree Drain). These ditches ultimately connect to Gator Creek along the 

western project boundary. Upland habitats (approx. 4200 acres) are dominated by pine flatwoods with some upland 

hardwood hammocks generally located along the perimeter of the forested wetlands. The remaining property is 

dominated by improved pasture (approx. 1000 acres) primarily located within the northeast and center of the tract. 

The pastures are separated and interspersed by various cypress strands & domes. The property is bordered to the 

north & west by extensive property owned and managed by the SWFWMD (Figures A,D), and to the east & south by 

low-density residential areas. 

C. Brief description of proposed work: The Hampton Tract has been included in a Gator Creek Watershed Study 

(conducted by Polk Co. and the SWFWMD) to evaluate and determine design features necessary to restore the 

hydrology of the Hampton Tract without impacting adjacent landowners. The majority of wetland hydrologic 

restoration will be conducted by constructing ditch blocks (90-100, approximate locations on Figure F), that will 

redirect and detain surface and ground water in the wetlands. There are two miles of a large perimeter ditch located 

along the northeast property boundary, the adjacent spoil material has minimal tree cover and will be back filled into 

the ditch (Figure F). There is also a 2.5-mile ditch (Sapling Drain, Figure F - Central) that diverts all the historic 

water sheet flow away from a remnant marsh & cypress slough. That ditch will also be back filled to restore sheet 

flow through the slough. Monitor locations (23) have been designated with the installation of shallow monitor wells. 

These wells will be monitored on a semi-annual basis and surrounding wetland habitat conditions will be noted for a 

period of at least three years post-construction. 

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

majority (approximately 70%) of the proposed I-4 wetland impacts will be to forested wetland habitat. The Hampton 

Tract will have at least 993-acres of forested wetland hydrologic enhancement (cypress & mixed forested) plus the 

enhancement of marsh habitat (64 acres) and hydric pine flatwoods (19 acres).  The cumulative mitigation area 

(1076 acres) and impact acreage (21.35 acres) result in an overall mitigation ratio of 50-to-1. The mitigation acreage 

and habitat types associated with each section at Hampton is described in Attachment D.  Even though the 

hydrologic restoration plan will benefit all the wetlands and uplands within and adjacent to the 7600-acre tract, 

wetlands without direct hydrologic enhancement (over 1400 acres) are not accounted for in the mitigation credit 

(reference green delineated wetlands on infrared aerials). The substantial wetland enhancement on a large-scale 

site will adequately and appropriately mitigate for these Interstate-4 wetland impacts within the Withlacoochee 

Basin. No other DOT projects are proposed to be mitigated through the enhancement activities at the Hampton 

Tract.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are no established or proposed mitigation banks within the Withlacoochee River Basin at this time.
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F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The only SWIM project 

within the Withlacoochee River Basin is the restoration of Lake Panasoffkee (SW 57). The lake is being restored 

through the re-establishment of the appropriate aquatic habitat, and is being proposed to mitigate for wetland impacts 

associated with the I-75 bridge widening over the southern portion of the lake.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 
Entity responsible for construction: WMD Operations Department
Contact Name: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist Phone Number: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: The WMD will be responsible for monitoring and maintenance.
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Fall, 2000 Complete: Spring, 2005 (Construction)

Install Monitor Wells – Spring, 2001 Project Cost: $1,400,000 (total): 
Watershed Study – Complete, 2003 Watershed Study $50,000
Design – Complete, 2004    Design   $80,000 
Construction -- Spring, 2005 & 2006 Construction $1,230,000
Minimum 3 Years Maintenance & Monitoring Maintenance & Monitor $40,000

Attachments

{tc \l2 "Attachments } X  1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Attachment A -Existing Site & 
Proposed Work.

 X 2. Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Attached infra-red aerials (1995).

 X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A - Watershed Map, Figure B -
Location Map. One set of infrared aerials (Fig. E) depict the major ditches (yellow) and natural wetland water 
flow patterns (blue). Another set of infrared aerials (Fig. F) and depict wetlands proposed for enhancement 
(blue) and minimal enhancement (green). The wetlands designated in green are not accounted for as mitigation 
credit.  Additional design drawings will be prepared as part of the Gator Creek Watershed Study.

 X  4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. The work schedule for proposed
activities are presented under Project Implementation.

 X 5. Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B.

 X 6. Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B - Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria.

 X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Attachment C.

ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site & Proposed Work

The site is located within the Green Swamp (Area of Critical State Concern), and has over 60% of the adjacent
property also under ownership of the SWFWMD (referred to as “Green Swamp East”). The site’s habitat and
land-use is dominated by approximately 2400 wetland acres (predominantly mixed forested and cypress 
systems), 4200 acres of pine flatwood & upland hardwood hammocks, and 1000 acres of improved pasture.

The site's natural drainage pattern meanders from east to west. During the late 1940’s and early 1950’s, the 
construction of large drainage ditches (Colt Creek Drain, Sapling Drain, Bee Tree Drain) and smaller connecting 
ditches resulted in a more direct drainage of surface and ground water west to connect with Gator Creek along
the project’s western boundary. In turn, Gator Creek has been ditched and connects to the Withlacoochee River
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approximately 4 miles northwest of the site (Figure B). However, the northern boundary of the Hampton Tract is
adjacent to the forested floodplain associated with the Withlacoochee River. These ditched drainage systems 
have directly impacted the hydroperiods and vegetative composition of a large percentage of the site’s wetlands, 
particularly with the transition of obligate to more facultative species within the wetland, and allowing undesirable
upland species to encroach along the wetland perimeters. The major ditches are designated with yellow lines 
and the natural surface water drainage patterns are marked with curved blue lines on the infrared aerial (Fig. E).

A combination of predominantly large ditch block construction (90-100), breach cuts within spoil ridges located 
within wetlands, and some total ditch backfilling (approx. 5 miles) will be conducted to hydrologically enhance the
ditched wetlands, allowing the regeneration of more obligate species that have gradually decreased from the 
wetlands. This construction will also attenuate the surficial and groundwater hydrology for the entire tract. The
constructed ditch blocks will include spoil material from the adjacent ditches, with a top top-of-block length of 50 
to 100 feet, and gradual sideslopes (minimum 10:1) to the bottom ditch grades. Since the majority of the ditches
on the site are 3-4 feet deep, these ditchblocks will extend 110 to 180 feet in total length. The ditchblocks will be
stabilized with vegetative cover (predominantly maidencane) and, where necessary, stabilized on the 
downstream slope with structural support (liners with rip-rap rubble). These ditchblocks will allow also provide 
easier access for wildlife into the wetlands during wet season conditions. The following information describes the
wetland enhancement aspects associated with each major drainage system. 

Colt Creek Drain 
The Colt Creek Drain includes a combination of isolated, partially connected, and forested wetland tributaries
within the northern portion of the property. The highest concentration of isolated and partially connected 
wetlands for the entire Hampton Tract is associated with cypress systems within the northeast pastures. 
Historically, these wetlands were hydrologically connected with surface water that sheet flowed through minor 
drainageways and pine flatwoods during the wet season. The high concentration of perimeter ditches around the 
wetlands have connected and substantially altered those drainage patterns and the wetlands’ hydroperiods. 
West of the pastures, the wetlands are more contiguous and less historically isolated, particularly for the 
unnamed tributary located south of the southeast-northwest access road leading to the rock mine (Figure F). 

In order to restore the drainage patterns within each of these wetlands, the highest percentage of ditch blocks
are proposed for the wetlands associated with the Colt Creek Drain. The ditch blocks will be strategically placed 
at certain locations within the perimeter ditches to divert contributing water across low elevation breach points 
into the adjacent wetlands. This is particularly more important for the elongated wetland strands than the cypress
domes. In all cases, ditch blocks will be constructed within the ditch locations where the wetland surface and 
ground water outfalls through the ditch toward the next downstream wetland system. This is generally at the
location where the ditch crosses the wetland/upland boundary. This will not only detain water within the wetland
throughout the rainy season to restore hydroperiods, but contribute groundwater hydration of wetlands during the 
dry season. This is important since during recent drought periods, surface water was not only absent in the 
wetlands but also in the ditches. Soil borings at the 23 monitor locations during the spring, 2001 indicated 
groundwater was greater than 6 ft. below surface grade elevations within each of the wetlands. Extended dry
season ground and surface water conditions not only stress vegetative conditions, but the surface water sources
for all types of wildlife use, not just wetland dependent species. Even though the wetlands have natural cycles of 
below grade water elevations, the opportunity to maintain some surface water within the ditches without resulting 
in groundwater drawdown will allow an important water resource to be available for wildlife use during extended
droughts.
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As noted on Figure F (East aerial photo), there is a 2-mile long ditch along the northeastern property boundary
proposed for backfill. As noted in the photos, this ditch and adjacent road berm are large and block historic
surface water flow to the on-site wetlands from adjacent property. Unlike some of the smaller ditches associated 
with Colt Creek, wildlife accessibility of the wetlands and crossing from the adjacent property is difficult, 
particularly during the rainy season conditions when the perimeter ditch water storage is very deep. With
construction equipment access to this ditch and associated spoil material, backfilling this ditch will not only
enhance the hydrology of the wetlands but allow more wildlife movement through and around the wetlands and 
adjacent property, which includes other WMD property north of the Hampton Tract. The backfilled ditch will have
native seed source material transferred to re-establish an appropriate wetland buffer habitat of facultative 
sedges, rushes, etc.

The WMD has converted the land use of the northeast upland pastures to silviculture. However, pines were 
planted at least 50 feet from the wetlands and this buffer is allowed to naturally generate foraging sedges and
rushes to replace the bahia. With the introduction of pines to replace open pasture, additional vegetative cover
will encourage more wildlife to cross from the native habitat areas west and north of these sections. In addition,
the meandering alignment of the wetland strands allow corridor connections to other native habitat.

As noted, there is an unnamed tributary to the Colt Creek Drain south of the main access road to the former 
limerock mine in the northwest corner of the property. This tributary commences near Rock Ridge Road at the
entrance gate (Section 36), and extensively meanders west through Sections 35 and 27. Due to the meandering 
and contributing water flow from adjacent wetlands, the ditch was constructed from the area of monitor site 14
and extends northwest to a wetland near the rock mine. This ditch was dredged through uplands and wetlands
(e.g. Wetlands 31, 164, 195, Figure F - Central) to adequately circumvent the meandering flow into a relative 
direct alignment off the property. The ditch blocks are proposed at the locations where the ditch crosses 
wetland/upland boundaries to restore the water flow into the meandering systems. Along with the ditch blocks,
adequate breach points in the spoil ridges adjacent to the wetland ditch segments will be constructed only where 
necessary by pushing spoil segments back into the ditch. In order to minimize impacts to trees throughout the 
property, every effort will be made to utilize only spoil material without tree cover for both ditch blocks, backfilling 
ditch segments, and creation of breach points. Graded spoil material will commence at the dripline of any
adjacent trees in order to not impact roots or result in disruption of spoil material.

Sapling Drain 
Sampling Drain is a large, straight, east-west ditch that conveys substantial volumes of water from a large
contributing watershed. The majority of the existing central pasture north and south of the drain was historically a
wet prairie slough. Remnant portions of the slough (Wetland 194, 220, Figure F - Central) will be substantially
enhanced from a restored sheet flow pattern. The current vegetative cover is predominantly bahia, fennel, and 
pine trees with a few pockets of dewatered cypress domes (refer to photo). This remnant slough was the heart of 
the historic wet prairie and this enhancement effort will restore an east-west wetland & wildlife corridor across 
the property to Gator Creek. This will attenuate and sheet flow surface water to replace the straight ditch. Some
minimal coverage of desirable hydrophytic vegetation is currently present within the cypress portions of the 
slough, however supplemental plantings (predominantly soft rush, maidencane, and pickerelweed) will be 
conducted in those areas where natural regeneration does not provide at least 80% cover of hydrophytic 
vegetation.

However, it’s noted that much of the pasture northeast of Wetland 194 have average grade elevations less than 
6 inches above that of the remnant slough. It has been decided to not plant pines in this pasture, nor detain 
surface water flow when it does extend beyond the slough. These pastures have been periodically mowed which
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minimize regeneration of fennel, and allows soft rush to generate in the collector swales. The cattle have been 
removed and the restored hydrology associated with filling Sapling Drain is expected to result in regeneration 
and recruitment of soft rush and other hydrophytic vegetation in the pasture. Documentation of these conditions 
will be noted throughout the restoration and monitoring effort and even though not accounted for in the mitigation
credits, this natural regeneration of substantial wet prairie acreage is expected to become an additional
ecological benefit of the restoration effort. 

Bee Tree Drain
Bee Tree Drain was dredged across a meandering mixed forested wetland and the adjacent upland habitat. Like 
the previously discussed unnamed tributary of the Colt Creek Drain, restoring the wetland flow patterns will be 
conducted by constructing ditch blocks at the wetland/upland boundary. Portions of spoil material along the ditch
segments within the wetlands will also be backfilled to create appropriate breach points necessary to restore 
historic flow patterns. One of the most drastic water diversions is the drain outfalling from Wetland #224 near 
monitor location #22 (Figure F – Central). This diversion takes the majority of the natural water flow that 
historically flowed north and directly west into a borrow pit within the Gator Creek floodplain.

Gator Creek
Gator Creek is a major north-south drainage feature in the Green Swamp. Historically, this floodplain had 
minimal definition of a creek channel, more dependent on water sheet flow like the other wetland strands on the
property. With the demand to increase drainage to the Withlacoochee River, a large ditch was dredged through 
the floodplain. As seen on the aerials, the portion of the Gator Creek ditch that crosses the Hampton Tract was
dredged along the western edge of the floodplain, as opposed through the floodplain core which has slightly
lower grade elevations.  Even though the floodplain still maintains high quality habitat, the transition toward more
facultative species such as laurel oak has replaced the dominance of the obligate tree species, even within the 
wetland core.

With the increased residential development activities in the Green Swamp during the last 20 years, filling the 
Gator Creek ditch to restore sheet flow patterns is unfortunately not feasible. A Gator Creek watershed study is
being conducted for the WMD and Polk County to evaluate and determine future maintenance and management
activities.  Due to potential flooding impacts to residential development south and east of the Hampton Tract,
there are limited opportunities to divert water flow from the large ditch into the Gator Creek floodplain. However,
some breaches within the spoil material adjacent to the ditch will be constructed to match natural grade. This will 
allow some water attenuation within the adjacent floodplain when the ditch water flow does periodically overflow
the banks.

In addition, filling the short ditch segments of the connecting Sapling Drain and Bee Tree Drain portions within
the Gator Creek floodplain will provide some wetland enhancement opportunities. This will allow more
attenuation of contributing groundwater and sheet flow throughout the floodplain that is currently direct channel
flow from the east. Since laurel oaks presently cover the spoil ridges, unfortunately this backfilling operation will
result in loss of the majority of those trees. Care will be given to minimize impacts to the larger trees on the spoil,
but with the contributing seed source, oaks will recruit and supplemental plantings of maples and cypress (1
gallon containerized, 10 ft. centers) will also be conducted to quickly regenerate the forested component for the
displaced trees on the spoil. As noted, the combination of the breach cuts within the Gator Creek spoil and filling
the connector ditches to attenuate more contributing hydrology to this floodplain will be an ecological benefit.
However, it’s difficult to quantify the degree and limits of this enhancement relative to the Gator Creek ditch that
has to be maintained open instead of backfilled. As a result, upon additional evaluation determination, the 
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restoration effort does not designate mitigation credit for the approximately 270 acres of the Gator Creek
forested wetland floodplain that crosses through the Hampton Tract.

ATTACHMENT B - Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria.

Maintenance & monitoring activities are anticipated for a minimum three years and until success criteria is met.
Maintenance activities will be predominantly associated with evaluating and ensuring the structural integrity and 
suitability of the ditch blocks. At any time should any ditch blocks or associated wetland enhancement areas are 
not performing as proposed, corrective action will be taken which will include additional block support, backfilling 
extra ditch segments, and/or constructing additional breaches within spoil ridges through the wetlands. These 
inspections will be conducted on a monthly schedule throughout the first rainy season post-construction, and
quarterly for at least two more years. Additional maintenance will be perpetually conducted as part of a long-term
management plan for the Hampton Tract. One of the primary components of the management plan includes 
prescribed burns. Such burns can periodically encroach too far into drained forested wetlands, which has 
resulted in vegetative impacts and loss of organic topsoil. With the restored hydrology of those drained wetlands 
on-site, the prescribed burns will only encroach along the transitional perimeters of the forested wetlands. These 
transitional areas often become too dense with vegetative species such as wax myrtle and smilax, limiting some
wildlife movement. So periodic burns to include the upland buffers and wetland transition will allow for more 
wildlife use of all habitat areas.

The 23 monitoring stations will be monitored for water levels, flow patterns, vegetative components, and wildlife
activities on a semi-annual basis pre- and post- construction, which will be for a minimum three years post-
construction. This will provide at least two years of pre-construction hydrologic monitoring to compare with post-
construction monitoring to ensure the surface water hydrology has been restored and document any potential
problems.  Additional documentation will be conducted of habitat conditions within the Gator Creek floodplain
(including the trees planted within the filled floodplain ditches), any supplemental plantings within the Sapling 
Drain restored slough, and the natural regeneration of wet prairie conditions within pastures north of the Sapling 
Drain (not accounted for in the mitigation credit).

Success criteria will include documentation of restored hydrologic and hydraulic flow regimes of those wetlands
proposed for enhancement. It also includes documentation of ditch block stabilization, vegetative cover of totally
filled ditches and, where necessary, rip-rap material. Shifts in vegetative cover and diversity will be noted in the
monitoring reports, but no proposed specific criteria for species shifts since the majority of the major transitions 
will take place over 10-20 years. Planted trees in the Gator Creek floodplain will require 90% survivorship, and 
30% canopy closure of planted and recruited trees in the displaced area.

A long-term maintenance & management plan will be prepared as an extension of the adjacent Green Swamp 
East & West Tracts, also referred to as the Green Swamp Wilderness Preserve. Specific issues such as
prescribed burn parcels, fencing, silviculture operations, and wildlife management will be prepared by the Land 
Management Specialist who manages the Hampton Tract. For an example of the type of general management 
plans and procedures for the area, a copy of the "Plan for Use & Management of the Green Swamp Wilderness 
Preserve, SWFWMD, January, 1994" is available for review. Most of these same principles will be applied for the
long-term management of the Hampton Tract.
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ATTACHMENT C - DOT Mitigation

The wetland impacts associated with the two Interstate-4 projects were designated different areas of 
enhancement at the Hampton Tract. In order to evaluate which wetlands would and would not be documented 
for enhancement, all the site’s wetlands were mapped, evaluated, and are depicted on Figure F. Those wetlands 
that are delineated with green boundaries are anticipated to have minimal habitat improvements and are not 
designated for mitigation credit. Those wetlands designated with blue boundaries will have hydrologic 
improvements and are accounted for mitigation credit.  For those contiguous wetlands that cross into more than 
one section, the first section where the individual wetland is first designated has the total wetland acreage 
documented, as opposed to dividing the individual wetland’s acreage based on each section. The following table 
designates the wetland enhancement acreage associated with the proposed activities at the Hampton Tract.
   
Sect. & Total 
Mitig. Acres 

#630 –Enhanced 
Mix Wet. Forest 

#621–Enhanced
Cypress 

#641 – Enhanced
Marsh

#643 – Enhanced 
Marsh Slough

#625– Enhanced 
Hydric Flatwoods 

22  -  235.9 73.8 162.1
23  -   88.6 74.7 13.2 0.7
26  -  57.7 52.7 5.0
25  -  24.5 24.5
36  -  103.8 78.8 25.0
27  -   43.1 10.6 32.5
34  -   139.8 76.8 13.2 1.4 48.4
35  -   154.7 153.1 1.6
2    -   61.1 24.0 4.6 1.5 11.8 19.2
3    -   152.1 139.0 13.1
11  -    14.6 14.6
1076 Acres 683.5 Ac. 309.4 Ac. 3.6 Ac. 60.2 Ac. 19.2 Ac. 

In order to provide appropriate habitat mitigation to offset the proposed impacts, the following breakdown of 
impacts to mitigation are provided based on the various sections at the Hampton Tract. With these projects 
currently going through the permitting phase, the impact acreage will be adjusted and final acreages placed 
within the 2003 DOT plan. Of the two Interstate 4 projects with wetland impacts being mitigated at the Hampton 
Tract, the eastern portion (Segments 6-9) currently proposes all non-forested wetland impacts. Since Section 34 
at the Hampton Tract has the majority of non-forested wetland enhancement, these are designated as mitigation 
for the wetland impacts associated with the eastern segment. 

FM 2012092 – Interstate 4, US 98 to CR 557 
Wetland Impacts, (Western Project – Segments 3-5)
2.40 acres – Streams & Waterway (510) 

Mitigation – Sect. 22, 23, 26, 25, 36, 27, 35, 2, 3, 
11 (all but Section 34) 
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0.40 acres – Mixed Hardwood Forest (617) 
2.30 acres – Willow & Elderberry (618) 
3.50 acres – Cypress (621) 
8.10 acres – Mixed Wetland Forest (630) 
0.40 acres – Freshwater Marsh (641) 
0.70 acres – Wet Prairie (643) 
17.80 Acres – TOTAL

Mixed Forested Enhancement – 606.7 acres 
Cypress Enhancement – 296.2 acres 
Marsh Enhancement – 2.2 acres 
Marsh Slough – 11.8 
Hydric Flatwoods – 19.2 acres 
TOTAL – 936.1 acres (ratio 53-to-1) 

FM 2012141 – Interstate 4, CR 557 to Osceola Co. 
Wetland Impacts, (Eastern Project – Segments 6-9) 
3.55 acres – Freshwater Marsh (640) 
3.55 Acres – TOTAL 

Mitigation – Section 34 

Mixed Forested Enhancement – 76.8 acres 
Cypress Enhancement – 13.2 acres 
Marsh Enhancement – 1.4 acres 
Marsh Slough Enhancement – 48.4 acres 
TOTAL – 139.8 acres (ratio 40-to-1) 

The combination of the wetland enhancement, along with the proposed upland habitat enhancement and 
management activities (not conducted for mitigation credit) will restore the major historic habitat features of the 
Hampton Tract. This will allow the wildlife species within the adjacent Green Swamp public property to gradually 
return and provide cumulative habitat and wildlife value and function to this large and important site within a 
Green Swamp tract that is designated as an “Area of Critical State Concern” (Figure D).





















































          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Serenova Extension    Project Number: SW 60
Project Manager: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist Phone No: (352) 796-7211, ext. 4488
County(ies): Pasco Location : Sec. 10, 11 T 25S, R17E

IMPACT INFORMATION
DOT FM: 2589581, Suncoast Parkway/Ridge Rd. Interchange ERP #: ___________      COE #: ___________ 
Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal Basin Water Body(s):None SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres/Types:   FM 2589581- 0.15 ac. - 530 (Fluccs) 
8.19 ac. - 621 (Fluccs) 
3.48 ac. - 641 (Fluccs) TOTAL 11.82 ac.

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: X Creation ___ Restoration X Enhancement X Preservation Mitigation Area: 215 ac.
SWIM project? N Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal Basin Water Body(s):None SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: Acquire, preserve, and manage a 215-acre tract of predominantly high quality upland and 

wetland habitat located adjacent to an existing protected habitat area (Serenova & Starkey Wilderness Area – Total 

15,000 acres, Fig. A). The property is currently owned by the Florida Turnpike, and is proposed for WMD acquisition to 

expand existing public land habitat and mitigate the proposed wetland impacts associated with the above-referenced 

Turnpike project.

B. Brief description of current condition: The tract has upland habitat comprised of live oak hammocks (38 acres) 

and pine flatwoods (98 acres). The wetlands are made up of cypress domes (15 acres) with some perimeter marsh 

habitat (2 acres), two borrow pits (7 acres), and mixed forested wetland systems (44 acres) (Figures B & C). 

Descriptions of habitat vegetation are described under Attachment A.

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The SWFWMD Land Management Division has implemented best

management practices for maintenance and enhancement of the adjacent Serenova Tract. These same management 

activities (particularly prescribed burning in the uplands) will be implemented at this proposed extension of Serenova. 

The 136 acres of upland habitat referenced above does not include an additional 11 acres of predominantly flatwoods 

that will be graded to construct necessary floodplain compensation areas in association with the widening of the 

adjacent segment of SR 52. These floodplain compensation areas will be graded and planted to create marsh habitat 

conditions that will be utilized as compensation for the proposed wetland impacts. Additional information is provided 

under Attachment B.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The majority of 

the proposed wetland impacts (8.19 of the total 11.82 acres) will be to cypress wetlands, of which there are 59 acres of 

high quality forested wetlands that will be preserved at the proposed mitigation site. The remaining wetland impacts 

include borrow pits and marsh (3.63 acres), which can be compensated with the creation of marsh habitat within the 

floodplain compensation areas  (11 acres) and preservation of existing borrow pits (7 acres). In addition to these 



mitigation components, the plan includes the preservation and enhancement of oak hammocks (38 acres) and pine 

flatwoods (98 acres) that buffer the existing and constructed wetlands. Upland enhancement will be through 

implementing a prescribed burn management plan. The project will result in 78 acres of high quality wetland 

preservation, 87 acres of upland habitat preservation and enhancement, creation of 11 acres of marsh habitat, and 7 

acres of borrow pit preservation. The overall plan will result in 215 acres of mitigation to compensate for 11.82 acres of 

proposed wetland impacts (18:1 ratio). Additional information is provided in Attachment C.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion of 
cost: A mitigation bank is not existing or currently proposed within the Upper Coastal Basin.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no current or

proposed SWIM projects within the Upper Coastal Basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Entity responsible for construction: Marsh grading to be conducted by FDOT selected contractor for SR 52 widening, 
planting to be conducted by certified Nursery Contractor designated by the WMD.
Contact Name: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist Phone Number: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Maintenance & management of the tract will be conducted by the 
SWFWMD Land Management Dept. as an extension of the same activities within the adjacent Serenova Tract. 
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Acquisition when Turnpike proposes interchange project – 2004. 
Complete: Perpetual maintenance & management by the SWFWMD Land Management Division as an extension of the 
existing Serenova Tract.

Project cost: $1,017,000  (Total will be determined by the appraised value & final acreage. Construction, planting, short-
term maintenance & monitoring to be reimbursed by FDOT funds. Perpetual management operations will be funded by
the SWFWMD. 

Attachments

__X__1. Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A - Existing Site & Proposed
Work, Figure C- Infra-red aerial, Site Photographs.

__X__2. Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure C - Infra-red aerial (1995).

__X__3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A- Location map. A grading 
and marsh planting plan of the five floodplain compensation ponds can be obtained from Mark Brown (WMD). 

__X__4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Acquisition pending final design and 
permitting of the Suncoast – Ridge Road interchange, which in turn is dependent on the permitting of the Ridge 
Road extension. Final decision of the Ridge Road permitting is expected in 2004. The proposed construction of 
the floodplain compensation areas will commence late, 2006, in association with the widening of the adjacent 
SR 52. Once acquired, perpetual maintenance and management of the Serenova Extension parcel will be 
conducted by the WMD.

__X__5. Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B. Maintenance & Monitoring
Plan, Success Criteria.

__X_ 6. Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B.

__X___7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Attachment
C - DOT Mitigation.



ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site & Proposed Work 

The Serenova Extension parcel includes a variety of high quality native habitats. There are two large live oak
hammocks (northwest and southeast) and several pocket hammocks of less than 0.5 acre each (Figure C - 
Infra-red aerial, site photos). Canopy cover is generally 50-70%, dominated by sand live oak (Quercus
geminata), live oak (Quercus virginiana), and scattered turkey oak (Quercus laevis). Ground cover is dominated 
by scattered saw palmetto (Serenoa repens), wiregrass (Aristida stricta), runner oak (Quercus pumila), live oak 
saplings,  rusty lyonia (Lyonia ferruginea), and various ground mosses (Cladonia spp.). Several gopher tortoise 
burrows are present within the oak hammocks and adjacent pine flatwoods. The pine flatwoods have scattered 
longleaf pine (Pinus palustris) over dense cover of saw palmetto, scattered gallberry (Ilex glabra) and rusty 
lyonia, with a ground cover dominated by wiregrass.

The eastern mixed forested wetland (Figure C) is primarily a bay/maple system with a cypress core. Slight 
hydroperiod changes and fire management have allowed slash pine (Pinus elliottii) to encroach this system.
Dominant canopy cover (avg. 70%) includes slash pine, sweet bay (Magnolia virginiana), loblolly bay (Gordonia
lasianthus), red maple (Acer rubrum), laurel oak (Quercus laurifolia), and a core of bald cypress (Taxodium
distichum).  Dense subcanopy is dominated by wax myrtle (Myrica cerifera), gallberry (Ilex glabra), saw palmetto
along the wetland perimeter, and saplings of the same canopy species. Understory vegetation is dominated by 
sawgrass (Cladium jamaicense) in the core, with less ground cover and dominated by sedges (Cyperus spp.)
and blue maidencane maidencane (Amphicarpum muhlenbergianum) within the outer zones. The cypress 
systems have a dense canopy (>80%) and includes a dominance of bald cypress with additional cover provided
by tupelo in the interior; dahoon holly, red maple, and slash pine along the perimeters. These same species 
along with wax myrtle provide a moderate shrub canopy (30-50% cover). Sawgrass and various fern species,
particularly swamp fern (Blechnum serrulatum) and chain fern (Thelypteris spp.) provide the dominant cover. 
The water level indicators for the cypress systems depict an appropriate range of hydroperiods and fluctuations. 

The mixed forested wetland across the western portion of the site has a very dense canopy (> 90%) and sub-
canopy cover (80-90%), dominant cover is provided by red maple, loblolly bay, sweet bay, swamp bay (Persea
palustris), dahoon holly (Ilex cassine); with tupelo (Nyssa sylvatica) and cypress within the interior of this system.
A sub-canopy is dominated by bay saplings, but also includes wax myrtle along the perimeter and dense 
fetterbush (Lyonia lucida) within the interior. Various ferns (Thelypteris spp., Woodwardia spp.) and lizard's-tail 
(Saururus cernuus) dominate the understory. The hydrology of this system is primarily through continuous
groundwater seepage. The mixed forested and cypress systems have all the appropriate functions and represent 
high quality wetland systems. The marsh habitats are perimeters of cypress systems, dominated by blue 
maidencane, spikerush (Eleocharis spp.), and St. John's-wort (Hypericum spp.). The borrow pits were dredged 
from isolated marshes. The ponds have upland shrub islands and when the wetlands have water levels below 
grade during the dry season, these deep-cut ponds are the primary water source for wildlife.

Since the borrow pits removed the majority of the historic marsh habitat on the site, the floodplain compensation
areas (5 sites, total 11 acres) will be graded to create marsh habitat. The ponds are referred to and depicted as
"FPC" on Figure C. For all the ponds except for FPC 3, the ponds will be shallow-cut ponds with lowest grade 
elevations less than 1.5 feet below the seasonal high water table (SHWT) of the adjacent wetland to provide 
hydraulic connections. These ponds will be planted with species such as soft rush (Juncus effusus),
pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata), and arrowhead (Sagittaria lancifolia). The largest pond (FPC 3- 5 acres) will 
have these same species and a small inner core of permanent pool conditions for wildlife use, allowing for the
use of more obligate species such as bulrush (Scirpus validus), fireflag (Thalia geniculata), and spatterdock 
(Nuphar luteum).

Observed wildlife on the tract include deer, turkey, raccoon, and armadillo. The site's location adjacent to an
existing several thousand-acre preserve allows contiguous and extensive wildlife use. The mixture of various 
wetland and upland habitats within the Serenova Extension site represent the most dominant types of ecological 
habitats in the vicinity. The tract has been relatively well-managed, which has maintained proper wetland
hydrology and periodic prescribed burns have kept palmetto heights and densities at appropriate levels. The 



WMD-Land Resources Dept. has considered this an important extension to buffer any potential future 
development activities of the adjacent SR 52 frontage from the primary Serenova parcel.

ATTACHMENT B – Maintenance, Monitoring, & Success Plan 

The  Serenova Tract and Anclote River Ranch (now part of the Starkey Wilderness Area) was purchased by the
Turnpike and deeded to the SWFWMD to mitigate for wetland impacts associated with the Suncoast Parkway, 
which is a toll road facility located along the eastern boundary of Serenova (Figure A). The Serenova Extension
area is presently owned by the Turnpike and will be added to the management plan, which will maintain and
enhance the upland habitat with an appropriate prescribed burn plan, and provide security of the property. 
Maintenance will include prescribed burning (conducted by the SWFWMD Land Management Dept.) of the 
upland habitat on a 3-5 year cycle, as an extension of the same management & maintenance conducted on the 
Serenova Tract south of the site. Maintenance of fencing and security patrols will also be conducted to control
access and activities.

The floodplain compensation areas will be graded by the roadway contractor who constructs SR 52, 
commencing in late, 2006. Upon completion of the earthwork, the compensation area planting will be conducted 
by a nursery contractor on contract to the SWFWMD.  Monitoring will be semi-annually conducted for a minimum
three years post-planting. The monitoring will be qualitative in order to document the various functions and 
habitat value of the constructed marshes. Documentation of planted and recruited species coverage, water 
elevations, wildlife utilization, overall conditions and trends toward achieving success criteria, and summary of 
any conducted or proposed maintenance activities. Photos of the five wetland creation areas will be conducted 
at the same station points during each monitoring event.  Information from the two semi-annual monitoring 
events will be compiled and documented in an annual monitoring report that will be presented to the WMD-
Regulation Dept. and ACOE Enforcement Branch, for a minimum of three years and until success criteria is met.
The first annual report will document the planting schemes for each of the five sites (e.g. design details, herb
species, quantities, sizes, etc.), construction activities and site preparation, and the plant installation.

Maintenance of the planted areas will occur on an as-needed basis to control nuisance and/or exotic species 
that may threaten the establishment of desirable vegetation. Maintenance activities are anticipated to be
quarterly the first year and semi-annually or quarterly thereafter, primarily herbicide control of exotic and 
nuisance vegetation. To minimize the chance of exotic and nuisance species from establishing within the project 
area, the littoral zones (1 acre each) of the two future DOT stormwater ponds will be planted with arrowhead,
fireflag, bulrush, and pickerelweed. Maintenance will be conducted to control exotics within these littoral areas
for the first year post-planting. 

The mitigation success will be based on implementation and maintaining a prescribed burn management plan for 
the upland habitat, and establishment and management of appropriate marsh habitat within the constructed 
wetlands. Success criteria for the constructed wetlands include a minimum 85% coverage of desirable planted
and naturally recruited vegetation, and less than 10% coverage of exotic and nuisance species.

ATTACHMENT C - DOT Mitigation 

This proposed mitigation project is designated to compensate for wetland impacts associated with the proposed 
interchange of the existing Suncoast Parkway and the Pasco County proposed Ridge Road extension. The
Suncoast Parkway was constructed with a bridge overpass to accommodate the proposed Ridge Road so the 
proposed wetland impacts are associated with access ramps. If the extension of Ridge Road does not receive all
the necessary permits and approvals for construction, there will be no need to construct an interchange. If that 
situation would occur, Turnpike has agreed to still consider allowing the Serenova Extension tract be purchased 
by the WMD which will provide a mitigation option for proposed wetland impacts associated with DOT-District 7 
projects. The final decision of Ridge Road construction is anticipated by mid-2004. No matter whether this
proposed mitigation will be compensating for wetland impacts associated with the Turnpike interchange or
District 7 projects, the existing and proposed conditions represent a high quality, diverse, and inter-related 
mosaic of various habitats, value and functions. 

















          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Jennings Tract - Cypress Creek Preserve, West  (ELAPP)       Project Number: SW 61

Project Manager: Forest Turbiville, Resource Manager        Phone: 813-672-7876
 Hillsborough County Parks & Recreation
10940 McMullen Road        
Riverview, FL 33569-6226

County(ies):  Hillsborough       Location: Sections 4, 5, T27S, R19E
IMPACT INFORMATION 

 1- WPI: 7123664 FM: 2578071 B.B. Downs Bikepath (Hunter’s) ERP #: 4418710.000      COE #: 199803683
 2- WPI: 7113773 FM: 2555361 SR 39, Blackwater Ck. Bridge ERP #: 4320526.000      COE #: 200000574 (IP-MS)
 3- WPI: 7147617 FM: 2587341 SR 56, SR 54 to BB Downs ERP #: 4312944.004      COE #: 199500079 (IP-MN)
 4- WPI: 1147955 FM: 2012171 I-4, Memorial to US 98 (Seg.2)    ERP #: 43011896.028 COE #: 199502569 (MOD-MGH)
 5- FM: 2578072  B.B. Downs Bikepath (Amberly)          ERP #: 4421434.000      COE #: 200101187 (NW-MS)
 6- FM: 2558591 SR 678 (Bearss Ave.) Florida Ave.  ERP #: 4419802.002      COE #: 200101181 (NW-MS)
 7- FM: 2578391 Alexander St., US 92 to Inter.-4   ERP #: 43011896.025   COE #: 200003012 (IP-RGW)
 8- FM: 2584491 Alexander St., On-Ramp to Westbound I-4 ERP #: 43011896.025    COE #: 200003012 (IP-RGW)
 9- FM: 2584131 SR 93 (Inter. 275), US 41 to Pasco Co.  ERP #: __________       COE #: ________________ 
10-FM: 4084602 I-75 at CR 581 (Off-Ramp to B.B. Downs) ERP #: 4421639.000      COE #: 199803683 (NW-KI)

Drainage Basin(s) : Hillsborough River  Water Body(s): Blackwater Creek , Cypress Creek SWIM water body? N
Impact Acres/ Wetland Types: 

1-WPI 7123664 0.4 ac.  618 (Fluccs)  7-FM 2578391 2.6 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 
  0.1 ac.  641 (Fluccs)    
TOTAL   0.5 ac.    8-FM 2584491 1.7 ac. 617 (Fluccs)  

2-WPI 7113773 1.4 ac. 615 (Fluccs)  9-FM 2584131 4.6 ac. 610 (Fluccs) 
  0.7 ac. 641 (Fluccs)    0.2 ac. 621 (Fluccs) 
TOTAL               2.1 ac.      0.1 ac. 630 (Fluccs) 
        2.7 ac. 640/641 (Fluccs)  
      TOTAL               7.6 ac.
     

             3-WPI 7147617 5.2 ac. 630 (Fluccs )  10-FM 4084602  0.50 ac. 621 (Fluccs) 
   0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs )    

TOTAL    5.3 ac.                  TOTAL 24.71 ACRES

 4-WPI 1147955 0.93 ac. 615 (Fluccs)      
   1.34 ac. 630 (Fluccs) 
                                       1.84 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 

TOTAL    4.11 ac.

 5-FM 2578072 0.2 ac. 610 (Fluccs) 

 6-FM 2558591 0.1 ac. 618 (Fluccs)  

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

Mitigation Type:___ Creation X  Restoration  X  Preservation   Mitigation Area: 298 Acres
SWIM Project? N  Aquatic Plant Control Project? N  Exotic Plant Control Project? N  Mitigation Bank? N

Drainage Basin(s): Hillsborough River  Water Body(s): Blackwater Creek, Cypress Creek  SWIM water? N











Attachment C - DOT Project / Mitigation Table Cypress Creek Preserve, West (Jennings Tract) Hills. Co. ELAPP    Updated 9/03

SITE DOT Project WPI FM USACOE  
Permit # 

SWFWMD
Permit # 

Impact
Acres 

Habitat
(FLUCFCS)

Mitig.
Ratio

Mitig.
Ac. 

Mitigation
Type 

1 BB Downs Bikepath (Hunter's) 7123606 2578071
2578641

199803683 4418710.000

TOTALS 

0.40
0.10

0.50

618- Willow &  Elderberry 
641 - Marsh 15 to 1 

1.0
2.0
4.5
7.5

Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Flatwoods Restoration

2 SR 39-Blackwater Ck. Bridge 7113773 2555361 200000574
 (IP-MS)

4320526.000

TOTALS 

1.40
0.70
2.10

615- Stream Swamp 
641- Marsh 19 to 1 

24.0
10.0
6.0
40.0

Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Flatwoods Enhancement 

3 SR 56-SR 54 to BB Downs 7147617 2587341 199500079
 (IP-MN)

4312944.004

TOTALS 

5.20
0.10

5.30

630-Mix Forest 
641-Marsh 13 to 1 

2.0
3.0
19.0
47.0
71.0

Flatwoods Restoration 
Flatwoods Enhancement 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Mix Forest Wet. Preservation

4 I-4, Memorial- US 98 (Seg. 2) 1147944 2012171 199502569
(MOD-MGH)

43011896.02
8

TOTALS 

0.93
1.34
1.84
4.11

615- Stream Swamp
630- Mixed Forest 
641x – Hydric Ditch 

10 to 1 17.0
13.5
12.0
42.5

Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 
Flatwoods Restoration 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 

5 BB Downs Bikepath (Amberly) NA 2578072 200101187
 (NW-MS)

4421434.000

TOTALS 

0.20

0.20

610- Hardwood Forest
18 to 1 

0.5
3.0
3.5

Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 
Flatwoods Restoration

6 SR 678 (Bearss Ave.) NA 2558591 200101181
 (NW-MS)

4419802.002

TOTALS 

0.10

0.10

618 – Willow & Elderberry
15 to 1 

0.2
1.0
0.3
1.5

Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Palmetto Prairie 
Enhancement
Mix Forest Wet. Preservation

7 Alexander St., US 92 to 
Interstate 4

NA 2578391 200003012
 (NW-RGW)

43011896.02
5

TOTALS 

2.60

2.60

617-Mix Hardwood Forest
12 to 1 

7.0
12.0
13.0
32.0

Palmetto Prairie 
Enhancement
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Mix Forest Wet. Preservation

8 Alexander St., On-Ramp to 
Interstate 4

NA 2584491 200003012
 (IP-RGW)

43011896.02
5

TOTALS 

1.70

1.70

617-Mix Hardwood Forest 
9 to 1 

7.0
1.0
7.5
15.5

Flatwoods Enhancement 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Mix Forest Wet. Preservation

9 I-275, US 41 to Pasco County NA 2584131 Applic. Review 
(9/03)

Applic.,
Review 
(9/03)

TOTALS 

4.60
0.20
0.10
2.70
7.60

610 - Hardwood Forest 
621 – Cypress 
630 – Mixed Forest 
640/641 - Marsh

10 to 1 
4.0
39.0
33.0
76.0

Palmetto Prairie 
Enhancement
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 

10 I-75 at BB Downs  Off – Ramp NA 4084602 199803683
 (NW-KI)

4421639.000

TOTALS 

0.50

0.50

621-Cypress
17 to 1 

2.0
3.0
3.3
8.3

Mix Forest Wet. Preservation 
Upl. Hardwood Preservation 
Palmetto Prairie 
Enhancement























          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name:  Tappan Tract        Project Number: SW 62
Project Manager: Amy Remley, WMD- SWIM Environmental Scientist  Phone No: 813-985-7481 ext. 2083
County(ies):   Hillsborough        Location : Sec. 17, T30S, R18E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

DOT  (FM): 2557031, SR 60 - Cypress St. to Fish Creek*    ERP #: 43002958.003      COE #: 200205816 (IP-MN)
Drainage Basin(s): Tampa Bay Coastal   Water Body(s):   Tampa Bay  SWIM water body? Y

Acres/Impact Types: FM 2557031 - 0.6 ac. 510- Saltwater canal  (Fluccs code)
0.1  ac. 530 (Fluccs code)   
0.3 ac. 612 (Fluccs code) 
0.6 ac. 641x (Fluccs code) 
3.5 ac. 642x (Fluccs code) TOTAL:   5.1 acres

* Note: Only the minor mangrove and substantial ditch and open water impacts associated with this project are being 
mitigated at Tappan Tract. The saltwater marsh impacts for this DOT project (10.7 acres) will be mitigated at the Apollo 
Beach (SW 67) and Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (SW 77) projects. The freshwater marsh impacts for this DOT project 
(0.8 acres) will be mitigated at the Cockroach Bay – Freshwater project (SW 56).  

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: X  Wetland Creation  X  Upland Enhancement   X  Wetland  Enhancement  Mitig. Area:   8.38  ac.
SWIM project? Y     Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project? _N
Mitigation Bank? N   Drainage Basin(s): Tampa Bay Drainage   Water Body(s): Tampa Bay   SWIM water body?   Y

Project Description

A.  Overall project goal: Create tidal pool (0.41 ac.), salt marsh (1.19 ac.), and freshwater ephemeral marsh (0.55 ac.) 
habitat (total 2.15 acres of wetland creation).  Enhance saltern habitat (0.53 ac.), tidal pool/creek (1.18 ac.), mangrove 
habitat (0.77 ac.) and salt marsh (2.55 ac.) (total 5.03 acres of wetland enhancement). Existing and upland spoil 
covered with exotic species will be enhanced into hardwood hammock habitat (1.20 ac.). The Tappan Tract is a SWIM 
project on property owned by the City of Tampa along the eastern shoreline of Old Tampa Bay.

B. Brief description of current condition: The Tappan Tract property covers approximately 33-acres, which includes 
9 upland acres and 24 wetland acres (Figures D&E). Only the eastern portion of the property has proposed construction 
activities, and that is the area that has been proposed to provide the mitigation for the DOT wetland impacts. The upland 
area within the east central portion of the site is primarily a mowed maintained open field with dominant cover of 
grasses, sedges, scattered cabbage palm, exotic species (Brazilian pepper, Melaleuca), and a few live oaks along the 
eastern boundary (site photos). A ridge of spoil material is located along the north and northwestern perimeter of the 
proposed construction area (Figure E), approx. 10 ft. above natural grade, covered with pokeweed, caesar’s-weed, and 
elderberry. A dense stand of Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca is located along the northern boundary, scattered B. 
pepper along the western project boundary.  Saltmarsh and mangroves are present north and west of the project 
boundaries. South Sherrill Street and W. Prescott Street border the east and west sides respectively.

C. Brief description of proposed work: The exotic species will be removed from the proposed wetland creation 
and enhancement areas, the  wetland creation area will be graded to create tidal pool, saltmarsh, and an ephemeral 
freshwater marsh (Figure F). The wetland enhancement will be conducted primarily through removal of exotic species. 
The spoil ridges will have the prolific exotic species removed, decreased in grade elevation, and converted to upland 
hardwood hammocks.  The project will include planting species typical of estuarine habitat (attachment A).
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s):  Only a portion 
of the proposed wetland impacts associated with the DOT project will be mitigated at the Tappan Tract, the remainder 
mitigated at the Cockroach Bay (Freshwater and Saltwater sites), and the Apollo Beach site; all SWIM projects 
conducted on Hills. Co. Parks property. For the 0.3 acres of proposed mangrove impact, there will be mangrove 
enhancement   (0.77 ac.), for a mitigation ratio of 2:1. Additional mangrove germination is anticipated to occur within the 
enhanced and constructed salt marsh. For the 3.5 acres of saltwater ditch impacts, the proposed mitigation includes salt 
marsh creation (1.19 ac.), salt marsh enhancement (3.06 ac.), tidal pool creation (0.41ac.), saltern enhancement (0.53 
ac.), and tidal pool enhancement (0.72 ac.), for a total mitigation ratio of 1.7:1. For the 0.6 acres of freshwater ditch 
impacts, the mitigation will include freshwater marsh creation (0.55 ac.) and hardwood hammock enhancement (1.20 
acres), which is a mitigation ratio of 3:1. Considering 94% of the proposed impacts are associated with ditches, and 
there are over 20 acres of publicly protected quality habitat surrounding the proposed restoration area, the mitigation is 
considered appropriate and adequate to mitigate these impacts.

E.Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion of 
cost: To date, the only proposed mitigation bank in the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin is the Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank 
(TBMB). It will be a few years of construction before TBMB is capable of selling mitigation credits.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : This is a SWIM project.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: SWFWMD, Operations Dept. or selected contractor
Contact Name: Amy Remley, WMD-SWIM Environmental Scientist Phone Number: 813-985-7481 ext. 2083
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: City Of Tampa, Parks Department
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:  Design, 2000, Construction, Dec. 2002 Complete:  June, 2003 
(construction complete), followed by 3 years maintenance & monitoring

Project cost:  $ 460,000 (total)
Design: $80,000 
Construction and planting: $340,000 
Monitoring & Maintenance: $40,000 

Attachments

__X__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Attachment A - Existing Site & Proposed Work
    X  2 .  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure D & E - Infrared Aerial (1995).

    X  3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A (Location Map), Figure D 
(Existing Conditions), Figure F (Conceptual Habitat Plan).

__X__4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to Attachment B - Schedule

    X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan.  Attachment C - Success Criteria & Monitoring

  X  _ 6.   Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment C 

  X __ 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous text.
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ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site & Proposed Work - Based on the information (aerials, soils), the 
historical 1948 aerial (Figure B) and present conditions (Figures C & D, site photos), the site was historically a 
coastal pine flatwood adjacent to a mangrove fringe along Tampa Bay. The pine flatwood area was cleared and 
fill material was placed along the wetland boundary. Possible fill source was from the scraped upland along the 
southeast side of the project site, resulting in the generation of a transitional salt marsh (refer to Figure E). The 
clearing and fill material allowed the site to become invaded by Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca. As part of the 
initiative of the SWFWMD-Surface Water Improvement & Management Program (SWIM) and the Tampa Bay 
National Estuary Program (TBNEP), this site was selected to not only restore upland habitat, but to create 
estuarine wetlands that will be tidally connected to Tampa Bay. This project is one of the proposed habitat 
creation and restoration projects under consideration along Tampa Bay, referred to as the South Tampa 
Greenway, and owned by the City of Tampa.  Property directly south of the Tappan Site is also being evaluated 
for possible City of Tampa acquisition and future SWIM Restoration activities. As part of the proposed 
construction, the exotic species will be removed and appropriate grading will be conducted to create and 
enhance estuarine habitat such as salt marsh, saltern, tidal pool, and mangrove habitat (Figure F). In areas 
where grading is required for estuarine creation, species such as smooth cordgrass, marshhay cordgrass, sand 
cordgrass, seaside paspalum, and needle rush will be planted throughout the creation area. The mangrove 
forest adjacent to the project site will provide a seed source to allow mangroves to recruit and germinate within 
portions of the created marsh habitat. The freshwater marsh will be separated from tidal influence by the existing 
spoil ridges that will be decreased in elevation. The marsh will be planted with soft rush and beak rush species, 
but will also include salt tolerant species such as fimbries, lemon bacopa, muhly grass, and American bulrush. 
The upland berms will be graded to slope and provide surface water runoff into the ephemeral marsh, will be 
mulched and planted with coastal hammock species such as Florida privet, live oak, firebush, redbay, sabal 
palm, wild coffee, and rouge plant. Even though not accounted for in the mitigation acreage, a few acres of 
upland directly east of the freshwater marsh is being evaluated for planting to mimic what was believed to be 
coastal flatwoods, which will include species such as muhly grass, slash pine, and palmetto.

ATTACHMENT B – Schedule - As of the summer, 2002, the design has been finalized and will require 
permitting from the ACOE. Construction commenced December, 2002 and completed in June, 2003; followed by 
plant installation. Construction was conducted by the SWFWMD-Operations Dept. who has extensive experience 
in restoration construction projects.  A minimum of 3 years maintenance & monitoring will be conducted after 
construction. The proposed commencement of roadway construction with the wetland impacts associated with 
this mitigation plan are not planned to occur until at least August, 2004. 

ATTACHMENT C - Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria - The maintenance of the project 
is expected to be minimal. The plants typically planted in association with estuarine restoration projects will 
survive, vigorously recruit, and have minimal regeneration of exotic species. Maintenance will primarily be 
related to control of debris from the site, replacement of plants that may not have survived the initial planting, 
and to ensure exotics (particularly Brazilian pepper and Melaleuca) do not regenerate within the upland area. 
Saplings of these species are controlled with herbicide. Long-term maintenance will be the responsibility of the 
City of Tampa Parks Dept. who owns the property. The qualitative monitoring is expected to be semi-annual for 
3 years, with an annual monitoring report each year to document the habitat conditions and maintenance 
activities for the previous year. The success criteria includes 90% survivorship for planted material for at least 
90-days post planting, a total 85% cover of desirable species, and less than 10% cover of exotic and nuisance 
species. The DEP and WMD experiences with the estuarine mitigation projects indicate when the grade 
elevations are correctly constructed to allow for sufficient tidal action, the vegetation survives and recruits 
throughout other areas of the mitigation site.



















          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Hillsborough River Corridor (Crews Tract)     Project Number: SW 63
Project Manager: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist    Phone No: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488
County(ies): Pasco           Location : Sections 30, T26S, R22E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

FM: 2563151, US 41, Bell Lake to Tower Road     ERP #:4418030.002      COE #: 199241273 (IP-ES)
Drainage Basin(s): Hillsborough River     Water Body(s):Trout Creek, Cabbage Swamp  SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres/Types: FM: 2563151  -  1.1 ac. 621 (Fluccs code)   

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation   Restoration  Enhancement X  Preservation           Mitigation Area: 10 ac.
SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project?  N   Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s) : Hillsborough   Water Body(s):Hillsborough River SWIM water body?  N

Project Description 

{SEQ 1_0 \* ALPHABETIC \r 1}. Overall project goal: Acquisition and preservation of a parcel within the 

Hillsborough River floodplain, a mixed forested wetland (10 acres) that is part of a high quality riverine habitat 

corridor (Figure D). This tract is an outparcel of adjacent river floodplain property already owned by the SWFWMD 

(Figures A, C, D).

{SEQ 1_0 \* ALPHABETIC \n}. Brief description of current condition: The entire tract is a mixed forested wetland 

floodplain with high quality habitat. A narrow portion (40-60 ft. wide) of the Hillsborough River meanders through the 

southern portion of the tract (refer to Attachment A for additional site information). 

{SEQ 1_0 \* ALPHABETIC \n}.   Brief description of proposed work: After acquisition, the site will be periodically

reviewed for security and high quality habitat conditions are maintained. Efforts will continue to be made to hopefully 

acquire the adjacent 20 acre outparcel of floodplain forest to finalize the corridor connection of public lands along the 

Hillsborough River (Fig. D).

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The 

Hillsborough River corridor is an important area for wildlife use and access, water quality treatment, flood attenuation, 

and providing a water source for Hillsborough County and the City of Tampa. The proposed wetland impact area 

includes forested wetlands of lesser habitat quality, with the acquisition and preservation of 10 acres, the mitigation 

ratio will be 10:1.

E. A brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: A mitigation bank is not present or currently proposed within the Hillsborough River basin.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost,  if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The only SWIM project 

within this basin is the Lake Thonotasassa Restoration Project. All available wetland components for that restoration 

project have been delegated to mitigate for wetland impacts associated with another DOT project.
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MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: No construction activities are necessary
Contact Name: Mark Brown, WMD Environmental Scientist  Phone Number: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Management, security, and maintenance will be conducted by the 
SWFWMD Land Management and Land Use Depts.

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Summer, 2000    Complete: April, 2001 (acquisition)
Project cost: $15,000 (acquisition, maintenance & management will be provided by the WMD) 

Attachments
_X___1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A - Existing Site

_X___2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale.  Figure D - infrared aerial (1995).

_X _3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A - Watershed Map, Figure B-
 Location Map, and Figure D- Site Conditions.

_X___4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Acquisition in spring, 2001.
_X___5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. No monitoring or success criteria required or 

proposed.

_X __6.  Long term maintenance plan. Maintenance activities are not required.

_X _7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion.

ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site & Proposed Work 

The entire 10 acres is mixed forested wetland floodplain with the Hillsborough River meandering through the 
southern portion of the site (refer to photos). The overstory (canopy >70%) is dominated by red maple, American 
elm, and laurel oak. Sub-dominants include sweet gum, hackberry, ironwood, bald cypress, and pop ash. 
Several small natural channels exist where river overflows during flood events. The cypress are dominant within 
these channels. A shrub canopy (50-70% cover) in combination with the overstory provides a dense cumulative 
canopy but still relatively open understory to provide easy wildlife movement. Shrub layer species include the 
same canopy species with a dominance of elm and additional cover of cabbage palm, Virginia willow, and wax 
myrtle. Understory vegetation includes smilax, poison ivy, Virginia creeper, wild coffee, and various, small 
Panicum spp. Observed wildlife species include deer, racoon, squirrels, and substantial bird activity. Periodic 
review of the site will be conducted to ensure these high quality habitat conditions are maintained and that no 
adjacent land use activity encroaches or impacts the habitat. 

It’s noted that this project previously proposed the acquisition of the adjacent 20-acres (Wahl Tract), removal of 
the existing fill road to restore wetland habitat, and provide a contiguous connection of riverine floodplain habitat 
under SWFWMD ownership. Unfortunately, negotiations with Mr. Wahl were not successful and the additional 
impacts proposed for mitigation at this project site were transferred for mitigation at Cypress Creek Preserve, 
West (SW 61). Hopefully the opportunity for public acquisition of the additional 20 acres will occur in the future. 















                           REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District

Mitigation Project Name: Baird Tract (Withlacoochee State Forest, Richloam)   Project Number: SW 64
Project Manager: Rose Poyner , Judy Ashton (FDEP-Tampa)  Phone No: (813) 744-6100, Suncom 542-1042

County(ies): Sumter       Location (central lat/long): 28 33’ 0”, 82 00’, 00”

IMPACT INFORMATION 
1 - FM: 2571641, SR 44-CR 470 to County Line   ERP #: 4310152.004    COE #: 199606491 (IP-KF)

2 - FM: 2571631, SR 44-US 41 to CR 470   ERP #: 4310152.003    COE #: 199606491 (IP-LM)

3 - FM: 2571841, SR 45 (US 41) – Watson St. to SR 44 East ERP #: 44024198.000  COE #: 200206293 (NW-KCF)

4 - FM: 4092071, CR 470 (Gospel Isle)    ERP #:____________  COE #:____________ 

5 - FM: 2571651, US 41 (SR 45), SR 44 to SR 200  ERP #:____________   COE #:____________ 

6 – FM 4037811, SR 52 – Curley Rd. to Smith Rd.  ERP #:____________ COE#:_____________ 

Drainage Basin(s): Withlacoochee River Water Body(s): Lake Henderson, Lake Tsala Apopka SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres / Types:  
1- FM 2571641  3 - FM 2571841  5 – FM 2571651 
4.9 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 0.1 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 0.5 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 
4.1 ac. 630 (Fluccs) 0.1 acres  0.2 ac. 618 (Fluccs) 
4.9 ac. 641 (Fluccs)    0.7 acres 
13.9 acres

2- FM 2571631  4- FM 4092071  6- FM 4037811 
3.1 ac. 615 (Fluccs) 0.1 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 0.3 ac. 510 (Fluccs) 
3.2 ac. 618 (Fluccs) 0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs) 0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs) 
1.6 ac. 641 (Fluccs) 0.2 acres   0.4 acres 
7.9 acres           TOTAL – 23.2 Acres 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation ___ Restoration   X  Enhancement ___ Preservation  Mitigation Area: 1518 acres
                    (Non-forested Wetlands  - 970 acres, Forested Wetlands – 548 Acres) 

SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N   Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Withlacoochee River  Water Body(s):  Giddon Lake, Merritt Pond, Goose Pond, Little 
Withlacoochee River SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: Enhancement of various wetland systems (1518 acres) within the Baird Tract (11,000 acres) 

and Richloam Management Area (49,000 acres). Benefits will include hydrologic enhancement of existing wetlands 

through culvert installation, geotextile crossings, constructing sills, plugging & backfilling ditches, and removal of 

various segments of fill road. Enhancement and attenuation of water sheet flow throughout these wetland systems and 

groundwater recharge will be achieved through reduction in channelization. Construction of cross-drains to reestablish 

flow patterns will also enhance various aspects for wildlife life cycles.

B.  Brief description of current condition: Refer to Attachment A and 1995 infrared aerials.

C.  Brief description of proposed work: Refer to Attachment B.
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The proposed 

hydrologic enhancement will result in biological (flora & fauna) improvements to various wetland and upland habitats. 

Particular enhancement will result in various deep-water marshes associated with wetland systems at Baird Tract (i.e. 

Gidden Lake, Merritt Pond, Revel Pond, Goose Pond), similar to the deep-water marsh habitat conditions of the 

proposed SR 44 roadway impacts along Lake Henderson and Lake Tsala Apopka. Almost all the proposed wetland 

shrub habitat impacts are wax myrtle and Carolina willow generated along the existing SR 44 toe-of-sideslope areas. 

Beyond the proposed roadway construction limits, the willows transition into marsh habitat that represent actual 

wetland conditions prior to the construction of the existing SR 44. As for the proposed forested wetland impacts 

associated with SR 44 widening, hydrologic enhancement of Fender Swamp and other hydrologically impacted 

forested wetlands adjacent to the existing ditches will compensate for those impacts. Due to the large-scale of the 

proposed Baird Tract improvements, the loss of the SR 44 wetland habitats will be compensated by the significant 

ecosystem benefits from the proposed activities. The minor alterations (i.e. ditch plugs, culvert invert modifications and 

additions, etc.) required to enhance and restore hydrologic regimes provide more opportunity to increase the various 

wetland habitat functions and overall value than the combination of other restoration methods such as vegetative 

planting, herbicide maintenance, and extensive construction activities. In addition, retaining water within the wetlands 

and surface waters to restore a natural hydrology will result in significant secondary benefits such as attenuation and 

groundwater recharge within the entire area of Baird Tract. The final estimate of forested versus non-forested wetland 

enhancement will be conducted as part of the design. Conservative mitigation acreage are provided for the wetland 

systems (Attachment B) and includes 970 acres (non-forested) and 548 acres (forested) for a total 1518 to 
mitigate for 23.2 wetland impact acres.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are currently no existing or proposed mitigation banks within the Withlacoochee River Basin.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The only SWIM project 

within this watershed is the Lake Panasoffkee Restoration project, which has been designated to provide the mitigation 

for proposed DOT impacts to the lake,  FM 548964, I-75 Lake Panasoffkee Bridge. 

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Entity responsible for construction: Division of Forestry in cooperation with the Dept. of Environmental Protection

Contact Name: Rose Poyner, Judy Ashton (DEP-Tampa)     Phone Number: 813-744-6100

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: DEP and DOF

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: January, 2001 Complete: Spring, 2004 -Construction 

commences, finished in 2006, followed by minimum 3 years of monitoring.

Project cost:  $1,300,000 (total)

Design & Permitting - $120,000 
Construction - $1,100,000 
Maintenance & Monitoring - $80,000 
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Attachments

__x__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A. 

__x__2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to attached 1995 infrared aerials.

__x__3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Attachments 1 and 4 for site 

location, infrared aerials have potential structure locations, design drawings will be conducted in 2003. 

__x__4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Schedule includes design and initial 

construction in 2003, proposed construction will continue through 2006, construction is followed by three years of 

monitoring.

__x__5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually (dry & 

wet season monitoring events) for a minimum of three years to monitor the wetland hydroperiod and vegetative trends 

as a result of the enhancement efforts. The results of the semi-annual monitoring will be documented in annual 

monitoring reports submitted for a minimum 3 years post-construction. The initial monitoring report will document pre-

existing conditions and the construction activities. A monitoring plan will be conducted in coordination with the Div. of 

Forestry to evaluate strategically placed staff gauges and vegetative monitoring. Qualitative vegetative evaluation of 

the proposed wetland enhancement areas will be conducted as part of the hydrologic monitoring. Success criteria will 

include the demonstration of hydrologic and vegetative enhancement to the wetlands specified for proposed 

enhancement.

__x__6.  Long term maintenance plan. Long-term maintenance will be associated with checking the proposed 

construction areas (i.e. ditch blocks, sills, culverts, geotextile crossings, etc.) to ensure proper function and no erosion 

or stabilization problems. Control of nuisance and exotic species will include herbicide management when and where 

necessary for the wetlands proposed for enhancement. 

__x__7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

Response to Comment E.

































             REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Rutland Ranch – South Tract                         Project Number: SW 65
Project Manager: Mark Brown, SWFWMD Environmental Scientist  Phone No: (352) 796 – 7211 (ext. 4488)
County: Manatee

IMPACT INFORMATION 

1 - FM: 1960222, SR 64, I-75  to Lena Rd. (Seg. 1)   ERP #:4302058.009   COE #: 199901379 (IP-KI)
2 - FM: 1960223, SR 64, Lena to Lakewood (Seg. 2)  ERP #:___________    COE #:_______________ 
3 - FM: 1961211, SR 70, I-75 to Lakewood Ranch (Seg. 1)   ERP #:___________    COE #:_______________
4 - FM: 4043232, SR 70, Lakewood to Lorraine Rd. (Seg. 2)  ERP #:___________    COE #:_______________ 

Drainage Basin: Manatee River   Water Body: Gates Creek, Manatee River SWIM water body? N

SR 64 Projects (4.38 acres)   SR 70 Projects  (7.67 acres)    
1 (Seg. 1) – 0.68 ac. 617 (Fluccs)  3 (Seg. 1) - 0.42 ac. 510 (Fluccs)   

1.29 ac. 640 (Fluccs)    0.92 ac. 640 (Fluccs)     
0.80 ac. 641 (Fluccs)                                 0.90 ac. 641x (Fluccs)

TOTAL 2.42 acres    TOTAL 2.24 acres    

2 (Seg. 2)  - 0.74 ac. 630 (Fluccs)  4 (Seg. 2) - 2.08 ac. 615 (Fluccs)  
1.20 ac. 641 (Fluccs)    1.25 ac. 631 (Fluccs) 

 TOTAL 1.94 acres     1.54 ac. 640 (Fluccs) 
       TOTAL 4.87 acres 
                                                  TOTAL 11. 47 Acres

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type:  X  Enhancement  X  Restoration (Upland & Wetland Habitat)     Mitigation : 115  ac. 
SWIM project?   N       Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project?   N
Mitigation Bank?  N     Drainage Basin(s): Manatee River   Water Body: None       SWIM water body?  N 

Project Description 
A. Overall project goal: Over half of the Rutland Ranch – South Tract (total 900 acres) was historically used for row 

crop farming (Figure C). The site has 15 wetland areas, all but one were historically isolated marshes. The majority 

of these marshes have been interconnected with large ditches which have substantially altered the wetland 

hydrology and vegetative composition. The restoration includes completely filling some of those ditches and using 

ditch blocks in other areas to restore ground and surface water hydrology and subsequently enhance the wetland 

habitat. Upland buffers and filled ditches will also be planted to enhance upland & wetland habitat and corridors 

between the marshes within the pasture.

B. Brief description of current condition: The upland interior of the South Tract was historically flatwoods and 

palmetto prairie that was converted to row crop farming. The row crops were replaced with improved pasture 

(bermuda & bahia grass) that was subsequently allowed to go fallow, resulting in substantial generation of salt-

bush, broomsedge, and dog fennel. The hydrology of the marshes were substantially altered by the deep cross and 

connector ditches, allowing broomsedge to heavily invade the marshes (photos). The western one-third portion of 

the tract is still covered with a palmetto prairie with scattered shallow marshes that have also been impacted by 

ditches. A mixed forested wetland tributary to Gilley Creek is located along the northern boundary. (Refer to 

Attachment A for details of existing and proposed conditions).
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C.  Brief description of proposed work: Initial effort included herbicide treatment of exotics and nuisance species 

within the ditches. Followed by construction activity to backfill the majority of the ditches (some ditchblocks) in 

order to restore groundwater and surficial hydrology of the majority of on-site wetlands. Supplemental herb planting 

was conducted in the exposed earthwork areas of those wetlands where the spoil was cut to backfill the ditches 

(refer to site photos). The existing upland buffers around Wetlands 1-4 and 12 had longleaf pine planted to 

increase buffer habitat. Native seed will be collected from upland habitat and dispersal within backfilled upland-cut 

ditches within the palmetto prairie (fall, 2003). Refer to Attachment A for additional information and Figure C for the 

mitigation plan design. Construction and planting activities were conducted in the spring and summer, 2002.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

anticipated FDOT wetland impacts (total 11.47 acres) includes 6.82 acres of non-forested and 4.75 acres of 

forested wetlands. The proposed mitigation plan will result in wetland enhancement (75 acres) from the hydrologic 

restoration, wetland restoration from grading the spoil material to historic wetland grade elevations and planting (5 

acres), upland habitat restoration from grading ditches in the palmetto prairie (10 acres), upland habitat 

enhancement and restoration around Wetlands 1-4 and 12 (25 acres) which will establish and maintain upland 

habitat corridors. This results in a cumulative mitigation acreage of 115 acres to mitigate for the 11.47 acres (10-to-

1 ratio). Detailed description of the mitigation ratios for each DOT impact is described under Attachment C.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are no existing mitigation banks within the Manatee River Basin.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The only SWIM project 

in this basin is Terra Ceia (SW50). The Terra Ceia project includes restoration and enhancement of salt-water and 

estuarine habitat, and is mitigating for salt-water wetland impacts associated with one DOT project to date (2003).

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: SWFWMD – Operations Dept. 

Contact Name: Mark Brown, SWFWMD Environmental Scientist   Phone Number: 352-796-7211, ext. 4488

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFWMD 

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Hydrologic Monitoring, Spring – 2001 Complete: Const., Spring, 

2002, followed by minimum 3 years of monitoring

Project cost: $ 171,000  (total);
       $1,000  Herbicide Ditches 
        $120,000 Construction (Backfill Ditches) 
        $30,000 Planting (Wetland Herbs, Upland Seed Collection & Dispersal, Pine Tree Planting) 
  $20,000 Maintenance (Herbicide) & Monitoring (3 Years – Annual Reports) 
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Attachments

X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A – Existing Site & Proposed Work

X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figure B (Vicinity Aerial) and Figure C (Site Aerial)

X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A (Location Map) & 
Figure C has the ditch backfill, ditchblock, & pond locations.

X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Attachment B – Work Schedule

X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan.  Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan

X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Figure E -Monitoring Plan & Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan

X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion to Comment D and Attachment D.

Attachment A – Existing & Proposed Site Conditions 

The SWFWMD purchased the Rutland Ranch property in 1998 for a few major reasons. The tract is located 
within the Southern Water Use Caution Area (SWUCA), a designated area where groundwater resources 
are at critical levels that require limitations of water well withdrawals. The property provides contributing 
surface and ground water to the Manatee River and Lake Manatee. Located less than a mile south of the 
tract, the river and reservoir provide potable water to Manatee County. Land use changes from row crops to 
less intensive agricultural operations such as cattle (South Tract) and silviculture (North Tract) not only place 
less stain on consumptive use (water quantity) but results in less nutrients (water quality) that contribute to 
the watershed and the Manatee River. The SWFWMD and Manatee County are striving toward additional 
land acquisition and habitat restoration opportunities in the Lake Manatee watershed.

The SWFWMD is currently committed to minimal long-term cattle grazing on the existing pasture within the 
Rutland Ranch-South Tract. However, the activities associated with this mitigation plan will substantially 
lessen any associated impacts from cattle, enhance wetland habitat, improve water quality, retain surface 
water for groundwater recharge, and increase the habitat opportunities for wildlife. The following information 
pertains to major pre-construction site characteristics and improvements to the site. Refer to Figure C for 
aerial depiction and the site photographs to relate with the text. 

Native Range - The native range designation pertains to the palmetto prairie within the eastern one-third of 
the site, pine flatwoods within the northeast quadrant near the floodplain forested wetland (Wetland 15), and 
within the southeast corner (surrounding Wetlands 13, 14). The vegetation of these prairies include a 
dominance by saw palmetto, broomsedge, and wiregrass. Ditches excessively drain surface and ground 
water conditions from the uplands and the majority of wetland marshes (particularly Wetlands 5 & 6 but also 
7-11, and 13) located within the prairies. These marshes are shallow systems, with dominant cover of 
maidencane and relatively high percentage of St. John’s-wort. Drainage ditch patterns lead northwest, west, 
south, and southeast to tributaries of Gilley Creek and the Manatee River.

The original construction plan proposed utilizing a dominance of ditch blocks within the western ditches and, 
where necessary, total ditch backfilling to enhance the hydrology of these shallow marshes. Upon evaluation 
it was determined that ditch blocks alone could not detain the substantial volume of groundwater drawdown 
caused by the deep ditches located adjacent to Wetlands 7-9, so total backfill of those ditch segments were 
conducted during July, 2002. In addition, total filling was conducted for the ditch segment crossing through 
Wetland 5 and a portion of Wetland 6. However, in order to protect existing trees and shrubs generated on 
the spoil while restoring hydrology in Wetland 6, the construction of ditch blocks were employed. The ditch 
block method also allows an open water source for wildlife during the dry season.
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Temporary vegetation has been established due to millet seeding within the filled ditch segments. Many 
large scattered oaks, pines, and myrtles were preserved from the backfilling activity. Native seed transfer will 
be conducted in the fall, 2003 to supplement the natural recruitment of wiregrass and palmetto that will occur 
in the filled upland ditches. This will result in 10 acres of upland habitat (palmetto prairie) restoration to 
replace the ditches and adjacent spoil material. 

Improved Pasture – As of the summer, 2002, the improved pasture had been fallow for a couple years, 
allowing salt-bush and fennel to become prolific over the bahia and bermuda. A new cattle lease 
commenced late 2002, and the rancher will reseed bahia in the pastures. In order to minimize cattle use of 
the marshes for a water source, three large cattle ponds were dredged in the pastures (Fig. C). The 
excavated material was used to backfill ditches. The lease requires the exclusion of cattle from the palmetto 
prairies.

The existing upland habitat buffer (average width – 50 ft.) around Wetlands 1-4 and 12 will be maintained 
under existing conditions as part of the cattle lease. Supplemental plantings (1 gallon – 1000 longleaf pines) 
were planted within these palmetto buffers around Wetlands 1-4 and 12. An average 50 ft. wide upland 
corridor of native habitat has been enhanced between Wetlands 3, 4, and 12. Existing palmetto, pines, and 
myrtles located on spoil material within this corridor were preserved from the construction activity necessary 
to fill the adjacent ditches. Supplemental trees and native seed dispersal has replaced the deep ditches with 
desirable upland vegetation, resulting in 3 acres of upland habitat (pine flatwood) restoration to replace 
the ditches. In addition, tree planting and introduction of prescribed burn management will provide 
enhancement of the upland buffers around Wetlands 1-3, resulting in 12 acres of upland habitat (pine 
flatwood) enhancement. The upland buffers of Wetlands 4 and 12 are also being enhanced with planting 
and fire management, providing an additional 10 acres of upland habitat (pine flatwood) enhancement.
All the palmetto prairies, pine flatwoods, and wetland buffers will be incorporated into a prescribed burn 
management plan that will further enhance and maintain these upland habitats for wildlife use. The burn 
plan will be incorporated on a +/- 5 year cycle, pending growth rate of vegetation. 

There is evidence that the removal of the large upland ditches have allowed substantial wildlife movement, 
including large deer, to travel through the buffer cover from the Gilley Creek tributary north of the site 
(Wetland 15) all the way to the forested ditch south of the property (Fig. C). The proposed corridors and low 
cattle stocking rates will allow wildlife to roam and forage throughout the tract.

Marshes – The majority of the marshes were bisected by drainage ditches. The smaller wetland cross 
ditches in Wetlands 2,14, and perimeter of Wetland 12 averaged 10-15 ft. wide, 2-3 ft. deep, and connected 
to moderate size drainage ditches that were 20-25 ft. wide, 5-8 ft. deep from natural grade elevations. The 
large drainage ditches such as through the center of Wetland 12 and east-west connecting ditch to Wetland 
4 were 25-30 ft. wide, 6-8 ft. deep from top-of-bank. With the gradual size increase as the ditches proceed 
downstream and positive hydraulic gradient, they were capable of conveying a large volume of water off-site. 
These ditches not only drained surface water after rain events, but substantially dewatered the shallow 
groundwater table. Prior to construction, the marshes had very minimal duration and depth of surface water 
(hydroperiods) due to the ditches. This resulted in substantial alterations in the vegetative components of 
these wetlands. The marshes transitioned from maidencane-dominated systems to upland and facultative 
vegetative species such as broomsedge (Andropogon virginicus dominant, some Andropogon glomeratus).
The most extensively ditched marsh was Wetland 12, which had few relic indicators of wetland functions and 
characteristics. Remnant pockets of maidencane within the cross-ditches were present due to intermittent 
periods of surface water drainage to the large interior collector ditch. Along with the broomsedge, other 
upland species that recruited into the marsh include gallberry, wax myrtle, and scattered pine.
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The following wetland types and acreage are located on the South Tract. The wetlands proposed for 
enhancement include hydrologic restoration (HR) for the most impacted systems, hydrologic enhancement 
(HE) for the less disturbed systems, and minimally improved wetlands (MI) are not accounted for with 
mitigation credits. 

Wet. 1 - marsh – 1.0 acres (HR) Wet. 9 – marsh – 2.2 acres (HR) 
Wet. 2 - marsh – 9.2 acres (HR)     Wet. 10 – marsh – 1.9 acres (MI) 
Wet. 3 - marsh – 0.9 acres (HR) Wet. 11 – marsh – 4.1 acres (HR) 
Wet. 4 – marsh – 11.4 acres (HR) Wet. 12 – marsh – 21.3 acres (HR) 
Wet. 5 – marsh – 2.1 acres (HR) Wet. 13 – marsh – 11.4 acres (MI) 
Wet. 6 – marsh – 21.6 acres (HR) Wet. 14 – marsh – 0.5 acres (MI) 
Wet. 7 – marsh – 0.9 acres (HE) Wet. 15 – mix forest – 19.5 acres (MI) 
Wet. 8 – marsh – 2.1 acres (MI) 
TOTALS –  Wetland Enhancement - 75 acres (total 110 wetland acres)

There are five wetlands that had spoil ridges as a result of constructed ditches. These spoil areas were 
covered with bahiagrass and saltbush. Once these spoil areas were graded to fill the adjacent ditches, 
supplemental herb plantings were conducted within these earthwork areas. An older spoil ridge through the 
middle of Wetland 12 is covered with oak trees and was not impacted by the construction activities. 
Subsequent to the hydrologic restoration, many of these oaks have not survived which has provided good 
snags for wading bird nesting and roosting opportunities. The graded spoil ridges were accounted as 
wetland restoration as follows: 

Wet. 2 – 0.6 acre, Wet. 4 – 0.1 acre, Wetland 5 – 0.4 acre, Wetland 6 – 0.4 acre, Wetland 12 – 3.6 acres 
TOTALS – Wetland Restoration - 5 acres

Hydrologic restoration and enhancement of the marshes have resulted in the enhancement of other wetland 
functions and attributes. Vegetative shifts are transitioning to more desirable and appropriate wetland 
species which have provided foraging opportunities for wildlife. Prior to construction, most of the marshes 
had so limited hydroperiods that they transitioned to vegetative characteristics more indicative of abandoned 
fallow fields (particularly Wetland 12), with minimal wildlife food resources. Opportunities for foraging wading 
birds were primarily limited to the few, small isolated marshes within the western palmetto prairie. Water and 
aquatic food resources within the pasture area were primarily limited to high nutrient ditch water. Restoring 
the wetlands into isolated systems has increased the water quality treatment opportunities compared to the 
existing drainage ditches that directly discharge into a nearby potable water source. Retaining surface water 
on-site will result in soil infiltration that will also improve water quality and groundwater recharge.

By restoring marsh hydrology, the gradual regeneration and recruitment of maidencane and other desirable 
hydrophytic vegetation will continue to improve the ecological balance of upland habitat with appropriate 
wetland habitat value. With the segregated habitat between Wetlands 3, 4, and 12, there wasn’t a 
contiguous corridor of native habitat through the improved pasture. The re-established corridor for wildlife 
use won’t conflict or restrict cattle mobility and grazing. The combination of the marsh restoration, existing 
native habitat, and the proposed upland corridor will attract and increase the wildlife opportunities across the 
property.

Attachment B – Work Schedule 

Evaluation of habitat conditions and proposed improvements were conducted in 2001. Five monitor stations 
(Fig. C) were designated based on anticipated habitat improvement areas and monitor wells (70 inches 
deep) were installed to mark the locations. Herbicide treatment of exotic and nuisance species was 
conducted within the ditches during early, 2002 to allow sufficient period for vegetative mortality before 
conducting earthwork activities.
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Construction commenced during the spring, 2002 and since there was no standing water in the deep ditches 
dredged through the central wetlands (Wetlands 2,4,12), there was no need to utilize pumps for temporary 
dewatering. A portion of the spoil within the core of Wetland 4 was not removed since it now provides an 
excellent upland island for wildlife use, particularly wading birds utilizing the island for secure resting and 
nesting. The remnant water hole adjacent to the spoil has a substantial frog population.

Construction sequence commenced north to south through the headwater ditches of the pasture wetlands, 
followed by the ditches within the palmetto prairie. As depicted in the photos, in less than a month, the 
combination of filling the ditches and receiving normal rainy season rainfall resulted in the groundwater 
tables rising from 70 inches below grade to the desired hydrologic range of 6-24 inches of surface water in 
the various marshes; more shallow in Wetlands 1-3,5,6,9, moderate levels in Wetlands 11 and 12, and 
deeper levels in Wetland 4. As the surface water levels increased, there has been a natural regeneration of 
maidencane along with supplemental plantings (37,000 units) of soft rush (shallow marshes), pickerelweed, 
arrowhead, and bulrush. In addition, 1000 longleaf pine saplings were planted within the upland buffers of 
Wetlands 1-4 & 12.

A wildlife seed mix and millet seed was placed in the graded upland areas to provide temporary vegetative 
cover. Upland native seed material will be collected from a WMD donor site in the fall of 2003 and disced 
into the filled upland ditch graded areas within the palmetto prairie.

Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria

Pre-construction monitoring has been conducted to document pre-existing marsh conditions (hydrology, 
vegetative coverage & diversity, wildlife use) exhibited in the summer, 2001 and winter, 2002 periods. This 
information will be used as baseline data to evaluate the anticipated hydrologic and vegetative restoration as 
a result of the earthwork activities. Qualitative monitoring and photographic documentation of vegetative, 
hydrologic, and wildlife conditions for the various proposed marsh enhancement areas will be conducted for 
the minimum three years post-construction. Figure C depicts monitoring stations for qualitative evaluation, 
and hydrologic monitoring stations. Qualitative evaluation will include vegetative, hydrologic, and wildlife use 
of the enhanced wetlands and uplands. Documentation of the two semi-annual monitoring events will be 
combined each year to produce an annual monitoring report to be submitted to the USACOE and 
SWFWMD. The anticipated maintenance activity will include herbicide control of all exotic and nuisance 
vegetation in the wetlands and periodic implementation of prescribed burn management. 

Success criteria will be based on several conditions. The primary criteria include the demonstration of 
appropriate hydroperiods for the enhanced wetlands, with particular documentation for the more extensive 
dewatered wetlands (Wetlands 2, 4, 5, 6, 11, and the most damaged, Wetland 12). Success criteria requires 
90% survivorship of planted stock, less than 10% coverage of exotic and nuisance species, and a minimum 
85% coverage of desirable species (including existing, regenerated, recruited, and any planted material) 
within the enhanced and restored marshes. Shifts in vegetative cover and diversity will be noted in the 
monitoring reports, but specific success criteria for species transition are not proposed since the majority of 
those changes will naturally occur over a 10-20 year period.

Attachment D – FDOT Mitigation

A comparison of the type of wetland impacts was conducted and compared to the proposed restoration 
activities. Rather than scatter the various activities to mitigate for a variety of wetland impacts, they were 
slightly combined based on the site location and proposed activities relative to the anticipated impacts. 
These include the uplands and wetland enhancement in the vicinity of Wetlands 1-3 (mitigation for SR 64-
Seg. 1), Wetlands 7, 9, 11 enhancement and adjacent palmetto prairie restoration (SR 64 – Seg. 2), 
Wetland 4 enhancement adjacent upland buffer enhancement (SR 70 – Seg. 1), Wetlands 5, 6, 12 
enhancement and adjacent upland buffer enhancement (SR 70 – Seg. 2). The following details the 
correlation of mitigation with the impacts: 
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SR 64 – Seg. 1 - The proposed impacts include 0.68 acre of mixed forested wetland (#617) and 1.74 acres 
of marsh (#640). The proposed mitigation includes enhancement of Wetlands 1-3 (11.1 acres), restoration 
portion of Wetland 2 (0.6 acres), and enhancement of the adjacent pine flatwoods around Wetlands 1-3 (12 
acres). This results in a total impact of 2.42 acres and compensation of 23.6 acres (ratio 9.8-to-1). 

SR 64 – Seg. 2 – The proposed impacts include 0.74 acres of mixed forested wetland (#630) and 1.2 acres 
of marsh (#641). The mitigation includes enhancement of Wetland 7 (0.9 acres), Wetlands 9 & 11 (6.3 
acres) and restoration of the adjacent palmetto prairie from the filled ditches (10 acres). This results in a total 
impact of 1.94 acres and compensation of 17.2 acres (ratio 8.8-to-1).

SR 70 – Seg. 1 – These impacts include 0.42 acre to a waterway (#510), 0.92 acre to marsh habitat (#640), 
and 0.9 acre of ditches. The ditch impacts may or may not require mitigation by the regulatory agencies. The 
proposed mitigation includes enhancement (11.4 acres), restoration (0.1 acre), and associated upland buffer 
enhancement of Wetland 4 (4.5 acres). This results in a total impact of 2.24 acres and compensation of 
16.0 acres (ratio 7-to-1).

SR 70 – Seg. 2 – The wetland impacts include 2.08 acres of stream swamp (#615), 1.25 acres of mixed 
wetland forest (#631), and 1.54 acres of marsh (#640). Due to the higher quantity of impacts and forested 
wetland impacts associated with this roadway segment compared to the other three segments, the habitat 
improvements of the most disturbed wetlands on the mitigation site (Wetlands 5, 6, 12) are designated to 
provide the mitigation. The proposed mitigation includes enhancement (2.1 acres) and restoration (0.4 acre) 
of Wetland 5, enhancement (21.6 acres) and restoration (0.4 acre) of Wetland 6, and enhancement (21.3 
acres), restoration (3.6 acres), and associated upland buffer enhancement (5.5 acres) of Wetland 12. This 
results in a total impact of 4.87 acres and compensation of 54.9 acres (ratio 11.3-to-1).



















          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District

Mitigation Project Name: Lk. Hancock Reserve    Project Number: SW 66
Project Manager: Mark Brown, SWFWMD Env. Scientist   Phone No: (352) 796-7211 ext. 4488

County(ies): Polk       Location: Sect. 1, 2, T29S, R24E, Sec. 6, T29S, R25E

IMPACT INFORMATION 
 1 – FM 1975331, US 27 – Towerview Rd. to SR 540   ERP #: 43023431.002 COE #: 200205668 (IP-JF)

 2 - FM 1976791, US 27 – SR 544 to Blue Heron Bay*     ERP #: 43023431.000 COE #: 200202574 (IP-JF)

 3 - FM 1940931, US 17 (SR 35) – Peace River to Tropicana  ERP #: 43016955.001 COE #: 200102990 (IP-JF)

 4 - FM 1938991, US 17 – Livingston to Hardee County   ERP #: 43022736.000 COE #: 200105669 (IP-MN)

 5 –FM 1971681, SR 60A (Van Fleet Dr.)-CR 555 to Broadway ERP #: 44023032.000  COE #: 2002000069 (NW-MS)

 6- FM 1977061, US 27 – SR 540 to SR 542   ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 

 7- FM 1977071, US 27 – SR 542 to SR 546   ERP #: ___________  COE #: ________________ 

 8- FM 1976381, US 98 – Carpenter’s Way to Daugherty Rd. ERP #: 44013552.003 COE #: 200206904 (NW-JF)

 9- FM 4084411, Kelly Roberts Rd. at Bridge #064043  ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 

10 - FM 1977051, US 27 – SR 60 to Towerview Rd.  ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 

Drainage Basin : Peace  Water Body(s): Tower Lake, Thompson Branch, McBride Br., Mare Branch, Sand Gully Br., 
Peace Creek Canal,  SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres / Habitat Types (FLUCCS):      
1- FM 1975331 2.35 ac. 640  7- FM 1977071 0.34 ac. 530 

              1.11 ac. 641x                          3.60 ac. 618  
TOTAL  3.46 acres             0.82 ac. 641  

TOTAL 4.76 acres
2- FM 1976791* 0.59 ac. 631      
              0.89 ac. 641 8- FM 1976381 0.09 ac. 615   

TOTAL  1.48 acres                 
    9- FM 4084411 1.00 ac. 615  
3- FM 1940931  3.00 ac. 630        

     0.49 ac. 640  10- FM 1977051 1.08 ac. 641 
                          0.93 ac. 641

TOTAL 4.42 acres      
                                                                 
4- FM 1938991 0.48 ac. 618           
                         6.18 ac. 630
                         0.74 ac. 631                           

           0.59 ac. 640
            0.20 ac. 641  
            3.40 ac. 641x 

TOTAL 11.59 acres

5- FM 1971681 0.46 ac. 630  

6 – FM 1977061  0.28 ac. 618  
  6.28 ac. 641 
             10.42 ac. 641x  

TOTAL 16.98 acres

TOTAL –45.32 Acres 

* Additional impacts for this project are within the Ocklawaha Basin and will be mitigated at Lake Lowery (SW 76).
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MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation X  Restoration X  Enhancement ___ Preservation           Mitigation Area: 473 acres
SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? N    Mitigation Bank? N

Drainage Basin(s): Peace  Water Body(s): Banana Creek Canal, Lake Hancock SWIM water body? Y

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: Historically, surface water from Banana Lake maintained a sheet flow hydrology east through 

forested and marsh wetland habitat into Lake Hancock (Figure C, 1927 Soil Survey). During the 1940’s, the 

construction of the Banana Creek Canal between the two lakes, along with connector ditches, excessively drained the 

floodplain area to convert forested wetlands and marshes into pastures. The substantial differences in habitat transition 

before and after canal construction are exhibited between the 1941 aerial (Figure D-1) and 1952 aerial (Figure D-2). In 

2000, Polk County & SWFWMD co-purchased approximately 1256 acres (formerly Circle B Bar Ranch) to convert into 

a passive recreational park with a long-term objective to restore and enhance upland and wetland habitat throughout 

the property. The proposed wetland enhancement will be primarily achieved by filling the majority of the Banana Creek 

Canal and other contributing ditches to restore the wetland floodplain to a sheet flow hydrology, replanting to the 

historical limits of the forested wetlands, and supplementing the planting of regenerated marsh habitat. This will allow 

the wetlands provide water quality treatment and attenuation of surface water flow from Banana Lake before 

discharging into Lake Hancock. Both these lakes are included in the Surface Water Improvement and Management 

(SWIM) program and the property was designated an acquisition priority under the SWFWMD Save Our Rivers and 

Polk County’s acquisition programs (Fig.A).

B.  Brief description of current condition: Of the entire Lk. Hancock Reserve (Figure F), the majority of the remnant 

wetlands are associated with wet improved pastures adjacent to the Banana Lake Canal (site photos). For purposes of 

site description, the designated project area (473 acres) is delineated into west (Fig. G) and east (Fig. H) of the central 

access road crossing. The pastures still have sufficient percent cover of hydrophytic species, presence of hydric soils, 

and minimal groundwater hydrology to be designated as wetlands per state and federal criteria. Bahiagrass, 

carpetgrass, and pigweed provide dominant cover but scattered soft rush is also common (predominantly southeast 

pasture). The northeast pasture (Fig. H) has a diverter ditch along the northern boundary and a triple ditch/canal 

complex that separates it from the southeast pasture. Two seepage maple / bayheads are still present, one along the 

southeast project boundary, the other located along the western boundary (Figure G). Two smaller remnant cypress 

wetlands are within the eastern area. However, the total forested wetlands within the project area is half of the historic 

limits because of the dewatering impacts from the canal, resulting in tree fall and up to two feet of muck oxidation in the 

remnant western swamp (photo) and a foot of oxidation in the southeastern swamp. A large levee was constructed 

along the western property boundary (Figure G), impounding water in the wetland west of the project area and diverting 

ground and surface water from the remnant forested wetland within the project area. A tributary canal was constructed 

along the southwestern project boundary, dewatering the on- and off-site wetlands. Both the western levee and 

southwestern canal divert surface and groundwater flow directly into the Banana Creek Canal. The extensive over-

drainage and previously incorporated dewatering pump system have substantially altered the wetland functions and 

conditions of the entire site, converting the area to a dominance of upland pasture grasses, minimal species diversity, 
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and minimal hydroperiods to adequately support appropriate hydrophytic species and generate habitat conditions for 

wildlife.

C.Brief description of proposed work: The two existing access road berms (Fig. H – east and central roads) will be 

reinforced (synthetic liner, additional fill cap, limerock road base, sodded sideslopes) and utilized to restore the wetland 

hydrology while still maintaining access across the property. Both access roads will be slightly elevated and widened to 

construct structurally sound water control facilities (culverts, wide overflow swales). The ditches and segment of the 

Banana Creek Canal within the western portion of the project will be backfilled to restore hydrologic sheet flow patterns 

throughout the wetland floodplain. The historic limits of the forested wetland will be planted with tree, shrub, and herb 

species. The wet pastures will also be planted with herb species. Maintenance & monitoring will be conducted for a 

minimum five years post-construction. Long-term management of the property will be conducted by the Polk County 

Natural Resources Department. The enhancement & restoration plan include the following proposed activities and 

associated acreage per habitat type:

Marsh Enhancement    339 acres (Predominantly within the eastern portion) 
Forested Wetland Enhancement  40 acres (Adjacent to western and southeastern project boundary) 
Forested Wetland Restoration  50 acres (Within the west / central portion)
Upland Habitat Restoration  24 acres (Predominantly along the wetland boundary, west portion)
Upland Habitat Preservation  19 acres (Preservation of oak habitat on east canal spoil ridge area)
TOTAL     473 acres   

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The majority 

of the proposed impact acreage includes a substantial percentage of ditch impacts. Some of the wetland impacts will 

decrease and not all the ditch impacts are anticipated to require mitigation per state and federal regulatory criteria. 

Additional proposed impacts submitted by FDOT in the future will be evaluated to determine if they can be 

appropriately mitigated at the Reserve.  Considering the low quality habitat conditions and functions of the existing 

wetlands, the proposed wetland enhancement is substantial and more closely resembles major wetland restoration 

activities (ERP ratio range 1.5:1 to 5:1) due to the minimal existing wetland functions and values. A wetland functional 

assessment (WRAP) was conducted for the mitigation area and it was determined that the ecological “lift” associated 

with the improvements will result in 142 functional credits, an overall mitigation ratio of acreage- to- credits of 3.3-to-1. 

As the functional assessment of the proposed impacts are conducted, these credits will be debited from the total. Not 

all the available credits will be utilized, approximately 20 credits have been debited from the FDOT projects permitted 

through the summer, 2003. 

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The only mitigation bank currently (2003) selling credits in the Peace River basin is Boran Ranch (BRMB), 

located within the lower portion of the basin (DeSoto County). The BRMB has been selected to provide mitigation for 

wetland impacts associated with several FDOT mitigation projects in the basin (refer to SW 53 in the plan, $670K 

provided in purchased credits through 2003, $30K per credit).  Upon the wetland functional assessment (WRAP) of the 

Lake Hancock Reserve, depending on the quality of the proposed wetland impacts, the proposed mitigation activities 

within the 473-acre designated mitigation area will be able to compensate for approximately 142-180 acres of 

anticipated wetland impacts. Even though not all of the available credits will be utilized, using the same 1 impact acre –
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to – 1 credit ratio applied for BRMB, the anticipated costs of mitigation at the Lk. Hancock Reserve ($1,930,000) will 

equate to an average of $13,000 per impact acre, which is less than half the cost of purchasing mitigation bank credits 

from BRMB.  The enhancement of the entire Peace River watershed has required substantial emphasis on the 

restoration of the headwater areas. This has been and will continue to be a major goal and objective of many existing 

and proposed public restoration projects in the basin (e.g. Tenoroc (SW 47), Saddle Creek, Lake Hancock, Banana 

Lake, Peace Creek Canal, Lake Lena Run, Winter Haven Chain-of-Lakes). The DOT Mitigation Program can provide 

necessary funds for this major and important wetland restoration and enhancement opportunity, adequately and 

appropriately mitigate the proposed impacts with a more ecologically beneficial project for the entire Peace Basin

compared to traditional DOT mitigation methods, and still result in substantial savings of public funds.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : Even though enhancement 

and restoration of the wetland floodplain is not considered a SWIM project, the site is located between two SWIM 

projects, Banana Lake Restoration (conducted in the late 1980’s) and the current evaluation of Lake Hancock. The 

Banana Lake restoration removed high nitrogen and phosphorus-laden sediments that accumulated due to the direct 

discharge of untreated sewage for 60 years. During the last few years, recent studies have indicated high phosphorus 

levels within Banana Lake are re-occurring due to phosphate that naturally occurs within the surrounding soil matrix 

(north side of Banana Lake was mined for phosphate ore in the 1920’s and 30’s). By restoring and enhancing the 

wetland vegetation and hydrology of the proposed project area, additional water quality treatment and attenuation can 

lessen the nutrients flowing directly into Lake Hancock via the Banana Lake Canal.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: SWFWMD Operations Dept.

Contact Name: Mark Brown, SWFWMD Env. Scientist    Phone Number: (352) 796-7211, ext. 4488

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFWMD contract for short-term monitoring & maintenance, 

perpetual management conducted by Polk County Natural Resources Dept.

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: January, 2001 Complete: Summer, 2004 (Construction & 

Planting, followed by minimum 5 years of maintenance & monitoring)

Project cost:  $1,930,000 (total);
Surveying & Design - $150,000 
Construction - $800,000 
Planting – $900,000 
Maintenance & Monitoring - $80,000 

Attachments

    X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and Attachment A.

    X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. 1995 Infrared Aerials are depicted on Figures F-H.

    X 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Location maps are depicted on 
Figures A, B. Existing conditions and conceptual design plans depicted on Figures F-H. 
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    X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. 

January – October, 2004 – Field work (environmental, surveying) and surface water modeling conducted to ensure no 
off-site impacts, as well as hydrologic restoration for the project area. 

October, 2004 – February, 2004 – Finalize reports, ACOE permitting, WMD review, pre-construction field work and 
equipment orders.

February, 2004 – August, 2004 – Earthwork construction by WMD-Operations Dept. during the dry season, followed 
by planting during the rainy season. 

August, 2004 – August, 2009 – Monitoring and maintenance for a minimum 5 years. 

   X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B, Maintenance & Monitoring 
Plan, Success Criteria

   X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B, Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria.

   X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion and Attachment C – DOT Mitigation.

Attachment A – Existing Site Conditions & Proposed Work 

West Portion (Figure G) - The surface water models (conducted 2004) determined the quantity, sizes, 
elevations, and locations of the culverts and swales. Organic soil oxidation due to the dewatering effects of 
the ditch network has lowered the site’s grade elevations compared to historic conditions. There has been 
18-24 inches of soil oxidation within the remnant western forested wetland, and slightly less oxidation within 
the southeastern forested wetland. The objective will be to increase the duration of groundwater hydrology in 
these systems to allow continuous soil seepage yet retain minimal duration of surface water (hydroperiods) 
to avoid additional damage. This seepage hydrology is typical of maple & bayhead systems with substantial 
muck depths. Restoring groundwater seepage and sheet-flow hydrology in the existing forested and 
reforested wetland will be primarily achieved by backfilling the western portion of the Banana Lake Canal 
and contributing ditches with the adjacent spoil material. As opposed to the eastern portion of the canal 
(Figure H), the adjacent spoil material doesn’t have any tree cover and therefore will be used to backfill the 
ditches. The levee along the western boundary will be breached at a few locations to allow groundwater 
seepage and surface water to overflow into the remnant forested wetland. Along with the filling of the 
southwest ditch, this will restore the hydrology of approximately 100 acres of impounded off-site forested 
wetlands adjacent to the Reserve. This forested wetland is owned by the City of Lakeland and USF (Polk 
Co. Campus) who have reviewed and concurred with the proposed restoration plan. The Banana Creek 
Canal enters the project by outfalling into a dredged pond, then forms back into a canal that continues 
eastward to Lake Hancock. The pond will be maintained as a catchment sump, but then overflow swales will 
be constructed to allow the current canal flow to outfall into an existing spreader swale that will allow 
seepage into the remnant forested wetland. 

The wet pasture west of the center access road berm has variable grade elevations so the restored 
hydrology will provide for the regeneration and planting of obligate species (pickerelweed, arrowhead, 
maidencane, bulrush, spikerush). The higher pasture grade elevations will provide for the regenerate and 
planting of more facultative species (soft rush, sand cordgrass), and surface water will result in mortality of 
the bahia and other pasture grasses. By restoring the marsh ground and surface water hydrology in the 
existing pasture, this will also reduce the hydraulic gradient and increase the duration that groundwater 
seepage is maintained in the adjacent headwater forested wetland.
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East Portion (Figure H) – Unlike the west portion, the proposed construction doesn’t propose filling of the 
Banana Creek Canal because of the habitat value of the oak hammocks on the adjacent spoil and excessive 
volumes of off-site fill material required to fill the substantial voids in the canal and adjacent ditches. Instead, 
a series of ditch blocks will be installed at three proposed access road crossings. 

The proposed enhanced wetlands in the west portion will operate as one system controlled by the proposed 
structures in the central access road. However, due to the different elevation and soil conditions for the 
southeastern pasture in comparison to the northeastern pasture, and the preservation of the existing trees 
along the Banana Lake Canal, separate hydrologic conditions will be adopted for each pasture in the east 
portion. The southeastern pasture is bordered to the south by a maple/bayhead system that is down 
gradient of deep sandy soil ridge. This ridge provides groundwater seepage for the bayhead and the 
southeastern wet pasture. As a result, the northeastern pasture is almost exclusively dense bahia, in direct 
contrast to the wet pasture grasses and soft rush in the southeastern pasture.

However, the contributing basin flow is just one reason for the drastic vegetative difference between these 
two pastures. As noted on the NRCS soil survey (Figure E), the southeastern pasture is located on muck 
soils (32-Kaliga muck). Muck is rapidly permeable so with the contributing groundwater seepage from the 
south, there is adequate hydrology to maintain hydrophytic species. In contrast to the muck, the 
northeastern pasture has a dominance of mineral soils (24-Nittaw sandy clay loam, 44-Paisley fine sand). 
Soil borings indicated the northeastern pasture has heavy clays commencing an average 18 inches below 
grade, and extending below a depth of 70 inches. The wetland hydrology of the hydric mineral soils depend 
more on contributing surface water runoff (in this case, from a very limited and diverted contributing basin) 
and direct rainfall as opposed to groundwater seepage. Along the northeastern boundary of the east portion 
of the project, the diverter ditch collects the contributing basin surface and ground water and diverts the flow 
to another collector ditch bordering Lake Hancock (photo), by-passing the northeastern pasture. Since the 
Banana Lake Canal cannot overflow into the adjacent pastures due to spoil material height and the collector 
ditch diversion, the hydrology of the northeastern pasture substantially depends on direct rainfall and static 
groundwater conditions. With the introduction of the bahia and previous use of pumps, this adequately 
removed the conditions needed to support hydrophytic vegetation except for the scattered remnant pockets 
of smartweed within slightly lower elevations. 

One objective of the design includes maintaining the same overflow volumes into the lake as currently 
established for the outfall of Lake Hancock. The existing overflow conditions have high and low volume 
peaks due to the canal and pumps, the restored overflow will mimic historic sheet flow conditions with 
gradual and consistent releases of surface water. Current evaluations are being conducted to possibly 
elevate the water levels of Lake Hancock 1-2 feet for certain periods to provide minimal flow conditions for 
the Peace River during dry seasons. This issue will require more years of evaluation than the current 
proposed construction of the Lake Hancock mitigation project. However, the design of all structures and 
associated elevations within the mitigation project will accommodate any potential current or proposed lake 
elevations. Elevating the lake will allow water to backflow into the mitigation area, providing the opportunity 
for additional water quality and attenuation within the enhanced wetland systems.

Access Roads – The central and eastern access roads will be elevated and the berm toe-of-slope extended 
for more structural support. Since the two access roads were constructed primarily from adjacent muck soils, 
a permeable synthetic liner will be installed across these berms to provide structural support, followed by 
placing a clean fill cap and bahia sod. The fill material will be obtained from two sources. The majority will be 
from expanding an existing upland-cut pond adjacent on the property that is adjacent to SR 540 (refer to 
Figure F). Creation of a small obligate pond (2-3 acres) dredged within a high elevation of the western bahia 
pastures will be another minor source (Figure G). The obligate pond will have a maximum depth of 4-5 feet 
below grade with minimum 10:1 slopes, providing some open water for wildlife use during dry season 
conditions.
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The quantity and location of culvert crossdrains and swale connections will be sized to allow proper volumes 
of water at desired elevations. Access road berm sideslopes will be a maximum 4:1 gradient, with bahia sod 
for stabilization. A 10 ft. wide limerock road will be constructed along the top of the center and eastern 
access berms, and the northeastern berm adjacent to the Banana Lake Canal (Figures H). Except over the 
culverts, the swale connections will predominantly cross the entire roadway length, and be stabilized with a 
synthetic material such as geoweb with small limerock placed in the web cells.

An existing limerock road crosses the western pasture (referred to as west road crossing on Figure G). To 
maintain access across the enhanced wetland, this limerock road will be lowered to match surrounding 
existing grade. This will maintain the sheet flow hydrology. This wet crossing will have maximum water 
elevations of 3-6 inches above grade during the wet season, which can still allow vehicular access if 
necessary.

Planting – The restored forested wetland in the western portion will have tree, shrub, and herb plantings. 
Tree species to be planted (1 gallon stock on 10 ft. centers) will include red maple (dominant), cypress 
(dominant), sweet bay, sweet gum, tupelo, dahoon holly, and laurel oak (outer zone). Shrub species (1 
gallon stock on 20 ft. centers) will include Virginia willow, buttonbush, and wax myrtle (outer zone). Herb 
plantings for the forested and marsh (bare root material on avg. 4 ft. centers) will include sand cordgrass, 
soft rush, maidencane, pickerelweed, arrowhead, and spikerush. Plantings will be concentrated in areas 
where natural regeneration of desirable hydrophytic species are least likely to occur, particularly the dense 
bahia covered areas within the western and northeastern pastures. Since herbicide eradication of the bahia 
and pigweed prior to rehydration will also eradicate any desirable plant seed sources and expose the soil to 
erosion, the restored hydrology will be allowed to eradicate these species while natural regeneration of 
desirable species.

There are two upland open pastures that border the proposed restored and enhanced wetlands. One area is 
along the northwest project boundary, the other along the south-central project boundary (Figure G). To 
restore the forested upland buffer habitats bordering the wetlands, live oaks, water oaks, and longleaf pine 
(1 gallon, 10 ft. centers) will be planted in these areas. After the hydrologic modeling and surveying, the 
planting plan will be finalized during the summer, 2003. Polk County is preparing and conducting a 
revegetation plan for the remainder of the property. Construction level details of the mitigation area can be 
obtained from Mark Brown (SWFWMD). 

Attachment B – Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria

Maintenance will be conducted primarily to control exotic and nuisance species. Maintenance will include 
herbicide treatment, anticipated to be quarterly for the first two years prior to and after construction, quarterly 
to semi-annually as needed for an additional three years, and semi-annual applications thereafter. Herbicide 
application will be conducted by a licensed applicator under contract with Polk County and SWFWMD. Any 
maintenance of structures will also be conducted in cooperation between Polk County and WMD-Operations 
Department.

Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually for the minimum 5 years. Ten monitor stations have been 
designated (Figures G & H) to evaluate the hydrologic and qualitative vegetative conditions across the 
project area (refer to site photos). These areas will be photographed from pre-construction through the 
minimum 5 years of monitoring post-construction. Qualitative evaluation of hydrologic conditions, vegetative 
cover, and wildlife use will be conducted for the entire project area.

Success criteria includes a minimum 30% canopy of the restored forested wetland, measuring trees over 10 
ft. tall and shrubs over 5 ft. tall. Herb cover for the forested wetland and marsh will include 80% cover of 
desirable species and less than 10% cover of exotic and nuisance species. Wildlife use and restored 
hydrology will be documented and within the anticipated ranges specified per the final design. Existing and 
proposed vegetative conditions, and specific design criteria and success conditions will be finalized in the 
summer, 2003, followed by ACOE permitting, construction in Spring, 2004, planting in Summer, 2004.
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Attachment C – DOT Mitigation 

The following information summarizes the proposed wetland impacts for those projects proposed for 
mitigation through construction activities at Lake Hancock Reserve. The DOT impacts have been decreasing 
as these projects go through the design and permitting stages. During the permitting of each of these DOT 
projects, some of the associated impacts have WRAP evaluations that are tabulated and debited from a 
credit ledger for the mitigation project, which also has a WRAP evaluation. For those DOT projects without 
WRAP evaluations, the wetland impacts are evaluated as providing highest quality and functions. 
Subsequently, those impacts and associated credits are debited based on the 1:1 ratio for credits-to-impact 
acreage. The following mitigation information pertains to projects permitted by September, 2003. 

DOT Wetland Impacts    Proposed Mitigation 

1- US 27 – Towerview Rd. to SR 540 
 Freshwater Marsh – 2.35 Acres 
 Marsh (Ditches) – 1.11 Acres 
TOTAL – 3.46 Acres 

Marsh Enhancement – 6.28 Acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Restoration – 5.0 Acres 
TOTAL – 11.28 Acres (ratio 3.2:1) 

2 – US 27 – SR 544 to Blue Heron Bay 
 Shrub Wetland – 0.45 Acres 
 Freshwater Marsh – 1.03 Acres
TOTAL – 1.48 Acres

Marsh Enhancement – 2.3 Acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Restoration – 5.0 Acres 
TOTAL – 7.3 Acres (ratio 5:1) 

3 – US 17 – Peace River to Tropicana
 Mixed Forested Wetland – 3.00 Acres 
 Freshwater Marsh – 1.42 Acres
 TOTAL – 4.42 Acres 

Forested Wetland Enhancement – 12.0 acres 
Marsh Enhancement – 4.0 acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Restoration – 6.0 acres 
TOTAL – 22.0 Acres (ratio 4.9:1)

4 – US 17 – Livingston to Hardee Co. 
Mixed Forested Wetland – 6.92 Acres 
Shrub – 0.48 Acres 
Freshwater Marsh – 0.79 Acres 
Freshwater Marsh (Ditch) – 3.40 Acres
TOTAL – 11.59 Acres 

Forested Wetland Enhancement – 13.8 Acres 
Forest Wetland Restoration – 13.5 Acres 
Marsh Enhancement – 11.7 Acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Restoration – 6.0 Acres 
TOTAL – 46.3 Acres (ratio 4:1)

5 – SR 60A – CR 555 to Broadway 
Mixed Forested Wetland – 0.46 Acres 
TOTAL – 0.46 Acres

Forested Wetland Restoration – 1.8 acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Restoration – 2.0 acres 
TOTAL – 3.8 Acres (ratio 4.9:1)

6 – US 27 – SR 540 to SR 542 
Shrub – 0.28 Acres 
Freshwater Marsh – 6.28 Acres 
Freshwater Marsh (Ditch)– 10.42 Acres 
TOTAL – 16.98 Acres 

Future determination when impacts are evaluated 
and finalized.
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7 – US 27 – SR 542 to SR 546 
Stormwater Pond – 0.34 Acres 
Shrub – 3.6 Acres 
Freshwater Marsh – 0.82 Acres 
TOTAL – 4.76 Acres 

Final determination when impacts are evaluated 
and finalized.

8 – US 98 – Carpenter’s Way to 
Daugherty Road 
Stream Swamp – 0.09 Acres 
TOTAL – 0.09 Acres 

Marsh Enhancement – 0.3 acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Preservation – 0.5 acres 
TOTAL – 0.8 Acres (ratio 8:1) 

9 – Kelly Roberts Rd. at Bridge #06043 
Stream Swamp – 1.00 Acre 
TOTAL – 1.00 Acres 

Forested Wetland Restoration – 3.9 acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Preservation – 2.0 acres 
TOTAL – 5.9 Acres (ratio 5.9:1)* 

* Note – Anticipated quantities, permitting proposed 
late, 2003 

10 – US 27 – SR 60 to Towerview Rd. 
Marsh – 1.08 Acres 
TOTAL – 1.08 Acres 

Marsh Enhancement – 3.02 acres 
Upland Buffer Habitat Preservation – 1.5 acres 
TOTAL – 1.08 Acres (ratio 4.1:1)* 

* Note – Anticipated quantities, permitting proposed 
late, 2003.

TOTALS – 45.32 Impact Acres GRAND TOTALS – 473 Mitigation Acres 
Forested Wetland Enhancement – 40.3 Acres 
Forested Wetland Restoration – 50.6 Acres 
Marsh Enhancement – 339.0 Acres 
Upland Habitat Restoration – 24.0 Acres 
Upland Habitat Preservation – 19.4 Acres 





























          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Apollo Beach Nature Preserve  Project Number: SW 67
Project Manager: Xinjian Chen, SWIM Engineer     Phone No: (813) 985-7481, ext. 2215
County: Hillsborough        Location: Sec. 16, T31S, R19E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

DOT FM: 2557031 – SR 60, Cypress to Fish Creek         ERP #:  43002958.003      COE #:  200205816 (IP-MN)

Drainage Basin: Tampa Bay  Water Body(s): Spruce Street Drainage Canal SWIM water body?  N 

Impact Acres /Types :    5.3  ac.  642  (Fluccs code)  

This SR 60 project has a total proposed impact of 16.6 acres, 5.3 acres to be mitigated at Apollo Beach, 5.1 acres to 
be mitigated at Tappan Tract (SW 62), 5.4 acres to be mitigated at Cockroach Bay – Saltwater (SW 75), and 0.8 acres 
to be mitigated at Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56). 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type:  X  Creation  Restoration ___ Enhancement ___ Preservation        Mitigation Area:  13.8  ac.
SWIM project?    Y       Aquatic Plant Control project?   N  Exotic Plant Control Project?   N
Mitigation Bank?  N   Drainage Basin:   Tampa Bay Water Body(s):   Tampa Bay  SWIM water body?   Y

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: The creation of various coastal habitats within an area of spoil constructed (1955) from 

adjacent dredged material from Tampa Bay. The total project area is 38 acres, on a site owned and managed by 

Hillsborough County Parks Dept., with the habitat creation conducted through the WMD-SWIM Dept. The habitats 

and associated proposed acreage include intertidal low marsh and mangroves (13.8 acres), intertidal high marsh 

(7.2 acres), intertidal open water (10.8 acres), dunes (1.2 acres), and upland preservation & enhancement (5.0 

acres). The restoration area proposed to mitigate for the DOT wetland impacts include the creation of 13.8 acres of 

low marsh and mangrove species will naturally recruit in this area during the initial growing season. 

B. Brief description of current condition: The majority of the site includes a relatively level spoil “plateau” 

essentially covered with a monoculture of cogon grass and minor cover provided by goldenrod, beggar’s-tick, dog 

fennel, ragweed, and several upland grasses (refer to site photos). A narrow strip of white and black mangroves 

have established along the southern shore’s waterline, couple areas of dense concentrations as well as scattered 

Brazilian pepper, with scattered cabbage palm, salt-bush, wax myrtle, and Australian pine. Overall, very low quality 

habitat dominated by exotic vegetation and minimal opportunities for wildlife use.

C. Brief description of proposed work: The majority of the spoil material will be removed, graded to create low and 

high marsh habitat. The design emphasizes an interconnected network of open water channels and deeper pools, 

a myriad of planting platforms at various elevations, sinuous edge communities, and areas of upland preservation 

and enhancement. The open water component was particularly important in the design to offer feeding and resting 

habitat for the Florida manatee which frequent the area due to the neighboring warm-water discharge from the 

Tampa Electric Company’s (TECO) Big Bend Power Station. 
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The 5.9 

acres of the saltwater marsh impacts will be compensated by the creation of 13.8 acres of saltwater low marsh 

habitat.  The DOT funds will be sufficient to reimburse the construction and maintenance of this 13.8 acres, which 

will be buffered with the creation of other saltwater habitats. 

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank (TBMB) is the only mitigation bank within the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin. 

TBMB will be under construction and not anticipated to sell credits until at least 2005.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The Apollo Beach 

restoration project is a SWIM project. Constructed through the WMD-SWIM Dept., the site is owned and will be 

managed by the Hillsborough County Parks Department.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: A private contractor selected by the SWFWMD – SWIM Dept.
Contact Name: Xinjian Chen, SWIM Engineer    Phone Number: (813) 985-7481, ext. 2215

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFMWD- SWIM Dept. and Hills. County Parks Dept.
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:Design complete, Construction commences summer, 2003 
Complete: Construction complete be mid-2004, followed by  3 years maintenance & monitoring

Project cost:  $  1.5 million (total); the DOT funds ($450,000) will reimburse for the construction, maintenance & 
monitoring for the 13.8 acres of intertidal low-marsh. 

 Attachments

   X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A.

   X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figure B.

   X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A (Location Map) and 
Figure C (Design Drawings).

   X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Construction scheduled to 
commence in the summer, 2003, finish by mid- 2004, followed by three years maintenance & monitoring.

   X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B.

   X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B. 

   X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous text and Attachment C.
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Attachment A – Site Conditions & Proposed Plan 

The vast majority of the existing site is classified as upland. Numerous plant species have colonized the 
upland portions of the site in the 47 years since construction of the Apollo Beach peninsula. With sterile 
dredged soils and minimal seed source of desirable upland species, the “plateau” (average elev. 9-10 ft.) 
offers little opportunity for desirable species to colonize. Cogon grass (Imperata brasiliensis) is the most 
dominant ground cover species (refer to site photos). Other herbs include purple sedge (Cyperus ligularis),
hurricane grass (Fimbristylis spathacea), licorice weed (Scoparia dulcis), seaside evening primrose 
(Oenothera humifusa), and camphor daisy (Haploppus phyllocephalus).  Shrub and tree species are present 
in the form of scattered individuals and small, dense pockets. Dominant species include Brazilian pepper 
(Schinus terebinthifolius), salt-bush (Baccharis angustifolia), wax myrtle (Myrica cerifera), lantana (Lantana
camara), cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto), and Australian pine (Casuarina equisetifolia). A narrow strip of 
intertidal wetland exists along the outer, waterward edge of the site. Woody vegetation in this zone consists 
mainly of white mangroves (Lagucularia racemosa) and black mangroves (Avicennia germains) with 
scattered Brazilian pepper and coinvine (Dalbergia castaphyllum). Herbs include sea purslane (Sesuvium 
portulacastrum), saltmeadow cordgrass (Spartina patens), and saltwort (Batis maritima).

Several proposed habitats will be constructed. The open water component (10.8 acres) includes sub-tidal, 
mudflats, and salterns created between elevations 0.5 to deeper than -2.0 feet. The interconnected 
deepwater channels will provide tidal flows into the interior of peninsula. Deeper pools (greater than 3.0 ft.) 
will be created to provide refuge for manatees and juvenile fish. Topographic ridges will be constructed in 
the intertidal zone to trap tidal flows and encourage development of saltern zones. 

The intertidal low marsh and mangroves (13.8 acres) will be the community proposed to compensate for the 
proposed wetland impacts. This zone (elevations 0.5 to +2.0 ft.) will be planted with Spartina alterniflora and 
mangrove species will recruit and generate during the initial growing seasons. The existing eastern shoreline 
is dominated by mangroves and will be preserved to inhibit erosion and provide a seed source for 
recruitment. Excavation to provide hydrologic connections for the proposed channels will occur in areas 
where erosion has eliminated mangrove coverage. 

The intertidal high marsh (7.2 acres) will be constructed between elevations +2.0 to +3.0, with proposed 
plantings of Iva spp., Spartina patens, Batis maritima, Borrichia frutescens, and Sesuvium portulacastrum.
Mangrove recruitment will also occur within this zone to further diversify the installed plant communities. 

A portion of the excavated material will be used to construct sand dune habitat along the northern top-of-
bank. The dunes and surrounding areas will be enhanced by plantings of sea oats (Uniola paniculata),
railroad vine (Ipomoea pes-caprae), beach sunflower (Helianthus debilis), along with transplanted cabbage 
palms and prickly pear cactus. 

Selected upland areas will be enhanced to increase community diversity and offer roosting & nesting areas 
for a wide variety of bird species that will frequent the site. Brazilian pepper will be manually cleared and 
stumps will receive a herbicide application using an approved treatment method. The few remaining 
Australian pines will be girdled, herbicide treated, and left as dead snags for additional habitat value. 

Attachment B – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria 

For estuary creation and restoration projects, with proper construction of appropriate wetland grades to allow 
for sufficient tidal action, the planted vegetation will survey and recruit throughout the wetland. Salt water 
limits the re-establishment of exotic vegetation that is more of a concern with freshwater restoration projects. 
Maintenance for the wetlands will be primarily associated with control of any debris and replacement of 
herbs that didn’t survive the initial planting.
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Maintenance to control exotic and nuisance species are generally associated with upland habitat, which is a 
low percentage of the project area, and will be maintained through the use of herbicide. Maintenance will be 
conducted as necessary, expected to be quarterly for 2-3 years after planting. Afterward, Hillsborough 
County staff will continue maintenance as necessary to retain the success criteria. Inspections on a semi-
annual basis are anticipated to evaluate vegetative conditions, debris, and any nuisance/exotic vegetation. 
After each inspection, proper maintenance activities will be conducted to correct any problems.

Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually, followed by annual reports conducted for a minimum three 
years post-construction. Monitoring will include qualitative evaluation and photo documentation of the 
portions proposed for mitigation, as well as general habitat conditions of the entire project area. The success 
criteria will reflect a minimum 90% survivorship for planted material and a total 85% cover of planted and 
recruited desirable species.





                       REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN{PRIVATE }
     BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Brooker Creek to Starkey Wilderness Park Corridor   Project Number: SW 68
Project Manager: Not designated at this time, joint project between Pinellas Co., Hillsborough Co., Pasco Co., 
USACOE, FFWCC, & SWFWMD
County: Pasco         Location: Sec. 21, 28, 33, T26S, R17E

IMPACT INFORMATION
(1) FM: 4037711, US 19-Republic Drive to CR 816 (Alderman) ERP #: 44022085.001   COE #: NW 14 PCN
(2) FM: 2571741, US 98 – Hernando Co. Line to US 19  ERP #: 4323430.000     COE #: 199803481 (IP-KF)
(3) FM: 2570501, SR 688 (Ulmerton) – Oakhurst Rd. to 119th St. ERP #: 44012347.010   COE #:____________ 
(4) FM: 2563221, SR 52 – Moon Lake to Suncoast Parkway ERP #: 43007396.001   COE #:____________ 
(5) FM: 2563321, SR 54 – Rowan Rd. to Mitchell Bypass  MSW #: 4011641.004   COE #: 199302010 (IP-ML)
(6) FM: 2568151, SR 586 (Curlew Rd.) – CR 1 to Fisher Rd. ERP #: 44009837.008   COE #: 200205245 (NW)

Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal Water Body(s): Anclote River, Curlew Creek, Church Creek, McKay Creek, 
Buckhorn Creek   SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres / Types: 
        (4) FM 2563221 3.2 ac. 617 (Fluccs code) 
(1) FM 4037711 0.1 ac. 618 (Fluccs code)     0.9 ac. 618 (Fluccs code) 

2.1 ac. 621 (Fluccs code) 
(2) FM 2571741 1.4 ac. 621 (Fluccs code)     0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) 
         TOTAL 6.3 ac.  

        (5) FM 2563321 0.10 ac. 617 (Fluccs code) 
(3) FM 2570501 0.2 ac. 630 (Fluccs code)     0.20 ac. 618 (Fluccs code) 
          3.30 ac. 641 (Fluccs code) 
         TOTAL 3.60 ac. 

   TOTAL 11.7 Acres   (6) FM 2568151 0.10 ac. 618 (Fluccs code)  

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation X  Restoration  X  Enhancement  X  Preservation           Mitigation Area: 20-30  acres
SWIM project?  N       Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project? N  Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal    Water Body(s): None

{PRIVATE }Project Description{tc  \l 1 "Project Description"}

A. Overall project goal: Acquisition, habitat enhancement & restoration, maintenance, and long-term 

management of a portion of a proposed corridor between Brooker Creek Preserve (5,000 acres) in Pinellas County and 

the Starkey Wilderness Area (15,000 acres) in Pasco County (Figure A).

{ADVANCE \R 1252.20} 
{ADVANCE \R 1236.15}B. Brief description of current condition: As of the summer, 2003, the exact 

dimensions and acreage of the proposed corridor is  under negotiation with the existing landowners. The corridor 

length will be slightly longer than two miles, and cover an area of 200-600 acres. The existing conditions of the corridor 

area is approximately evenly divided between cypress wetlands and upland improved pastures. A small area of pine 

flatwoods is located within the southeast corner of the corridor  (Figure B).

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The corridor area will require a joint acquisition effort between several public 

and private entities, potentially providing mitigation for several projects. The existing wetland habitat has good 



conditions, but the upland pasture will require planting of appropriate tree, shrub, and herb species to provide buffers 

between the corridor and the adjacent upland pastures proposed for future residential communities. The actual area 

designated to provide the mitigation for the DOT wetland impacts will be determined as the corridor dimensions are 

finalized. Due to the importance of this proposed corridor, DOT has committed additional funds (anticipated to be 

$1million) toward the design and construction of a major wildlife undercrossing at SR 54 to provide a continuous 

corridor. This corridor will not only provide habitat conditions suitable for wildlife movement, but a pedestrian trail that 

will connect Brooker Creek Preserve to Starkey Wilderness Area. Long-term maintenance & management will be 

conducted by one of the County entities and/or the SWFWMD Land Management Dept.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The DOT 

impacts will be adequately mitigated through the enhancement and restoration of habitat conditions within the corridor. 

The importance of this corridor to the region is acknowledged by the various federal, state, and local agencies and the 

general public in the area. DOT’s commitment toward the corridor has already been documented with the proposed 

acquisition of an expensive five acres of  SR 54 frontage and the proposed construction of a SR 54 under-crossing if 

the associated land acquisition of the corridor is successful.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 

of cost: There are currently no proposed or existing mitigation banks in the Upper Coastal Basin. 

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, 

including a discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are 

currently no proposed or existing SWIM projects within the Upper Coastal Basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Entity responsible for construction: No construction activities required or proposed at this time.
Contact Name: Mark Brown, SWFWMD Env. Scientist     Phone Number: (352) 796-7211, ext. 4488
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance:  Long-term maintenance & management activities by one or all of 
the appropriate County Departments and the SWFWMD-Land Management Dept.
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: January, 2001  Complete: August, 2004

Project cost:  $1,100,000 (total) 
Land Acquisition $1,000,000 (By August, 2004) 
Enhancement $100,000 (Initial planting costs, long-term management costs encumbered by the Counties &

   WMD- Land Mgmt.) 

{PRIVATE } Attachments {tc  \l 1 " Attachments "}

  X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous text, additional information of the 

designated area for the DOT mitigation will depend on the final corridor acquisition area, and will be included in the 

2004 DOT Mitigation Plan.

  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B is a 1995 infrared aerial of the proposed conceptual 

corridor.

  X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A is a location map and 

Figure B depicts the aerial of existing conditions. The final corridor location will determine the proposed vegetative 



conditions. Any improved pasture within that portion of the corridor designated for DOT mitigation will be restored to 

pine flatwood conditions. Any wetlands within the corridor that are designated for DOT mitigation will be evaluated and, 

if necessary, enhanced to the degree possible. This could include hydrologic improvements if such conditions do not 

result in any off-site impacts. 

  X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Final schedule for acquisition, 

restoration, and enhancement conditions will be determined by early 2004, and included in the 2004 DOT Mit. Plan. If 

by mid-2004, it appears acquisition of property within the corridor doesn't seem possible, in coordination with the multi-

agency mitigation review group, the WMD will evaluate transferring the mitigation credits within the proposed corridor to 

another mitigation nomination in the Upper Coastal Basin. Such transfer will require modifications of the previously 

issued ERP and ACOE permits for the DOT projects.

  X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Proposed success criteria will require extensive 

cover of vegetative conditions in order to provide an appropriate buffer and habitat conditions to encourage and protect 

wildlife use of the corridor area. The vegetative details will be included in the 2004 DOT Mitigation Plan. Since any 

habitat improvements of the entire corridor will be a part of a multi-agency decision making process, the success 

criteria and associated monitoring plan will be finalized as part of agency agreements. At a minimum, any upland 

restoration activity would be expected to have 80% ground cover of desirable species, and where the upland forested 

component is necessary, a minimum 30% canopy closure. Monitoring will be conducted semi-annually for a minimum 

three years, with an annual monitoring report to document vegetative and wildlife conditions during the previous year. 

  X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. The maintenance will be conducted by one of the associated County Depts. 

and/or the SWFWMD Land Management Dept. Due to the planned adjacent residential communities, maintenance will 

probably not include low intensity prescribed burning. Instead, any exotic or nuisance species will be controlled with 

herbicide, mechanical, and hand removal.

  X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous description. 







          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: I-75 Peace River Bridge Restoration  Project Number: SW 69    
Project Manager: Mark Brown, WMD Environ. Scientist    Phone No: (352) 796-7211, ext. 4488
County(ies): Charlotte 

IMPACT INFORMATION 

WPI: 4046971 – I-75 Bridge Widening over Peace River         ERP #: 43021917.00       COE #: NPR (USCG)
Drainage Basin(s): Peace River  Water Body(s) : Peace River  SWIM water body?  Y

Impact Acres / Types: 0.08  ac. 619 / 612 / 642 (Fluccs code) – Permanent Impacts from Bridge Embankment Fill:
0.72 ac. 612 / 642   (Fluccs code) - Permanent Impacts from Shading 
2.51 ac. 612 / 642  (Fluccs code) – Temporary Impacts from Construction

TOTAL 3.31 Acres 

Note: The total proposed impact associated with the bridge construction is 6.06 acres. In addition to the 3.31 acres of 
impact listed above, there will be 2.75 acres of mangrove & estuarine permanent impacts from shading that will be 
mitigated through the purchase of mangrove credits from the Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank (SW 52). 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation:  2.51 ac.  Restoration (temp. impacts)  2.06 ac.  Enhance. (under removed bridge)    Mitigation:  4.57 acres
SWIM project?  N   Aquatic Plant Control project?  Y   Exotic Plant Control Project?  N   Mitigation Bank?  N
Drainage Basin(s): Peace River Water Body(s): Peace River SWIM water body? Y

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: DOT is constructing a new northbound I-75 bridge over the Peace River. The new span will 

be located between the existing northbound and southbound bridges (refer to Figures 13-16 for plan views). To remove 

the existing northbound bridge, construction equipment will require access adjacent to the eastern side of the existing 

span, resulting in 2.51 acres of temporary wetland impact. Once the bridge span is removed, the existing non-

vegetated, shaded area under the existing span (2.06 ac.) and temporary impact area (2.51 ac.)  will be planted with 

appropriate species of mangrove, rush, and cordgrass.

B.  Brief description of current condition: Underneath the existing northbound bridge span, the non-riverine portions 

include a dominance of non-vegetated, exposed sand conditions (refer to site photos).  For Site C, under the outer 

edges of the bridge span, ground and small shrub-size white mangroves are present due to limited sunlight exposure. 

Trimmed mangroves are dominant within the proposed temporary impact area of Site C. For Site B (Bird Key), the 

temporary impact area has some small trimmed mangroves, scattered leather-fern, and some non-vegetated areas 

where previously cut limbs are prevalent over the ground. For Site A, the temporary impact area includes a mixture of 

white & red mangrove along with a dominance of black rush (refer to site photos).

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The Contractor will construct the new bridge span before removing the 

existing northbound span. Once the existing span is removed, the Contractor is responsible for ensuring the pre-

construction grade elevations are restored within the temporary impact and enhancement areas. Within two weeks 

after the Contractor finishes grading, the enhanced and restored wetlands at Sites A, B, and C will be planted with 

black rush & marsh hay cord grass (3 ft. centers) and white & red mangroves (10 ft. centers). Natural seed source 

recruitment and generation of additional mangroves are anticipated from the adjacent mangrove habitat.  Maintenance 

& monitoring will be conducted for a minimum 3 years to guarantee success criteria is met. 
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D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s):  For the on-

site mitigation, the permanent loss of 0.8 acres of mangrove/estuarine marsh habitat will be adequately and 

appropriately compensated by the enhancement of 2.06 acres of non- to minimally-vegetated wetlands under the 

existing northbound span to be removed. The 2.51 acres of temporary impact to mangrove and saltmarsh habitat will 

be restored in place. To compensate for the additional 2.75 acres of permanent impact, the impacts are mitigated 

though purchasing 2.75 credits from the Little Pine Island Mitigation Bank 

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: Due to habitat conditions, proximity to the proposed impact,  and economical value, the Little Pine Island 

Mitigation Bank was selected to compensate for some of the proposed wetland impact associated with this project. 

However, the I-75 Bridge is within the Peace River Basin and the mitigation bank is within the adjacent and 

downstream Charlotte Harbor Basin. Selection of an appropriate mitigation project within the basin is required to 

partially mitigate for wetland impacts, in order to avoid cumulative wetland habitat function and value losses occurring 

within the Peace basin. Since the on-site wetland restoration and enhancement adequately compensates for a portion 

of the impacts, the mitigation bank can adequately and appropriately mitigate for the remaining habitat loss.

F.  Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no existing or 

currently proposed saltwater restoration SWIM projects proposed in the Peace River basin.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Contractor for the bridge construction is responsible for the necessary earthwork to 
restore grade elevations. Contact Name: Mark Brown, WMD Environ. Scientist Phone Number: (352) 796-7211

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: The wetland planting, maintenance, and monitoring will be 
conducted by SWFWMD environmental staff or an appropriate contractor selected by the WMD.

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: After completion of bridge construction, which is commenced in 
2001 and expected to complete construction in late, 2003 or early , 2004 Complete: 3 years post-construction

Project cost:  $60,000 (total) 
Planting (4.57 acres) Mangroves - $15,000, Herbs - $22,000 = $37,000 
Maintenance – 3 years = $15,000 
Monitoring – 3 years = $8,000 

Attachments

  X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and site photos. 
   
  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figure B, 1995 infrared aerial.

  X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A (Location 
Map) and Figures 13-16 (bridge plan views) for existing & proposed conditions.
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  X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to previous discussion 
on activities.

  X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Proposed success criteria includes 90% 

survivorship of planted mangroves, which includes white mangroves (Laguncularia racemosa, 1 gallon, 10 ft. centers) 

within the higher grade elevations of Sites B and C, red mangroves (Rhizophora mangle) along the river for both these 

sites and Site A. Black rush (Juncus roemerianus, 4” bare root, 3 ft. centers) will be planted throughout Site A and 

adjacent to the river at Sites B and C. To provide soil stabilization and transition to mature  mangrove communities, 

marsh-hay cordgrass (Spartina patens) will be planted within the higher elevations of Sites B and C. As evidenced by 

the existing mangrove communities at these two sites, white mangroves are anticipated to recruit, generate, and fill in 

the restored and enhanced wetland area; eventually shading and replacing the cordgrass. Success criteria will require 

a minimum 80% cumulative cover of desirable vegetation, since ground cover within mature mangrove systems are 

generally sparse. With proper grading, tidal waters will restrict the generation of exotic/nuisance species, which will be 

required to be eradicated during the minimum 3 -year monitoring period. The monitoring will be conducted on a semi-

annual basis for a minimum 3-years post-construction. The monitoring will be qualitative, noting species coverage, 

photo documentation, and vegetative trends and required maintenance activities. The results of the semi-annual 

monitoring will be prepared within annual monitoring reports and submitted to the ACOE and SWFWMD.

 X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Maintenance activities will be conducted as needed for a minimum 3-years post 

construction. This will include a minimum of quarterly inspections the first year and semi-annual thereafter to conduct a 

review of the site conditions, herbicide any exotic/nuisance species, trash removal, and photo documentation of 

conditions to be included in the annual monitoring reports.

  X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer

to previous discussion.



























          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name:  Ft. DeSoto Park       Project Number:  SW 70 
Project Manager: Eric Fehrmann, Pinellas County     Phone No: (727) 464-4761
County: Pinellas         Location: Section 8, 9, T33S, 
R16E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

1 -FM: 2569031, SR 682 (Bayway Bridge), SR 679 to W. Toll Plaza          ERP #: 4423532.000  COE #: NA (USCG)
2 -FM: 4064741, SR 699 (Gulf Blvd.), Johns Pass Bridge Replacement    ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
3 -FM: 2571551, SR 688 (Ulmerton Rd.), 119th St. to Long Beach Canal   ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
4-FM: 2571541, SR 688 (Ulmerton Rd.), El Centro / Ranchero to US 19   ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
5-FM: 2571521, SR 679 (Bayway), Intercoastal to Bridge   ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
6-FM: 2571371, Alt. 19 (SR 595), Meres Blvd. to Pasco County Line ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
7-FM: 2570831, SR 699 (Gulf Blvd.) – 192nd Ave. to Walsingham/Ulmer. ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
8-FM: 4091541, SR 688 (Ulmerton) – Wild Acres to El Centro/Ranch. ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
9-FM: 2570781, US Alt. 19 (SR 55) – Harry St. to Meres Blvd.  ERP #: ___________ COE #: ___________ 
10-FM: 4037661, Alt. US 19 (SR 595) – Pinellas Co. Line to US 19 ERP #: ___________ COE #:____________ 

Drainage Basin: Upper Coastal Water Body(s): Boca Ciego Bay, John’s Pass, Long Beach Canal, Intercoastal 
Waterway, Anclote River, Pinellas Aquatic Preserve SWIM water body? N

Acres / Impact Types:  
1- 0.1  ac. 540  (Fluccs)  3 –  0.2 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 7 – 0.1 ac. 612 (Fluccs)

 0.3   ac. 641 (Fluccs)  4 –  0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs)  8 – 0.2 ac. 510 (canal)
 0.4   ac. 911  (Fluccs) 5 –  0.3 ac. 540 (Fluccs)  9 – 0.1 ac. 618 (Fluccs) 

TOTAL:   0.80  acres  6 –  0.1 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 10- 0.1 ac, 617 (Fluccs) 
         0.1 ac. 612 (Fluccs)  
 2 –  0.1 ac. 540  (Fluccs)           TOTAL:  0.2 acres    
                                                                                                          

TOTAL – 2.4 Acres 
______________________________________________________________________________________________
_
                 MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation ___ Restoration   X  Enhancement  Preservation    Mitigation Area:   24 acres
SWIM project?   Y (cost-share funds from SWIM)   Aquatic Plant Control project?  N Exotic Plant Control Project?  N
Mitigation Bank? N   Drainage Basin(s): Upper Coastal  Water Body(s): Mullet Key Bayou  SWIM water body? Y

Project Description 

A.  Overall project goal: The Ft. DeSoto Park Aquatic Habitat Management Area has a couple islands that were 

connected to Mullet Key 40 years ago by the construction of causeway roads. These causeways have blocked historic 

tidal circulation patterns to the inner portion of the bays, resulting in severe stress and mortality of seagrass habitat.

With construction of two – 40 foot bridge spans to place channels through the causeways, flow patterns will be restored 

to the inner bays and enhance the health and survivorship of seagrass beds. The minimal area of anticipated seagrass 

enhancement will be 200 acres (Figure B). Secondary enhancement will include hydrologic improvements to the 

adjacent mangrove habitat and additional seagrass beds further from the proposed bridges. 

B. Brief description of current condition: Tidal flow patterns fill the inner bays, then empty with a slow and often 

stagnant condition, not conducive to flushing which leads to elevated water temperatures in the summer, water quality 

degradation, and seagrass mortality.



C. Brief description of proposed work: With assistance from eight agency funding sources, Pinellas County will

construct the bridge spans (Figures D,E, F) in the locations of historically open water breaks between the islands 

(Figure C). These spans will allow significant hydrologic flow between the back bays to improve the areas with the 

worst water quality and stagnation problems. As part of an evaluation for the USEPA, Pinellas County conducted an 

evaluation of the extent of the minimal anticipated seagrass enhancement, which is depicted on Figure B.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The majority 

of the proposed wetland impacts are associated with minor encroachments from bridge pilings within open water 

(Fluccs #540), heavily disturbed remnant marsh (#640, #641) & ditch habitat  (#641x) commonly found within the highly 

urbanized areas of Pinellas County. Many of these wetland impacts will be determined to not require mitigation. 

Through 2006, additional minor FDOT within the Pinellas Co. portion of the Upper Coastal Basin will be evaluated to 

determine if they can be appropriately mitigated at Ft. DeSoto. The most noteworthy anticipated impact includes the 0.4 

acre shading impact to a seagrass bed (#911) associated with the widening of the Pinellas Bayway Bridge. The 

Bayway Bridge crosses the Intercoastal Waterway along Boca Ciega Bay and is 7miles north of Ft. DeSoto Park. A 

potential 0.1 acre mangrove (#612) impact is anticipated for the US 19 bridge widening over the Anclote River. The Ft. 

DeSoto Park project was nominated to compensate for these impacts due to the very important and large-scale 

enhancement opportunities to alter the continuous degradation of seagrass beds within a designated aquatic habitat 

management area. Secondary benefits include restoring tidal conditions to other habitats including adjacent mangroves 

that border the bays.  Appropriate and adequate DOT impacts and associated funds will be sufficient to compensate for 

10% of the final construction budget, therefore DOT will be designated 10% of the total minimal anticipated 

enhancement as mitigation credit.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are no existing or currently proposed mitigation banks within the Upper Coastal Basin.

F.Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : Ft. DeSoto Park is located 

at the mouth of Tampa Bay, which is a SWIM water body,  within the Tampa Bay National Estuary Program, Pinellas 

County Aquatic Preserve, and a TMDL High Priority Water Body. This project is within the Pinellas County Capital 

Improvement Plan. In addition to Pinellas County funds, the various other agencies and funds necessary and 

designated toward cost-sharing the project include SWFWMD-SWIM ($416,750), Gulf of Mexico Program ($100,000), 

USEPA ($50,000), Pinellas County Environmental Foundation ($250,000), NOAA ($75,000), FDCA ($153,000) , 

USFWS (potential, $50,000), and the FDOT mitigation funds ($200,000 - $300,000, pending construction budget). 

Construction is scheduled to commence on at least one of the bridge spans in late fall, 2004, and be completed by 

spring, 2004. Construction of the second bridge span may be delayed an additional year pending budget constraints. 

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: A private contractor selected by Pinellas County 
Contact Name: Eric Fehrmann         Phone Number: (727) 464-4761
  Pinellas County Dept. of Environmental Management 
  512 S. Ft. Harrison Avenue 
  Clearwater, FL 33756 



Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Pinellas County Department of Environmental Management

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:   Construction – Fall, 2003 Complete: Spring, 2004, followed by 
water quality and vegetative monitoring 

Project cost:  Construction: $2 – 3 million, DOT impacts and funds will provide 10% of the construction budget. 

Attachments

    X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A, the Pinellas County narrative 

of the project. Site photos with vegetative conditions are attached. Some minimal mangrove and salt-marsh fringe 

impacts will have to occur to construct the bridge approaches (refer to photos). These impacts will be mitigated by 

grading some of adjacent causeway spoil, planting salt grass and saltmarsh cordgrass, and allowing the mangroves to 

recruit. 

   X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale.  Refer to Figure B, 1995 Infrared aerial.

   X 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A - location map, 

Figure D - bridge locations, and Figures E&F - bridge plan view designs. It’s noted that the bridge spans are proposed 

to only have 4 ft. clearance during high tide, limiting the use of the inner bays to small boats and kayaks, motor boats 

are restricted from use in the project areas in accordance with Pinellas County habitat protection goals. The use of 

rubble rip-rap aprons and under the bridges are necessary to minimize channel and bridge scouring. Bridge hydraulic 

studies indicate flow may be more than one would expect in a back bay area, as survey elevations have indicated up to 

a few inches difference in water elevations bordering each side of the causeways, reiterating the importance of 

restoring tidal flows. The existing dredged channels within the proposed enhancement areas (Fig. B) are not included 

in the mitigation acreage. 

   X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Construction is scheduled to 

commence in the fall, 2003 and finish by spring, 2004.  In late, 2003, Pinellas County will evaluate budget constraints 

and whether they will need to delay construction of one bridge span until 2005.

   X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. No specific success criteria is proposed however 

periodic monitoring of seagrass health and water characteristics will be conducted post construction. A monitoring plan 

for water quality and seagrass conditions has been proposed and accepted by Pinellas County. A copy of the proposed 

plan is provided as Attachment B. Along with this post-construction monitoring plan, additional pre-construction 

monitoring will be conducted including summer water temperatures, salinity, etc.

   X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Maintenance of the seagrass beds is not necessary. The salt-tolerant species 

planted near the bridge spans will be periodically evaluated to make sure survivorship and recruitment of herbs and 

mangroves occur, and that no erosion is taking place.

   X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous discussion.  Except for the Bayway Bridge project with the seagrass impact, the majority of the remaining 

wetland impacts per project are very minor (0.1-0.2 acre). These low-quality Pinellas County wetland and surface water 

impacts are ecologically compensated with this worthwhile enhancement project. In order to assist Pinellas County with 



the necessary funds to construct the project, these minor impacts have to be pooled together and maximized to assist 

in achieving the project’s budget.





























          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Boyd Hill Nature Park      Project Number: SW 71 
Project Manager: Linda Seufert, Park Supervisor     Phone No: (727) 893-7317
County: Pinellas         Location: Sec. 16, 35, T31S, R16E

IMPACT INFORMATION 
 (1)  FM: 4037701 – US 19, CR 816 to SR 582    ERP #: 44022085.001  COE #: NW 14 PCN
 (2)  FM: 2568881 – US 19, Coachman Rd. to Sunset Point ERP #: 4411760.011   COE #:  200104383 (LP-PB)
 (3)  FM: 4082011 – Himes Avenue to Hillsborough Avenue ERP #: 44002448.002 COE #: 200208419 (NW-MS)
 (4)  FM: 4062561 – East-West Trail, Coopers Bayou - Bayshore ERP #: 4422718.001  COE #: 200105298(NW-PB)
 (5)  FM: 2570701 – US 19, 49th St. to 118th Avenue  ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 
 (6)  FM: 2555991 – SR 676 (Causeway Blvd.) US 301 to US 41* ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 
 (7)  FM: 2558932 – SR 574(MLK Blvd.)-Highview to Parsons ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 
 (8)  FM: 2558881 – US 301 – Sligh Ave. to Tampa Bypass* ERP #: 43024246.000 COE #: 200206711 (IP-JF)
 (9)  FM: 2569311 – Gandy Blvd., US 19 to 4th Street  ERP #: ___________    COE #: ________________
(10) FM: 2569951 – SR 686 (Roosevelt) – Ulmerton to 40th St. ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________  

Drainage Basin: Tampa Bay  Water Body: Curlew Creek, Cross Bayou Canal, Cooper’s Bayou Canal, Old Tampa Bay 
SWIM water body?  N, except for Old Tampa Bay 

Impact Acres /Types :  
(1) FM 4037701  0.1  ac.  618  (Fluccs) (9) FM 2569311  0.5 ac. 530 (Fluccs) 
(2) FM 2568881 0.3  ac.  617  (Fluccs)    0.3 ac. 617 (Fluccs)   

0.2 ac. 618 (Fluccs)        4.0 ac. 619 (Fluccs) 
TOTAL   0.5 acres            0.1 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 

0.1 ac. 642  (Fluccs)  
(3) FM 4082011 0.1 ac. 618 (Fluccs)  TOTAL 5.0 acres         
(4) FM 4062561 0.1 ac. 618 (Fluccs)             
(5) FM 2570701 0.1 ac. 617 (Fluccs) (10) FM 2569951 0.5 ac. 510 (canal)
(6) FM 2555991 0.8ac. 610 (Fluccs)         0.3 ac. 530 (Fluccs) 
(7) FM 2558932 0.4 ac. 610 (Fluccs)            0.4 ac. 618 (Fluccs)   
(8) FM 2558881 7.6 ac. 617 (Fluccs)           0.1 ac. 619 (Fluccs)

1.7 ac. 618 (Fluccs)      0.6 ac. 641 (Fluccs)  
               TOTAL 9.3 acres           0.2 ac. 641x  (Fluccs) 

                      TOTAL 2.1 acres   TOTALS – 18.5 Acres 

* The freshwater marsh and ditch impacts associated with these projects will be mitigated with activities proposed at 
Cockroach Bay – Freshwater (SW 56).                  

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type:  Creation ___ Restoration  X  Enhancement ___ Preservation        Mitigation Area:  92  acres
SWIM project?    N       Aquatic Plant Control project?   N  Exotic Plant Control Project?  Y 
Mitigation Bank?  N   Drainage Basin:   Tampa Bay Water Body(s):   Lake Maggiore  SWIM water body?   Y

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: The enhancement of freshwater hardwood wetlands (69.6 acres) with buffers of upland 

forested habitat  (21.4 acres), and ponds (1 acre) by removal of the extensive cover of exotic and nuisance 

species. Enhancement activities are part of an overall plan of eradication and maintenance control of undesirable 

vegetation within the 300-acre preserve owned and managed by the City of St. Petersburg Parks Dept.

B. Brief description of current condition: The proposed enhancement areas include four designated portions of the 

Park (Figures B, D, E). Areas 1, 2 and 3 include hardwood hammock wetlands, dominated by laurel oak with 

additional coverage provided by Brazilian pepper, water oak, live oak, red maple, cabbage palm, and sparse 



understory dominated by ferns. In addition to the wetlands, Areas 1 and 3 have upland hardwood hammocks that 

buffer the adjacent forested wetlands, dominated by live oak, scattered longleaf pine, Brazilian pepper, extensive 

vines, and where the pepper is not dense, an understory of scattered saw palmetto. The southeast enhancement 

area includes approximately half (27 acres) of a forested wetland (Figures B & E, Area 4). This wetland has a more 

extended hydroperiod than the wetlands in the northeast part of the park. Dominant vegetation within Area 4 

includes red maple, Brazilian pepper, sweet bay, Carolina willow, primrose willow,  elderberry, and grapevine over 

much of the outer shrub components. Ground cover is sparse due to the heavy cover shade from B. pepper, 

elderberry and grapevine, but there are various fern species present.

C. Brief description of proposed work: The Park will use City and/or contract staff to eradicate the extensive cover 

of nuisance and exotic vegetation. The dominant species to be removed from all the areas will be Brazilian pepper, 

which has moderate to very dense cover within the wetland and upland habitats (refer to site photos). Secondary 

species control will include herbicide control and long-term maintenance of primrose willow, elderberry, and 

grapevine. Pepper eradication will include a phased approach of herbicide treatment (Garlon) for initial mortality, 

hand tools and mechanical removal, and transport to either the on-site mulching facility or Pinellas County 

incinerator. A follow-up schedule of herbicide applications will be extensive to minimize regeneration of exotic & 

nuisance species. Areas of previous eradication in the Park have exhibited good regeneration of desirable tree and 

herb species. However, funds have been budgeted to provide supplemental tree and shrub planting in those areas 

where B. pepper have become most prolific. This minimizes the time lag of forested wetland regeneration. Where 

practical and feasible, small ditches cut through the southeast wetland will be backfilled with adjacent spoil 

material.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The DOT 

impacts proposed to be mitigated at the Park include freshwater forested and shrub wetlands, the majority 

occurring within the peninsular area of Pinellas County. The proposed wetland enhancement areas at the Park 

include a couple of the largest freshwater forested wetlands within peninsular Pinellas County. The park is 

essentially an oasis for wildlife and wetland functions that has been substantially diminished by the nuisance & 

exotic species problem, which is extensive and will only worsen if not brought under control. The Park provides 

opportunities to mitigate the proposed impacts with large-scale and extensive habitat improvements.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank (TBMB) is the only mitigation bank within the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin. 

It will require a few years before construction and planting will achieve the permitted requirements to allow credit 

sales, anticipated in 2005.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : SWIM projects (SW 45-

Gateway, SW 56 & SW 76 -Cockroach Bay, SW 70-Apollo Beach) have been selected to mitigate for saltwater 

wetland and freshwater marsh impacts in this basin. None of these or any other current SWIM projects in the basin 

have the opportunity to provide appropriate mitigation for forested freshwater wetland impacts.  However, the 

adjacent Lake Maggiore Restoration Project proposes a $12 million project to hydraulically dredge sediments from 

the lake, and that project is a SWFWMD and City of St. Petersburg sponsored project. The Boyd Hill Park project 



was selected due to the opportunity to appropriately mitigate the proposed wetland impacts, and the City has 

limited funding resources for this extensive and ecologically beneficial activity. 

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Either City of St. Petersburg Parks Dept. and/or contractor selected by the City
Contact Name: Linda Seufert, Nature Park Supervisor      Phone Number: (727) 893-7317
  Boyd Hill Nature Park 
  1101 Country Club Way South 
  St. Petersburg, FL 33705 

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: City of St. Petersburg, Boyd Hill Nature Park
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Fall, 2003   Complete: Initial Eradication - Fall, 2004, followed by 
minimum 3 years maintenance & monitoring

Project cost:  $ 1,373,000 (total);
Evaluation & Design - $20,000 
Exotic & Nuisance Species Eradication (Areas 1, 2, 3) - $8,000/acre x 65 acres = $520,000 
Exotic & Nuisance Species Eradication & Minor Grading (Area 4) - $12,000 x 27 acres = $324,000 
Supplemental Tree &  Shrub Plantings - $2000/acre x 60 acres = $120,000 
Minimum 3 years Maintenance - $1000/acre/year x 92 acres = $276,000 
One Time Fee for Perpetual Maintenance Assistance - $100,000 
Minimum 3 years Monitoring - $2000/year = $6000 
Additional 7 years of Annual Reporting - $1000/year = $7000 

 Attachments

   X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and Attachment A. 

   X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figures B, D, and E.

   X 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A (Location Map) and 
Figures B, D, and E (Work Area).

   X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to Attachment B.

   X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B.

   X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B. 

   X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous text. 

Attachment A – Existing Site and Proposed Work 

Freshwater wetlands are less common than saltwater wetlands within the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin, 
particularly forested wetlands and freshwater systems within Pinellas County. As a result, locating 
freshwater wetland mitigation opportunities within this basin is difficult, particularly on existing public lands. 
The Park has historically had extensive problems with exotic and nuisance species, particularly Brazilian 
pepper that has heavily invaded all the habitat areas. The Park staff has been diligent in it’s efforts to 
eradicate exotic and nuisance species, but lack of funding sources has limited such opportunities to small 
segments of usually 10 acres at any one time. In order to minimize the recruitment and generation of exotic 
seed sources within the Park, the ability to eradicate these species within large segments is particularly 
important.

Areas 1, 2, and 3 – These areas are part of a historically contiguous forested wetland bordered by upland 
habitat. There are a couple main ditches that partially drain this wetland to Lake Eli, but modification of those 



ditches will unfortunately result in off-site flooding. However, small interior cross ditches that contribute flow 
to the main ditch will be evaluated for potential backfilling and/or install ditchblocks where deemed feasible. 
The density of B. pepper varies within Areas 1 and 2, but probably an average sub-canopy cover of 30%. 
The pepper is much larger and more coverage within the southern portions of Area 3, which will require 
more supplemental planting after eradication. Within Areas 1-3, the dominant exotic or nuisance species 
throughout the wetlands and uplands is Brazilian pepper. The pepper will receive herbicide treatment 
(Garlon).

After mortality and drying, the pepper will be cut and removed to the existing nearby mulching or incinerator 
facility. With limited ground cover vegetation within the wetlands, spreading the mulch would minimize 
natural regeneration of herbs expected to grow as a result of opening more canopy. Herbicide treatment of 
any pepper regeneration and other existing and generated exotic & nuisance species will be conducted as 
necessary, and additional tree and shrub species will be planted in areas with minimal tree cover due to 
existing dense pepper. Supplemental wetland trees and shrubs will include laurel oak, red maple, cypress, 
and wax myrtle. The two small ponds within Area 1 have some exotic & nuisance coverage (primarily 
cattails). These will receive herbicide treatment and desirable species such as pickerelweed, arrowhead, 
and bulrush will be planted. The Park periodically implements prescribed burns as needed within the 
uplands to maintain appropriate vegetative coverage and density. Along with the pepper removal, grapevine 
is the most prolific nuisance species that will be initially controlled by hand and mechanical means. 
Afterward, the prescribed burning will keep the exotic and nuisance species under control. Supplemental 
plantings of longleaf pine, wax myrtle, and gallberry are proposed where necessary within the uplands.

Area 4 - The 57-acre hardwood swamp within the southeast section of the property will be partially utilized 
for DOT mitigation, and approximately half of the swamp’s enhancement (30 acres) has been designated to 
provide mitigation for wetland impacts (6 acres) associated with a nearby Lowe’s Department Store. This 
hardwood swamp is one of the largest freshwater forested wetland habitats within peninsular Pinellas 
County, which requires the system to provide more wetland and wildlife functions than would be expected of 
a similar system in a less congested urban setting. This wetland receives direct stormwater flow from the 
contributing basin, which like all the surrounding land use is very high density residential. The wetland treats 
and attenuates these flows before overflowing into Lake Maggiore. During high water conditions, the lake 
overflows into this wetland, providing even more opportunity for water quality treatment and flood 
attenuation. Due to the extended hydroperiod for this wetland compared to the northeast wetland, much of 
the pepper grows on the minor spoil mounds that were historically dredged for mosquito control. After 
herbicide and removal of the pepper, the minor cross-ditches will be backfilled below seasonal high water 
elevations to minimize the opportunity for pepper regeneration. Some of the spoil mounds also have 
desirable species intermixed with the pepper. To the degree possible, the minimal earthwork will avoid 
impacts to the desirable species. However, the maple and Carolina willow will quickly regenerate so any 
necessary removal would be considered temporary. 

Due to the muck and seasonally high water conditions of this swamp, any necessary construction and 
mechanical removal of B. pepper will be conducted during dry season periods, and temporary matting will be 
placed for stable footing of equipment. Erosion control measures (hay bales, silt screens) will be installed at 
the construction locations to minimize sedimentation into Lake Maggorie. As expected within one of the most 
developed areas in the state, Lake Maggiore’s water quality conditions are poor. Current plans propose 
hydraulic dredging of lake bottom sediments. The costs associated with this activity include an anticipated 
cost of $12 million split evenly between the WMD and the City of St. Petersburg. When the Lake Maggiore 
hydraulic dredging of sediments is conducted, there will be a partial drawdown of the lake water elevations. 
This drawdown could be for 2-3 years, which could allow for easier and more stable equipment access into 
the southeast swamp. This drawdown period also allows the opportunity for any exposed soil to stabilize. 
The combination of the lake dredging and wetland enhancement for mitigation purposes will provide a 
substantial ecological improvement and inter-relationship of wetland and surface water habitats. In addition, 
the Park is currently applying for grants toward funding exotic and nuisance species within an additional 100 
acres of the Park, which is primarily upland habitat.

Wildlife species depend on many habitat conditions for various functions and values within their life cycles. 
With the lake improvement, wetland and upland enhancement activities conducted in the Park, this will 



provide an exponential increase of ecological value compared to just enhancing one habitat component. The 
following information depicts the proposed mitigation acreage for enhancement areas: 

Upland
Enhance.

Wetland
Enhance.

Pond
Enhance. TOTAL

Area 1 10.0 ac. 9.0 ac. 1.0 ac. 20.0 ac. 

Area 2 2.0 ac. 26.0 ac. -- 28.0 ac. 
Area 3 9.4 ac. 7.6 ac. -- 17.0 ac. 
Area 4 -- 27.0 ac. -- 27.0 ac. 

21.4 ac. 69.6 ac. 1.0 ac. 92.0 ac. 

Attachment B – Schedule, Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria 

Eradication activities are scheduled to commence during the summer 2003, potentially within the northeast 
Areas 1, 2 and 3. Herbicide treatment can start at Area 4, but construction equipment access will partially 
depend on the schedule of the Lake Maggiore drawdown and/or lower lake elevations in the spring. Each 
area will receive some supplemental planting necessary to achieve the desired success criteria, followed by 
a minimum three years of maintenance & monitoring activities.

The City Parks Dept. (or designated contractor) will be responsible for maintenance activities. The 
maintenance activities to control exotic and nuisance species regeneration will include manual removal and 
herbicide. Such regeneration is generally more prolific within the first few years after initial eradication. At a 
minimum, maintenance is expected to occur every other month for the first year post-construction, and 
quarterly in years 2 and 3. After the third year, periodic maintenance activities will be required to minimize 
regeneration. After the minimum three-year maintenance & monitoring period for mitigation credit, the Park 
will be responsible to continue maintenance activities to maintain the same level of success criteria. Some 
DOT funds will be provided so that the Park can place into an escrow account toward cost-sharing future 
maintenance costs. The City has exhibited substantial efforts toward eradication of exotic and nuisance 
species from the upland and wetland habitats throughout the Park (refer to site photos). Since the initial 
eradication costs for any particular area on this tract are expensive, limitations have required the Park to 
concentrate such activities on relatively small areas every year.

Monitoring will include qualitative analysis of the enhanced habitat on a semi-annual basis, commencing 
with pre-eradication conditions at various monitoring stations to be established prior to activities. The 
qualitative information will be compiled into annual reports, which will also document maintenance activities 
and efforts toward achieving success. These semi-annual inspections will be conducted for a minimum three 
years after the initial eradication. The Park will provide annual updates of habitat functions and current 
conditions of the wetland, and associated maintenance activities for an additional 7 years after the initial 3-
year monitoring period, to document the efforts to maintain the same level of success. Success criteria will 
require less than 10% cover of Brazilian pepper, elderberry, grapevine, and primrose willow, and a minimum 
90% survivorship of planted stock within each of the designated mitigation areas.



















          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District
Mitigation Project Name: Greer Tract - Cypress Creek Preserve, West  (ELAPP)           Project Number: SW 72
Project Manager: Forest Turbiville, Resource Manager     Phone: 813-672-7876

Hillsborough County Parks & Recreation
10940 McMullen Road      County:   Hillsborough
Riverview,  FL 33569 -6226           Location: Sections 4, 5, T27S, R19E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

(1) FM: 2555851, SR 39 (Alexander St.), I-4 to Knights Griffin  ERP #:     ____   COE #:___________
(2) FM: 4037801, SR 52, I-75 to Curley Road    ERP #: ___________  COE #:___________
(3) FM: 4112771, US 301, Holloman's Branch to Hills./Pasco C.Line ERP #: ___________  COE #:___________

Drainage Basin(s) : Hillsborough River  Water Body(s): Westside Canal, Bayou Branch SWIM water body? (Y/N) N
Impact Acres/ Wetland Types: 

   (1) FM 4054921 6.5 ac. 617 (Fluccs)  (3) FM 4112771 0.2 ac. 641 (Fluccs)
   (2) FM 4037801 0.1 ac. 510 (Fluccs)  
     0.1 ac. 641 (Fluccs) 
    TOTAL 0.2 acres   TOTAL 6.8 acres 

* Note: This SR 39 project has a total of 14.2 impact acres, the forested wetland impacts are designated to be mitigated 
at the Greer Tract. The remaining 7.7 acres are freshwater marsh impacts proposed to be mitigated separate from the 
DOT Mitigation program on property owned by DOT (tract referred to as "Vicker’s Swamp"). 
______________________________________________________________________________________
     MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation ___ Restoration _X_ Enhancement _X_ Preservation           Mitigation Area: 99.5 acres
SWIM project? N      Aquatic Plant Control project? N Exotic Plant Control Project? Y     Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin(s): Hillsborough River    Water Body(s): Cypress Creek  SWIM water body? N

Project Description 
{tc \l1 "Project Description}       
A. Overall project goal: The acquisition, enhancement, and management of a 99.5-acre tract that includes a high 

quality mosaic of native upland (38 acres) & wetland (61.5 acres) habitat within the Cypress Creek floodplain. The 

property has been a high priority for acquisition by the Hillsborough County Parks Dept., under the Environmental 

Lands Acquisition and Protection Program (ELAPP).  The County presently owns several hundred acres southeast of 

the site, referred to as Cypress Creek Preserve East, and a 298-acre parcel adjoining the southern boundary. The 

southern parcel (Jennings Tract) also provides mitigation for 24 impact acres associated with 10 FDOT projects 

(Refer to Figure B). This additional acquisition is part of a corridor evaluation by Hillsborough County and the 

SWFWMD (Save Our Rivers / Florida Forever). This acquisition will help connect other property owned by the 

SWFWMD (Cypress Creek) in Pasco Co., the Hills. Co. Cypress Ck. Preserve tracts, the SWFWMD Lower 

Hillsborough property, and FDEP Hillsborough River State Park. Both the Jennings and Greer Tracts were proposed 

for residential development before public acquisition and protection. 

B.  Brief description of current condition: The native habitat components of the site represent high quality functions 

relative to wildlife habitat, species richness & diversity, and especially habitat connectivity to both on-site and off-site 

native habitat conditions. These habitats include mixed forested wetlands surrounding the upland hardwood 

hammocks. A discussion of species and habitat conditions are provided within Attachment A.



C.  Brief description of proposed work: The proposed activity includes land acquisition, with preservation of the 

wetland habitat and enhancement of the upland hardwood hammocks. Enhancement activities include land 

management and maintenance activities such as prescribed burning and herbicide control of exotic vegetation 

(skunk vine) within the hardwood hammocks. Construction activities are not necessary. Hillsborough County Parks 

will supplement the adjacent Jennings Tract management plan to depict necessary activities for the Greer Tract.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): Almost all the 

proposed wetland impacts will be to forested wetlands (6.5 acres). The proposed mitigation protects high quality 

mixed forested wetlands and upland hardwood hammock buffers that appropriately compensate for the impacts to 

the forested wetland habitat. This acquisition & enhancement will result in an overall mitigation ratio of 15 acres of 

compensation for every 1 acre of wetland impact. There will no additional FDOT projects to be proposed for 

mitigation at the Greer Tract.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion of 
cost: There are no existing or currently proposed mitigation banks within the Hillsborough River basin.

F.Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : The only SWIM project in 

the Hillsborough Basin is the Lake Thonotasassa Restoration Project. The habitat restoration associated with that 

project has already been delegated as the mitigation option for another DOT project. 

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION 

Entity responsible for construction: No proposed construction, management by Hillsborough County Parks & Recreation
Contact Name: Forest Turbiville, Resource Manager, Hills. Parks & Rec.  Phone Number: (813)-672-7876
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Hillsborough County Parks & Recreation
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Reimbursement - Summer, 2004     Complete: Summer, 2004

Project cost:  $100,000 (total) - For acquisition; maintenance & management activities funded by Hills. Parks & Rec. 

Attachments

__X__1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A - Existing Site & Plan, Figure B 
- habitat units plotted on the 1995 infrared aerial.

__X_ 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B - Infrared aerial (1995).

__X 3.  Location  map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A - Location Map, Figure B.

__X_4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Acquisition was completed in 2002, 
reimbursement to be conducted in 2004, after the SR 39 project receives permits. Long-term maintenance & 
management conducted by the Hills. Co. Parks & Recreation Department.

__X_5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B. 

__X _6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B.

_X _7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion.



ATTACHMENT A - Existing Site Conditions & Proposed Plan

The mixed forested wetlands (61.5 acres) have dominant tree cover provided by a diverse assemblage of laurel 
oak, sweet gum, red maple, American elm, sweet bay, cabbage palm, and ironwood; with additional cover of 
bald cypress and tupelo within the lower elevations. The percentage of these two species are not as prevalent 
compared to the adjacent Jennings Tract. Subcanopy species include a dominance of the same tree species 
along with Viburnum spp., wax myrtle, and Virginia willow; and ground coverage of various sedges and ferns. 
The wetlands are high quality habitats that provide excellent buffers for the interior upland hammocks.

The upland hardwood hammocks have dominant cover of live oak, Southern magnolia, sweet gum, cabbage 
palm, and water oak; a sub-canopy of saw palmetto, cabbage palm, beautyberry, salt-bush, and buckthorn; and 
ground cover dominated by sedges and small panicums (Dicanthelium spp). There are fewer live oaks and more 
cabbage palm in the hammocks of the Greer Tract compared to the adjacent Jennings Tract. This more open 
canopy has allowed more understory vegetation, as well as the invasion of skunkvine. The habitat conditions of 
the upland hammocks include a diverse assemblage of vegetative cover and species. The cover and landscape 
position of upland hammock islands that buffer wetlands allow substantial use by wildlife for foraging, nesting, 
and denning. In addition to the upland and wetland habitat designated for mitigation credit, there is a 0.5 acre 
area of bahia pasture that borders County Line Road. This area may be used for future parking to allow the 
public to have an access point to the Greer Tract. 

The proposed plan concentrates on herbicide control of any undesirable, exotic, and nuisance vegetation, which 
is primarily limited to skunkvine under current conditions. The plan also includes implementing a prescribed burn 
plan for the upland habitat. By implementing a burn plan, understory growth will not achieve a density that limits 
wildlife movement, generation of undesirable vegetation is controlled, and minimizes the chance of habitat 
damage from potential wildfires. The implementation of the prescribed burn plan will be dependent on the growth 
and percent cover of understory vegetation, but expected to be every 5-10 years. Management activities of the 
Greer Tract will be conducted concurrent with the adjacent Jennings Tract. Security of the Cypress Creek 
Preserve property is conducted through a Parks staff person who lives adjacent to the Preserve. 

ATTACHMENT B – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria 

Maintenance activities will be conducted concurrent with similar activities on the adjacent Jennings Tract. 
Maintenance activities will primarily concentrate on herbicide treatment of skunkvine and periodic prescribed 
burns to enhance the upland hammocks. As with the Jennings Tract, maintenance activities will also include 
herbicide control of any other exotic, nuisance, and undesirable species that invade the site. No additional 
planting is necessary or proposed for the Greer Tract. 

Monitoring includes an annual update of activities conducted at the Greer Tract as a part of the monitoring 
activities and associated reporting for the adjacent Jennings Tract. Qualitative assessment of the habitat 
conditions will be conducted and assessment of necessary management and maintenance activities to maintain 
success criteria will be documented. This annual update will be prepared for a minimum 3 years after approval of 
the site as a mitigation option. Success criteria includes implementing periodic prescribed burns and a herbicice 
management program to maintain less than 1% vegetative cover of exotic, nuisance, and undesirable species.   









          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management Distict

Mitigation Project Name: Hillsborough River State Park – Bulkhead Removal Project Number: SW 73
Project Manager: Manny Lopez, WMD Environmental Scientist    Phone No: (352) 796-7211, ext. 4270

County: Hillsborough         Location:  Sect. 7, T27S, R21E 

IMPACT INFORMATION 

DOT FM: 4037601, US 301 (SR 41) at McIntosh Road    ERP #: __________    COE #: ___________ 
Drainage Basin: Hillsborough  Water Body(s): None SWIM water body? NA

Impact Acres /Types :   0.3  ac. 617 (Fluccs code)  
0.1 ac.   641 (Fluccs code) 

TOTAL   0.4 acres

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation  X  Restoration ___ Enhancement ___ Preservation        Mitigation Area: 0.5 acre
SWIM project?   N       Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project?  N
Mitigation Bank? N   Drainage Basin: Hillsborough Water Body(s): Hillsborough River SWIM water body?  Y 

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: Removal of a bulkhead wall located along the shores of the river within Hillsborough River 

State Park. Once the wall is removed, grading will restore the sideslopes which will include a combination of 

natural and man-made materials and plantings. This is part of a joint project to provide FDEP- Parks with financial 

and tecnical assistance to enhance the river shoreline, as well as implement various options to provide water 

quality treatment of parking facilities. Only the bulkhead portion is proposed to compensate for the DOT wetland 

impacts. 

B. Brief description of current condition: The concrete bulkhead (170 ft. long x 10 ft. high, refer to photos) was 

constructed over an original wall of sand-cement bags, to control erosion along the banks of the Hillsborough River 

where an extreme river oxbow is located (Figure B).

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The wall will be removed, some rubble will be required below the waterline

to control erosion and bank stabilization. The upper sideslopes will require a combination of man-made materials, 

potentially some terracing for stabilization, and extensive tree, shrub, and herb plantings for habitat restoration. The 

various alternatives of terracing and vegetation will be evaluated prior to construction, and presented in the 2003 

DOT Mitigation Plan.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s):The majority 

of the proposed minor wetland impact includes 0.3 acres of mixed hardwood forested, similar to the proposed 

habitat conditions proposed for this restoration project. The DOT impacts will occur to wetlands located less than 2 

miles from the restoration area. Considering the ecological improvement of restoring habitat along the Hillsborough 

River (OFW) and within a State Park, the activity appropriately and adequately compensates for this minor impact. 

No additional FDOT projects' impacts will be mitigated with the bulkhead removal project.
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E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are currently no existing or proposed mitigation banks within the Hillsborough Basin.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body: There are currently no 

SWIM designated restoration projects proposed for implementation within the Hillsborough Basin. With limited DEP 

funds necessary to implement various water quality and natural habitat improvements proposed for the Park, 

several funding sources such as SWIM, Basin Board, and the DOT mitigation program are being evaluated as 

potential opportunities.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: Contractor selected by DEP and the WMD

Contact Name: Manny Lopez, WMD Environmental Scientist  Phone Number: 352-796-7211, ext. 4270

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: DEP – Hillsborough River State Park staff

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:  2004 – site design      Complete:  2005 - Construction

Project cost:  $100,000; includes construction and planting costs, maintenance costs covered by DEP.

 Attachments

  X  1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and Attachment A.
   
  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figure B, 1995 infrared aerial.

  X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A, Location Map, 
project evaluation and design will be complete in 2003.

  X   4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases.  Site evaluation and design (2004), 
construction & planting (2005), followed by 2 years maintenance & monitoring.

  X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment B.

   X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment B.

  X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion.
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Attachment A – Site Conditions & Proposed Work 

The grade elevations between the Hillsborough River and the adjacent floodplain are variable as the river 
meanders through the Park. For the bulkhead area, the natural scouring conditions of the river oxbow 
resulted in a naturally steep escarpment. Evaluation of the natural floodplain sideslopes adjacent to the 
bulkhead finds a transition of vegetation, from cypress along the lower banks to elms, maple, and hickory 
along the upper slopes. Shrubs such as wax myrtle, sugarberry, and saltbush provide a subcanopy, and 
ground cover includes various fern and sedge species. The slope rises 10-12 feet over a limited horizontal 
distance of 70-100 feet.

The original cement bag wall was capped with the concrete wall bulkhead after major storm events started 
eroding the capacity of the cement bags to maintain the slopes. The Park facilities include a concrete block 
picnic shelter less than 100 feet from the bulkhead, somewhat limiting the capacity to maximize slope 
restoration to an angle that can be naturally maintained. As a result, the proposed restoration will require a 
combination of man-made and natural stabilization methods. Depending on the evaluation of river 
hydraulics, historical flood elevations, and slope gradient restrictions to the shelter, the most likely design will 
include a series of slightly sloped terraces, with small walls of either reinforced fill, wood, cements bags, 
rubble, and or other material. A staircase, not funded through the DOT program, will probably be constructed 
to keep visitors from walking down the restored slope to the river.

No matter what kind of man-made material may be used to stabilize the slope, an extensive planting plan of 
trees, shrubs, and herbs will be adopted after construction. The aforementioned tree and shrub species that 
are currently found along the sideslopes will be the dominant species proposed for planting. Depending on 
the final slope design, some form of temporary cover such as rye or millet will be required for quick 
stabilization. This will be followed by planting of a permanent herb species such as wiregrass, broomsedge, 
or some other species deemed suitable for the soil, slope, and hydrologic conditions of the site. The desired 
outcome is to provide a earthwork design and associated revegetation plan that over the course of 5-10 
years, there will be a blending of restored toward matching the natural habitat conditions that currently exist 
along the sideslopes adjacent to the wall.

Attachment B – Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria

Maintenance activities are expected to be minimal, and primarily within a couple years of the construction. 
Exotic and nuisance species are currently not a problem for the site. Even though not anticipated as part of 
the restoration effort, generation of such species will be eradicated by herbicide. Any terracing, rubble along 
the waterline, or other man-made conditions of the site will be periodically checked to ensure stabilization is 
being maintained while not interfering with the integrity or transition of the habitat restoration components or 
functions.

Qualitative monitoring will be conducted semi-annually, followed by an annual monitoring report conducted 
for a minimum 2 years post-construction. The initial monitoring report will include photo and narrative 
documentation of conditions pre-, during, and post- construction. The monitoring reports will document the 
health, functions, and values of the restoration effort; and the maintenance activities and events necessary 
to achieve and maintain success.

Success criteria shall include a minimum 90% survivorship of planted material, and any tree and shrub 
mortality will be replaced with similar species. Tree canopy cover for the restored slope shall exceed 30% 
closure. Ground cover vegetation shall exceed 70% for all areas not covered with unnatural material (e.g. 
rubble rip-rap, terraces, staircase, etc.). Exotic, nuisance, and undesirable species shall not exceed 10%.



          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District

Mitigation Project Name: Serenova – Sites 2, 3, 4, 8    Project Number: SW 74
Project Manager: Patricia Dooris, PhD., WMD-Manager, Environmental Section  Phone No: 352-796-7211, ext. 4267

County: Pasco         Location: Sec. 23, R17E, T26S

             Sec. 34, R17E, T25S

IMPACT INFORMATION 

DOT FM: 2563161, SR 52 – Hicks to Moon Lake    MSSW #: 4011641 WRP#: 4111626  COE #: 199302010 (IP-ML)

Drainage Basin: Upper Coastal      Water Body(s): Buckhorn Creek SWIM water body?  N 

Impact Acres /Types :  1.6  ac. 617  (Fluccs code)  

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation ___ Restoration  x  Enhancement ___ Preservation        Mitigation Area: 26 acres
SWIM project?   N       Aquatic Plant Control project?  N     Exotic Plant Control Project? N
Mitigation Bank? N   Drainage Basin:  Upper Coastal   Water Body(s): Pithlachascotee River  SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: The Serenova Preserve is owned and managed by the SWFMWD (Figure A), and has 

several wetland enhancement opportunities being evaluated (Figure B). Enhancement activities at four areas are 

being proposed to mitigate for the DOT wetland impact. The Pithlachascotee River and Five Mile Creek are 

tributary systems that cross east-west through the Serenova property. The Pithlachascotee River has two berm 

road crossings (Site 2 - actively used, Site 4 - abandoned) and Five Mile Creek has one crossing (Site 3). Each 

crossing requires improvements to restore surface water flow conditions through the floodplains. Site 8 is a large 

outfall ditch of a cypress system, requiring a ditch block in order to enhance wetland hydrologic conditions. 

B. Brief description of current condition: The Pithlachascotee River and Five Mile Creek are forested wetland 

floodplains of relatively high-quality with a diverse canopy cover dominated by laurel oak, sweet gum, cypress, red 

maple, cabbage palm, and tupelo. A sub-canopy has saplings of the above species as well as Virginia willow, 

buttonbush, and wax myrtle. Ground cover is sparse due to canopy cover and periodic flooding conditions, 

dominated by various fern and sedge species.  However, hydraulic characteristics of these two floodplains have 

been altered by the berms and undersized culverts. The abandoned Pithlachascotee River crossing has a berm 

that currently blocks and diverts surface water flow along the berm and through a dredged channel segment of the 

river (Figure B, Site 4, refer to site photos). Another berm crossing of the river is used for management access, and 

has three undersized 48” CMP’s for the main channel flow, and only one 24” overflow pipe (Site 2). The Five Mile 

Creek crossing has such an undersized culvert, the supporting fill material has eroded and deposited downstream 

(Site 3). The cypress system associated with Site 8 has a dense canopy and fern understory, but hydrologic 

indicators demonstrate minimal hydroperiods due to the outfall ditch.
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C.  Brief description of proposed work: To restore the primary flow patterns of the Pithlachascotee River, a surface 

water modeling effort will be conducted to determine the appropriate size replacement and supplemental culverts 

required for Site 2. Culvert expansions will include stabilization methods such as the addition of rubble, sand-

cement bag rip-rap, and/or other material. This will eliminate the current undermining of the culverts and 

downstream sedimentation. The abandoned Pithlachascotee River floodplain berm crossing will have two breaches 

installed to restore the floodplain flow patterns. These breaches will have gradual slopes, graded to match historic 

surface grade elevations, and installed to minimize impacts to the laurel oaks along the sideslopes. As the 

dilapidated bridge continues to decay and drop debris into the river channel, limbs and other debris are caught 

which restricts flow. Eventually the entire bridge will fall into the river so it will also be removed during construction 

of the berm breaches. The Five Mile Creek crossing will be evaluated to either have the undersized culvert 

replaced with appropriately sized culverts and associated berm stabilization, or an at-grade wet crossing stabilized 

with aggregate or another compatible material. The ability to maintain vehicular access for land management 

activities will be a major factor in determining the type of crossing and material. The outfall ditch from the cypress 

system (Site 8) will have two ditch blocks installed to enhance hydrologic conditions of the cypress wetland, as well 

as create and maintain ephemeral marsh habitat within the ditch (Figure D).

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The DOT-

SR 52 project is close to the northern limits of the Serenova Tract. The roadway has been constructed and the 

forested wetland impacts have occurred. But it has been determined that even though the on-site wetland 

mitigation project constructed by DOT has ecological value and will be preserved, it will not be able to maintain all 

the wetland functions due to unforeseen hydrologic limitations. Therefore, this additional mitigation option at 

Serenova will regionally enhance the hydrologic characteristics of forested wetland habitats, which in turn will 

enhance the other wetland functions and values. This mitigation project will only be used to compensate for 

wetland impacts associated the SR 52 project.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: There are currently no existing or proposed mitigation banks within the Upper Coastal Basin.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no existing or 

proposed SWIM projects in the Upper Coastal basin that can appropriately provide the mitigation for the proposed 

impacts.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: SWFWMD Operations Department
Contact Name: Patricia Dooris, PhD., WMD-Manager, Environmental Section  Phone No: 352-796-7211, ext. 4267

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Monitoring not necessary, any structure maintenance will be 
coordinated through the WMD Land Management and Operations Departments
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Surface Water Modeling – mid-late, 2004 Complete: 
Construction, either spring of 2005 or 2006, pending river hydrologic conditions to avoid turbidity.

Project cost:  $130,000 (total); Hydraulics Study & Design - $40,000, Construction - $90,000 
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 Attachments

  X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion and Attachment A.
   
  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figures B, C, and D, 1995 aerials.

  X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A for location map, 

design drawings of any culvert crossings will be conducted as part of the hydraulics study and presented in the 2003 

DOT mitigation plan. 

  X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. The hydraulics study should be 

complete by mid-late, 2004. Actual construction to install the culverts and breach the berm will depend on final design 

plans and weather conditions. Construction will be attempted to coincide with no river flow conditions to avoid potential 

turbidity, anticipated in the spring of 2005 or 2006.

  X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. No success criteria or monitoring is proposed, the 

restoration of hydraulic and hydrologic patterns will be documented as part of the hydraulics study. 

 X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Specific maintenance activities are not anticipated, but periodic inspection of the 

structures, rip-rap, etc. will be conducted to make sure they function as intended. 

  X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous discussion.

Attachment A – Existing & Proposed Work 

The following information provides additional details of the site conditions and anticipated improvements. 
The acreage of direct versus secondary wetland enhancement opportunities are difficult to quantify and 
qualify, particularly prior to hydraulic modeling of the crossings. A minimal acreage of anticipated direct 
wetland enhancement is proposed for mitigation credit. This minimal enhancement is based on wetland 
floodplain limits of 350 ft. upstream and downstream of each crossing (Sites 2, 3, 4), and the most northern 
300 ft. perimeter of the cypress wetland associated with Site 8. The enhancement acreage are presented for 
each site.

Site 2 – This access road berm over the Pithlachascotee RIver is used for maintenance and management of 
the Serenova property. The three existing 48-inch culverts have stain indicators that demonstrate normal 
flow conditions that exceed 70% of the available flow capacity, resulting in pooling of water upstream of the 
crossing and detaining flow from reaching the downstream wetland floodplain. The crossing is also very 
wide (700 ft.) and with only one additional small overflow culvert, the contributing flow is funneled through 
the large culverts which substantially minimize the expansion of surface water patterns throughout the 
downstream floodplain, while extending the hydroperiods of the upstream floodplain wetlands. The existing 
culverts are undersized and without rip-rap material, scouring of berm material has resulted in downstream 
sedimentation. Anticipated enhancement will include replacing the corrugated metal pipe with concrete pipe, 
probably additional and larger pipes at the main river channel. Additional overflow culverts will be installed 
within other areas of the berm to restore surface water flow conditions to the downstream wetlands. Rip-rap 
material will be placed around the culverts along the berm as well as underneath each pipe to eliminate 
undermining and dissipate velocities. Anticipated direct wetland enhancement (length 700 ft. x width 700 ft. 
= 11 acres). 
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Site 3 – This crossing of Five Mile Creek cannot be accessed by vehicles due to the scouring and loss of 
berm material from around the culvert (refer to photo). Even though this crossing is shorter than Site 2, the 
condition of the berm is actually less stable than the much larger berm of Site 2. The scouring has resulted 
in more downstream sedimentation so if culverts are replaced, additional berm stabilization will have to 
occur. It is also possible that a wet crossing with aggregate or other material may be installed in lieu of the 
culverts. Anticipated direct wetland enhancement (length 700 ft. x width 150 ft. = 2 acres). 

Site 4 – This remnant tram road has a dilapidated bridge and considering the accessibility of the other 
Pithlachascottee River crossing, neither replacing the bridge nor placing culverts within the access berm are 
necessary. Since there are no existing culverts in the berm, like the other two crossings, flow conditions are 
detained upstream and more contained within the main channel within downstream areas. In order to restore 
normal floodplain flow patterns, a minimum of one wide breach cut is anticipated within each berm segment 
north and south of the main channel. There is evidence that snags, limbs and other debris periodically get 
caught in the bridge debris within the river that also alters flow conditions. The remaining bridge debris will 
eventually drop into the river so it will be removed. Anticipated direct wetland enhancement (length 700 feet 
x width 700 feet = 11 acres).

Site 8 – This is a large outfall ditch, with a bottom width over 10 ft, and top-of-bank width varying 30-50 ft. 
The ditch depth from top-of-bank varies because most of the ditch was dredged through elevated 
topography to provide positive flow. But because of the excessively drained, sandy soil conditions, the ditch 
hydroperiods are intermittent. Even though the cypress wetland is large, the area of direct wetland 
enhancement is anticipated near the northern extent of the system. Along with a ditch block along the 
wetland / upland interface, another ditch block is anticipated to maintain the upland ground water conditions 
and create and maintain ephemeral marsh habitat within the wide ditch. Anticipated direct wetland 
enhancement (length 300 feet x width 350 length = 2 acres).

Summary  

The Serenova parcel (7000 acres) was purchased by the Florida Turnpike and deeded to the SWFWMD for 
public ownership and management to provide partial mitigation for wetland impacts associated with the 
construction of the Suncoast Expressway. In a settlement agreement between the Turnpike Authority and 
the Florida Audubon Society, the Turnpike provided $50,000 to the WMD toward evaluating potential 
wetland enhancement opportunities, and to conduct as many of the approved activities within those funding 
limits. The evaluation resulted in 13 sites that had various levels of wetland impacts due to historic man-
made alterations (Figure B - Sites 1 through 13). Once located, additional evaluation was conducted to see 
which sites justified enhancement or restoration. All but one of Sites 9-13 are associated with dredged 
ponds within cypress wetlands. These impacts occurred over 30 years ago, and natural generation of 
mature cypress has occurred on the dredged spoil material and the open water components have coverage 
of desirable species. As a result, the evaluation indicated that backfilling these ponds would result in the loss 
of the minimal and very desirable open water habitat of the Serenova property. As a result, Sites 1-8 will be 
the only wetland hydrologic improvement projects proposed at Serenova. 

Additional evaluation was conducted to determine which of the desired restored sites (Sites 1-8) could be 
enhanced with the available Turnpike funds and which sites would be appropriate to mitigate for the SR 52 
wetland impacts. There are adequate funds to conduct the enhancement activities associated with Sites 1, 
5, 6, and 7 and these enhancement activities will be designated toward fulfilling the mitigation agreement 
with the Turnpike and Audubon. In order to compensate for the proposed SR 52 wetland impacts, Sites 2, 3, 
4, and 8 were evaluated and nominated to provide the mitigation for the DOT impacts, and the DOT funds 
provide just enough to fulfill the budget requirements for activities necessary to enhance those four sites.



 REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION

Water Management District :  Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name:   Cockroach Bay Restoration - Saltwater Project Number: SW 75

     Project Manager: Brandt Henningson, PhD. SWIM Environmental Scientist   Phone No:   (813) 985-7481 ext. 2202 
     County:  Hillsborough      Location : Sec. 16, T32S, R18E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

 (1) FM: 2557031, SR 60 – Cypress St. to Fish Creek * ERP #:43002958.003  COE #:200205816 (IP-MN)
 (2) FM: 2571391, Ulmerton Road, US 19 to 49th St.  ERP #:___________ COE #:____________ 

Drainage Basin(s): Tampa Bay Drainage Basin    Water Body(s): None  SWIM water body?  N

Impact Acres / Types: (1) FM 2557031 - 5.4  acres  642  (Fluccs code)*    
     (2) FM 2571391 -  0.2  acres 612  (Fluccs code) 

     TOTAL     5.6 acres 

*The ditch, pond, freshwater marsh, and mangrove impacts of this project (4.9 acres) are being mitigated at Tappan 
Tract (SW 62). Approximately half of the saltwater marsh impacts (5.3 acres) are being mitigated at Apollo Beach (SW 
67), the remaining saltwater marsh impacts (5.4 acres) at Cockroach Bay - Saltwater.

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: X  Creation  Enhancement  Restoration  Mitigation Area:   15.1  ac.    SWIM project?    Y
Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project?  N   Mitigation Bank?   N  Drainage Basin(s): 
Tampa Bay Drainage Water Body(s):Tampa Bay, Cockroach Bay      SWIM water body?  Y

PROJECT DESCRIPTION 
A. Overall project goals: Cockroach Bay includes a multi-agency (USACOE, SWFWMD, FDEP, Hills. Co. Parks) 

wetland and upland habitat restoration effort on property (total 651 acres) acquired by Hillsborough County. The 

SWFWMD is responsible for the initial wetland habitat creation & restoration activities, Hillsborough Co. Parks is 

responsible for the perpetual management of the site. The saltwater marsh impacts (5.4 acres) will be mitigated 

through grading an existing fallow farm field to create saltwatermarsh habitat (7.9 acres), and open water tidal pools 

and channels (7.2 acres). The minor mangrove impacts (0.2 acre) will be mitigated with natural recruitment of 

mangrove habitat within the created marsh habitat.

B. Brief description of current condition:  As depicted on the infrared aerial (Figure B), the proposed wetland 

creation site is currently an upland fallow field and historically a row crop area. The site is bordered along the west by 

an upland oak hammock adjacent to the mangrove fringe of Tampa Bay. There is a Brazilian pepper fringe along the 

eastern boundary (to be removed), and a separate freshwater wetland creation to be constructed within another 

upland fallow field south of the tract.

C.Brief description of proposed work: The plan proposes dredging the uplands to create saltwater marsh habitat, 

tidal pools and channels that connect to other wetland creation areas south and east of the project site (Fig. C). The 

saltwater marsh habitat includes low marsh (4.6 acres) that will be planted with smooth cordgrass (Spartina

alteniflora), marshhay cordgrass (Spartina patens). The high marsh habitat includes planting of knotgrass (Paspalum

distichum) and sand cordgrass (Spartina bakeri) (Fig. D). The intertidal pools and channels will encompass 7.2 

acres. The dredged material will be placed into an existing adjacent mine cut east of the site (referred to as the 

Southeast Pit) to create additional saltwater wetland habitat not associated with the mitigation plan.



D.Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

proposed wetland impacts include 5.4 acres of saltwater marsh habitat (Fluccs #642) and a minor 0.2 acre of 

mangrove impact (Fluccs #612). The proposed creation of saltwater marsh habitat (minimum 7.9 acres) and 

connecting intertidal pools and channels (7.2 acres) will appropriately mitigate for these DOT impacts at a minimum 

ratio of 2.7:1. This creation effort will be buffered within an existing oak hammock (west), creation of freshwater 

marsh habitat (south), and upland restoration east of the site.

E.Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost:   The only mitigation bank in the basin is theTampa Bay Mitigation Bank, which is also within the Cockroach 

Bay area. The mitigation bank has not been constructed and available credits are not anticipated until at least 2005.

F.Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : This project is part of a 

large SWIM restoration effort for the Cockroach Bay area.  The Cockroach Bay restoration effort has been guided by 

the Cockroach Bay Restoration Alliance, made up of stakeholders including the agencies, landowners, and the 

Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank. The SWFWMD - SWIM Section has coordinated the wetland creation and restoration, 

and the majority of the upland habitat activities of the project. Hillsborough County Parks is responsible for the 

stormwater facilities, some upland restoration, and perpetual maintenance & management activities. Even though 

there are various restoration phases throughout the Cockroach Bay Habitat Restoration area, they are all inter-

related based on site conditions, an ecological transition of upland habitat to palustrine wetlands, followed by salinity 

gradients of various marsh habitats toward estuarine wetlands. Because of the extensive planning and evaluation of 

the restoration, being co-located with on-going restoration efforts that are managed and maintained by Hillsborough 

County,  the mitigation portions are expected to be very successful.

MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION
Entity responsible for construction:     Southwest Florida Water Management District or designee 

Contact Name: Brandt Henningson, PhD, SWIM Environ. Scientist  Phone Number:  (813) 985-7481ext. 2202

 Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: SWFWMD, Hillsborough County or designee  

 Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence:   Design, 2002 Complete: Const., Commence late 2003, 

followed by minimum 3 years maintenance & monitoring

 Project cost:   $ 420,000  (total);  $100,000 for design,  $320,000 for construction, planting, and maint. & monitoring
Attachments

    x     1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous discussion.
    x     2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Figure B - 1995 Infrared Aerial.
    x     3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Figure A - Location Map, final 

design plans on Figures C,D,E.
    x     4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. The final design for this portion 

of the Cockroach Bay plan was completed at the end of 2002,  with construction commencing in late, 2003. 
Construction and planting is anticipated to be complete by mid-2004, followed by a minimum 3 year 
monitoring period.

    x     5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment A.



    X     6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment A.
    x     7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous discussion under Comment D.

Attachment A – Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria 

The maintenance activities will be conducted by Hillsborough County staff with assistance from the SWFWMD, 
and be primarily related to control of invasive exotic vegetation. Maintenance will be a more intensive effort 
during the first couple years after planting to allow for establishment of desirable plant species, and less frequent 
maintenance as the project matures. Maintenance will be conducted as necessary, expected to be quarterly for 
two to three years. After this period, maintenance activities will be conducted as needed by Hillsborough County 
staff to maintain the success criteria. Inspections on a semi-annual basis are anticipated to evaluate vegetative 
conditions, debris, and any nuisance & exotic vegetation. After each inspection, proper maintenance activities 
will be conducted to correct any problems.

Monitoring will be conducted by a SWFWMD consultant on a semi-annual basis, followed by annual reports 
conducted for three years post-construction. Monitoring will include qualitative evaluation and photo 
documentation of the mitigation area, to evaluate and document species survival, coverage, wildlife use, exotic & 
nuisance species coverage, and recommended actions needed to ensure or enhance success. The success 
criteria will reflect a minimum 90% survivorship for planted material for one-year post planting, a total 85% cover 
of planted and recruited desirable species, and less than 10% exotic and nuisance species cover. 









          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN

BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Souhwest Florida Water Management District

Mitigation Project Name: Lake Lowery Tract       Project Number: SW 76
Project Manager: Gaye Sharpe, Polk Co. Env. Lands Coordinator   Phone No: (863) 534-7377

County: Polk          Location: Sec. 10 T27S, R26E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

(1) FM: 1976791, US 27 - SR 544 to Blue Heron Bay *  ERP#: 43023431.000     COE #: 200202574 (IP-JPF)
(2) FM: 4038901, US 27 - Blue Heron Bay to CR 547    ERP#: 43023431.001     COE #: 200205885 (IP-JPF)
(3) FM: 2012041, I-4, CR 557 to Osceola Co. Line (Seg. 6,7,9)** ERP#: ____________    COE #: ________________ 

Drainage Basin: Ocklawaha   Water Body(s): Tower Lake  SWIM water body? N

Impact Acres / Types: 

(1) FM 1976791   0.02 ac. 510 (Fluccs code)  (3) FM 2012041  2.32 ac. 621 (Fluccs code) 
    0.29 ac. 630 (Fluccs code)       2.00 ac. 640 (Fluccs code) 

0.14 ac. 631 (Fluccs code)   TOTAL   4.32 acres 
TOTAL   0.45 acres 

(2) FM 4038901   0.29 ac. 630 (Fluccs code)   TOTAL: 5.22 acres    
                 0.16 ac. 631 (Fluccs code) 
 TOTAL   0.45 acres           

*Note – A portion of this US 27 segment is within the Peace Basin and the associated wetland impacts will be mitigated 
at the Lk. Hancock Reserve (SW 66).

** Note – A portion of this I-4 project is within the Withlacoochee Basin and the associated wetland impacts will be 
mitigated at the Hampton Tract (SW 59). Another portion of this project is within the Kissimmee Ridge Basin and the 
associated wetland impacts will be mitigated at the Reedy Creek Mitigation Bank (SW 49). 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type: ___ Creation   Restoration  Enhancement   X  Preservation        Mitigation Area:  198  ac.
SWIM project?  N   Aquatic Plant Control project?  N  Exotic Plant Control Project? N Mitigation Bank? N
Drainage Basin: Ocklawaha   Water Body(s):Lake Lowery  SWIM water body? N

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: The primary goal includes acquisition, preservation, and management of high quality 

wetlands within the Lake Lowery floodplain. The 198 acres is part of a 397-acre parcel purchased in Feb., 2002 in 

a joint acquisition between the SJRWMD and Polk County. In addition to providing mitigation for FDOT wetland 

impacts, the site fulfills overall objectives of acquisition of many parcels within the 100-year flood zone of Lake 

Lowery. The benefits of this acquisition are further enhanced since the tract is adjacent to 5700 acres of habitat 

owned and managed by the FFWCC (Fig. B, Hilochee Wildlife Management Area, Osprey Unit), as well as within 

the Green Swamp Area of Critical State Concern.
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B. Brief description of current condition: The majority of the entire 397-acre tract is a large palustrine marsh with 

forested wetland and shrub wetland islands, and a partial perimeter of forested wetlands within the southern 

portion of the tract (Fig. C). Dominant cover of the marsh includes pickerelweed and maidencane. Other common 

species include smartweed, arrowhead, and sand cordgrass. There are separate pockets of sawgrass and 

Carolina willow. The forested wetland areas have dominant  canopy and sub-canopy species of bays, tupelo, and 

cypress; with additional cover provided by red maple and dahoon holly. The ground cover  includes a dominance of 

lizard's-tail and various fern species. A buffer of pine flatwoods is located along the northeast and southeast portion 

of the marsh. An improved pasture is located along the western and northern boundary of the marsh. The tract is 

an undivided interest between the WMD and Polk County, therefore it was determined that the mitigation credit 

would be designated within a 198-acre area of the wetland. The upland buffers provide important functions for the 

wetland area, but are not designated for mitigation credit (refer to Figure C). The wetland conditions represent high 

quality conditions with minimal exotic and nuisance species coverage. Wildlife use is substantial, foraging 

opportunities for wading birds are high, and sandhill crane nesting has been documented for the marsh. Amphibian 

presence is substantial with a particularly high frog population. 

C.  Brief description of proposed work: The wetlands are of high quality and no direct enhancement is necessary. 

Indirect enhancement has been provided by removal of cattle and the threat of potential development activities 

along the perimeter of the marsh through public lands acquisition. Without the development threat, there is 

substantially less potential for invasion of exotic/nuisance vegetation and water quality degradation that is often 

associated with residential development (i.e. septic tanks, fertilizers, etc.). The potential of silviculture activities of 

the forested components are also removed through public acquisition, protection, and management. 

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The

proposed wetland impacts include cypress (2.3 acres), marsh (2.0 acres), and mixed forested (0.9 acres). The 

proposed mitigation includes the preservation of 198 acres of marsh, shrub, and mixed forested wetland habitat. 

Wetland functional assessment (WRAP) has been conducted for the site and the ratio of 38 acres of preservation 

to 1 acre impact has been determined to be appropriate to compensate for these impacts. No additional DOT 

projects' impacts are proposed to be mitigated at the site.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The SJRWMD considered the use of a mitigation bank to compensate for the anticipated impacts. The 

only mitigation bank in the basin (Lk. Louisa/Green Swamp Mitigation Bank) includes a dominance of xeric habitat 

restoration and bayhead enhancement. The proposed wetland impacts and mitigation area include a dominance of 

cypress, mixed forest, and marsh habitat. Therefore, the Lake Lowery mitigation project was deemed by the 

SJRWMD and the multi-agency mitigation review group to be a more appropriate mitigation option for the proposed 

impacts.   

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body : There are no SWIM 

water bodies within this basin. 
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MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: No construction activities necessary or proposed
Contact Name:   Gaye Sharpe, Polk Co. Env. Lands Coordinator     Phone No: (863) 534-
7377
Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: No monitoring or maintenance necessary or proposed
Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Evaluation,  2000  Complete: Acquisition, 2002

Project cost: $255,436 (total);  SJRWMD reimbursed by FDOT in 2002 
 $126,953 –  Acquisition Costs – 50% Ownership 
 $69,000 –  Administrative Costs 
 $59,482 – Long-Term Management Costs (Transferred to SWFWMD, to be returned to DOT) 

 Attachments

  X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to previous text and Attachment A.
   
  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figures B and C.

  X 3.  Location map and  design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A for the location, 
Figure C for existing and proposed wetland mitigation conditions.

  X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Joint land acquisition was conducted 
by the SJRWMD and Polk County in 2002. The SJRWMD were reimbursed by FDOT for their portion of the acquisition,
administrative costs, and long-term management to designate 198 acres of mitigation for FDOT impacts. Additional 
information in Attachment B.

  X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. No success criteria or monitoring necessary or 
proposed due to the high quality of existing wetland habitat conditions.

  X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. No specific maintenance activity necessary or proposed for the wetland area 
designated for mitigation purposes, additional information in Attachment B.

  X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 
previous discussion in Item D. 

Attachment A – Existing and Proposed Activities

Lake Lowery is a 900-acre lake surrounded by thousands of acres of wetlands and floodplains, including the 
large wetland associated with this project. The lake and associated wetlands are located in the Green 
Swamp Area of Critical State Concern and a headwater area for the Palatlakaha, Withlacoochee, and Peace 
basins. A little of the Lake Lowery Tract's northwestern portion is within the Withlacoochee basin (Figure C), 
but the designated mitigation area is within the Palatlakaha basin, a sub-basin of the Ocklawaha River 
Basin. The topography for the floodplain wetlands in the vicinity is relatively flat, which has resulted in 
flooding of homes, septic tanks, wells, and roads. In coordination and cooperation with the SJRWMD, Polk 
County initiated a priority of land acquisition in the area to minimize the threat of future residential 
development and associated impact and loss of native habitat, additional flooding, and the inherent water 
quality degradation caused by such land use conversion.

The wetland associated with the Lake Lowery Tract is high quality in terms of ecological functions and 
values. There is substantial species richness, diversity, and dense coverage. The majority of the marsh 
component is dominated by pickerelweed (Pontederia cordata), maidencane (Panicum hemitomon),
smartweed (Polygonum spp.), and a perimeter of sand cordgrass (Spartina bakeri). Other common species 
include arrowhead (Sagittaria lancifolia), spikerush (Eleocharis baldwinii), and bacopa (Bacopa caroliniana).
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There are scattered small pockets (various sizes of less than 30 ft. diameter to 1-2 acres) of sawgrass 
(Cladium jamaicense) and separate pockets of small Carolina willow (Salix virginica).   The forested wetland 
components have a diverse mix of cypress (Taxodium distichum) and hardwoods. The most dominant 
species in the canopy and sub-canopy include bays (Persea palustris, Magnolia virginiana), and tupelo 
(Nyssa aquatica var. biflora); less coverage is provided by red maple (Acer rubrum) and dahoon holly (Ilex
cassine). Due in part to high water conditions and shading, the understory varies in coverage but generally 
averages 30-60%. The dominant coverage is provided by ferns (Woodwardia virginica, Thelypteris 
palustris), and lizard's-tail (Saururus cernuus); duckweed (Lemna spp.) is common along the water surface.

The adjacent upland buffers of the tract are not designated for DOT mitigation credit, and even though the 
acreage is minor, the buffers are important components of the acquisition toward maintaining appropriate 
functions and values of the wetland. The pine flatwoods along the western perimeter of the wetland include 
a dominance of saw palmetto (Serenoa repens), gallberry (Ilex glabra), fetterbush (Lyonia ferruginea), wax 
myrtle (Myrica cerifera), and scattered slash pine (Pinus elliottii). The upland buffers for the northern and 
eastern side of the marsh include a dominance of improved pasture with bahiagrass (Paspalum notatum)
and scattered fennel (Eupatorium capillifolium), euthamia (Euthamia sp.), and blue maidencane 
(Amphicarpum muhlenbergianum). As the pasture and pine flatwoods transition into the wetland, various 
sedges (Cyperus spp.), broomsedge (Andropogon glomeratus, A. virginicus), and goldenrod (Solidago spp.)
are present. The presence of dead fennel within the pasture buffer/wetland edge is due to high water 
conditions associated with the 2003 "El Nino" weather patterns.

Beyond periodic inspections and the potential of prescribed burns in the uplands, there are no maintenance 
or management activities currently proposed or adopted for the site. There are still some outparcels between 
the western boundary of the property and the FWC Hilochee Wildlife Management Area (refer to Figs. B & 
C). Polk County has considered restoring the pastures to upland habitat conditions. However, until if and 
when such time that hopefully the adjacent landowners are willing to sell their property to the County, 
attempting to restore the buffers is problematic. These remnant upland outparcels cannot be developed due 
to lack of access but cattle grazing operations can still be conducted. However, the limitation of potential 
upland restoration does not downgrade the habitat value of the tract or the buffers. Since it is unknown 
whether the buffers will be further enhanced and/or restored, that condition does not influence the mitigation 
credits since the designated mitigation area is within the wetland portion of the tract. The ecological "lift" and 
associated mitigation credit would be slightly increased with upland restoration activities. However, the 
ecological value and functions of the wetland and buffers under existing conditions are sufficient to 
compensate for the minor wetland impact acreage proposed for mitigation at the Lake Lowery Tract.

Attachment B – Mitigation and Ownership Issues 

As noted, the Lake Lowery Tract was a joint acquisition pursuit (50/50 split) with the SJRWMD and Polk 
County. The site was an undivided interest, and the SJRWMD received approval from the regulatory and 
commenting agencies to designate their 50% interest to also mitigate for DOT wetland impacts. As of the 
2003 Legislative session, the area of the Palatlakaha basin within Polk County was transferred to the 
SWFWMD. This transfer includes a wide range of issues, including permitting and the transfer of property 
holdings to the SWFWMD. At the time of the transfer (July, 2003), the SJRWMD and Polk County were 
discussing the potential sell and/or title transfer of the SJRWMD's 50% ownership to Polk County. As of the 
summer, 2003, there hasn't been sufficient time to evaluate the SWFWMD's goals and priorities concerning 
land ownership and future acquisitions in this sub-basin. Therefore, this issue has not been discussed 
between the SWFWMD and Polk County. If and/or when such a transfer were to occur in the future, this 
transfer will not influence the previously agreed upon mitigation designation for a portion of the tract.













          REGIONAL MITIGATION PLAN
BACKGROUND INFORMATION 

Water Management District : Southwest Florida Water Management District 
Mitigation Project Name: Bahia Beach       Project Number: SW 78
Project Manager:  SWFWMD - SWIM (PM to be determined late, 2003)   Phone No: (813) 985-7481
County: Hillsborough        Location: Sec. 1, T32S, R18E

IMPACT INFORMATION 

(1) FM: 4143481, Tampa Inter. Airport, Runway 17-35         ERP #: 49008387.01     COE #: 200101521 (IP-MN)
(2) FM: 2583982, I-275, Howard Franklin to Himes Ave.  ERP #: ___________ COE #: ________________ 

Drainage Basin: Tampa Bay  Water Body(s):Sweetwater Creek, Tampa Bay, Fish Creek SWIM water body? Yes
Impact Acres /Types :  

(1) FM 4143481   
3.40 ac. 510  (Fluccs) (2)  FM 2583982 0.40 ac. 612 (Fluccs) 
0.30 ac. 530 (Fluccs)
0.40 ac. 618  (Fluccs)     
0.70 ac. 617 (Fluccs) 
2.80 ac. 619 (Fluccs) 
0.30 ac. 621 (Fluccs) 
1.50 ac. 630 (Fluccs) 
3.40 ac. 640 (Fluccs) 
0.40 ac. 641 (Fluccs) 
6.30 ac. 641x (Fluccs) 
0.80 ac. 642 (Fluccs) 

TOTAL 20.10 acres   TOTAL: 20.5 acres 

MITIGATION ENVIRONMENTAL INFORMATION 

Mitigation Type:  X  Creation  X  Restoration  X  Enhancement ___ Preservation        Mitigation Area: 110-120 ac.
SWIM project?  Y       Aquatic Plant Control project? N   Exotic Plant Control Project?  Y 
Mitigation Bank?  N   Drainage Basin: Tampa Bay Drainage   Water Body(s):  Tampa Bay    SWIM water body? Y

Project Description 

A. Overall project goal: The Bahia Beach project site (120 acres) was acquired in 2001 by Hillsborough County 

through their Environmental Lands Acquisition and Protection Program (ELAPP), one of several contiguous habitat 

tracts owned and managed by the County west of Ruskin (Fig. B). The WMD-SWIM Dept. will be cooperating with 

Hillsborough County Parks and Hillsborough Co. Env. Protection Commission (EPC) to evaluate the opportunities 

to   conduct wetland creation with buffers of upland habitat restoration within existing upland areas, as well as 

enhancement of coastal wetland hammock habitat, restoration of salt-marsh habitat, and enhance salt 

marsh/mangrove habitat. 

B. Brief description of current condition: As part of the acquisition agreement, the previous landowner removed 

the citrus grove and the uplands are presently fallow fields dominated by invasive and nuisance species (refer to 

Figure C and site photos). The field is bordered by a coastal wetland hammock dominated by an overstory of 

cabbage palm with scattered red juniper, live and laurel oaks, and slash pine. The subcanopy of the hammock 

includes minor to moderate coverage of Brazilian pepper, cabbage palm, salt-bush, wax myrtle, and saw palmetto. 

Small pockets of black needle rush, cordgrass, and sawgrass are located in the interior of the hammock. A large 

mosaic of salt-marsh and mangrove habitat is located west of the hammock. Vegetation in the marsh portion is 

dominated by saltwort, glasswort, and salt-grass. The mangrove portion is dominated by white mangrove with 



scattered black mangrove and buttonwood. Shrub-size mangroves transition into the marsh component. This 

saltwater habitat has interconnecting mosquito ditches with adjacent spoil piles covered with Brazilian pepper. In 

part due to the altered hydrology from the ditching, the transition between the hammock and saltwater habitat has

become a very dense stand of Brazilian pepper. Additional site information is provided in Attachment A.

C. Brief description of proposed work:  The fallow fields will be converted to an inter-related mix of created 

wetlands and upland habitat restoration of primarily oak hammocks and pine flatwoods. The created wetlands 

(estimated 30-40 of the total 61 field acres) will include a dominance of freshwater wetland creation, with the 

potential of transitioning to oligohaline wetland creation closer to the hammock. Piezometers have been installed in 

the uplands to monitor and evaluate the surficial groundwater conditions. For wetland creation design, this 

information will be important to determine appropriate hydroperiods and proximity of saltwater influence. The 

created wetlands (forested and non-forested) will be buffered by restored upland habitat, and the combination of 

wetland and upland habitats will provide corridors for wildlife utilizing the adjacent native ecosystems. The coastal 

hammock will be enhanced with the eradication of Brazilian pepper. The mosquito and drainage ditches within the 

coastal hammock and saltwater wetland habitat will be evaluated to determine the most appropriate locations for 

backfilling spoil material into the ditches. With the use of additional site evaluation, the mitigation design will be 

prepared in 2004, and presented in the 2004 FDOT Mitigation Plan.

D. Brief explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s): The primary 

project proposed for mitigation at the Bahia Beach project includes low quality wetlands associated with expansion 

activities at Tampa International Airport (TIA). Due to the close proximity to Tampa Bay and high quantity of ditched 

systems, the proposed wetland impact areas at TIA are low quality systems with a variety of salinity levels; a third 

of the proposed impacts are ditches and canals. Before the addition of the TIA impacts to the FDOT impact 

inventory, mitigation for these impacts were permitted (WMD, ACOE, HCEPC, 2003) to be located with a 

combination of minor habitat improvements at Bahia Beach and the majority within another tract owned by 

Hillsborough County (NW Wastewater Treatment Plant Site). At the time of the TIA permitting, there were no long-

range plans established for Bahia Beach site. Additional site evaluation has determined that the combination of 

various wetland creation, restoration, and enhancement; along with buffers of upland habitat restoration activities 

can be appropriately conducted at the Bahia Beach project. Once a mitigation design has been approved by the 

regulatory agencies, the permits issued for TIA will be modified (expected 2005-2006, construction, 2007) to 

designate all the TIA mitigation be conducted at Bahia Beach. Due to the major habitat improvements and 

anticipated ecological lift, additional future DOT projects with proposed freshwater and saltwater wetland impacts 

will be evaluated for potential mitigation at Bahia Beach.

E. Brief explanation of why a mitigation bank was/was not chosen, in whole or in part, including a discussion 
of cost: The only existing or proposed mitigation bank within the Tampa Bay Drainage Basin at this time is the 

Tampa Bay Mitigation Bank (TBMB). Shell mining activity is being conducted at TBMB, and available credit sales 

are not anticipated until at least 2005.

F. Brief explanation of why a SWIM project was/was not chosen as mitigation, in whole or in part, including a 
discussion of cost, if the anticipated impacts are located within a SWIM water body: The Bahia Beach 

project is a SWIM project adjacent to a SWIM water body (Tampa Bay), to be constructed on property owned and 

managed by the Hillsborough County Parks, Recreation & Conservation Dept.  



MITIGATION PROJECT IMPLEMENTATION

Entity responsible for construction: SWFWMD – Operations Dept. and/or a selected private contractor 
Contact Name: Brandt Henningsen, Ph.D., SWIM Senior Scientist  Phone Number: (813) 985-7481, ext. 2202

Entity responsible for monitoring and maintenance: Monitoring conducted by SWFWMD, Minimum 3 years 
maintenance under contract with SWFWMD, perpetual management conducted by Hills. County Parks. 

Proposed timeframe for implementation: Commence: Design and Permitting 2004-2005, Construction 2005-2006, 
followed by minimum 3 years maintenance & monitoring

Project cost:  $2,800,000 (estimate total);  
Design & Permitting  $150,000 
Construction & Planting  $2,500,000 
Maintenance & Monitoring $150,000 

 Attachments

  X 1.  Detailed description of existing site and proposed work. Refer to Attachment A.
   
  X 2.  Recent aerial photograph with date and scale. Refer to Figures B and D, 1999 infra-red aerials.

  X 3.  Location map and design drawings of existing and proposed conditions. Refer to Figure A (Location Map) and 

Figure C of existing and conceptual mitigation plan.

  X 4.  Detailed schedule for work implementation, including any and all phases. Refer to Attachment B – Schedule.

 X 5.  Proposed success criteria and associated monitoring plan. Refer to Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring 

Plan, Success Criteria.

 X 6.  Long term maintenance plan. Refer to Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring Plan, Success Criteria.

 X 7. Detailed explanation of how this work serves to offset the impacts of the specified DOT project(s). Refer to 

previous text. As part of the final design and permitting process, a functional wetland assessment will be conducted, 

and a mitigation credit/debit table will be established to properly designate the appropriate mitigation for each of the 

proposed DOT impacts.

Attachment A – Existing Site & Proposed Work

The proposed Bahia Beach project is one of a series of public land acquisitions along Tampa Bay west of 
Ruskin (Figure B). The property was acquired in the summer, 2001 through the Hillsborough County ELAP 
program, with partial reimbursement by the FDEP and USFWS. Coordination with the SWFWMD-SWIM 
Dept., Hillsborough Parks, Hillsborough EPC, and a design consultant will be contracted to prepare a plan to 
include creation, restoration, and enhancement of habitat conditions on the site. Upon approval of the 
mitigation design, FDOT mitigation funds will be utilized to reimburse costs incurred for design, construction, 
and short-term maintenance & monitoring activities. The following information describes the site conditions 
and possible scenarios of habitat improvements that will be further evaluated with various alternatives. This 
information will be adopted in a design plan that will be included in the 2004 FDOT mitigation plan.

Fallow Field Conversion to Wetland Creation and Upland Habitat Restoration (Approx. 61 Acres) 

The existing site conditions for the Bahia Beach tract includes 120 acres of upland fallow fields and wetland 
habitat. The upland area was historically pine flatwoods that were converted to citrus groves. The groves 
were removed as part of the agreement of public acquisition. Subsequently, the former groves have 
converted to fallow field conditions with a variety of nuisance and exotic vegetation. The dominant cover is 
provided by bahiagrass (Paspalum notatum), natalgrass (Rhynchelytrum repens), and dog fennel 
(Eupatorium capillifolium). Other species include smutgrass (Sporobolus poiretii), chickweed (Richardia
scabra), beggar's-tick (Bidens alba), nutsedge (Cyperus esculentus), ragweed (Ambrosian artemisiifolia),
and lantana (Lantana spp.).



According to soil borings and the NRCS Soil Survey (Figure D), the soils underlying the fallow field are 
poorly drained with seasonal high water tables within one foot of the surface grades. Large east-west 
ditches drain on-site and off-site contributing flow toward the adjacent hammock. For drainage purposes, the 
grove had shallow swales between the citrus beds. Positive drainage flow from the swales are no longer 
maintained to the east-west ditches, which has allowed nuisance hydrophytic species to invade with a 
dominance of torpedograss (Panicum repens), sedges (Cyperus spp.), frog fruit (Phylum nodiflora), bacopa 
(Bacopa monnieri) and scattered pockets of primrose willow (Ludwigia octavalis), para grass (Brachiaria
mutica), sesbania (Sesbania exaltata), foxtail (Setaria spp.), and cattails (Typha sp.). Saplings of Brazilian 
pepper (Schinus terebinthifolius) are generating within the fallow field.

The conceptual design for the upland fallow fields will include the creation of wetland habitats. The surficial 
groundwater conditions can support wetland habitat conditions, however on- and off-site contributing 
watershed conditions will have to be evaluated to determine the adequacy and appropriateness of 
hydroperiods and water budgets for the constructed wetlands. Piezometers have been installed to measure 
annual groundwater conditions in terms of both elevations and potential salinity levels. The majority of the 
created wetlands will be freshwater systems since that is a unique and substantially lost habitat community 
within such close proximity to Tampa Bay and the Bahia Beach area. However, oligohaline wetland systems 
are also a rare ecosystem within the basin. Site conditions will be evaluated and the creation of oligohaline 
wetlands may be adopted in the design plan. There are also east-west ditches that convey off-site 
contributing water flow through the fallow fields and into the large ditches along the western perimeter of the 
coastal hammock. These off-site contributing flows will be evaluated (quantity and quality) to determine if 
and where the flow can be directed into created wetlands. If this opportunity can be incorporated in the 
design, it can provide an added benefit of additional freshwater source, water quality treatment, and 
attenuation of surrounding grove run-off before reaching the wetland habitat. The created wetlands will 
include a dominance of common species found within similar systems in the basin. The grading and planting 
plan will be designed and updated in 2004.

The mosaic and inter-relationship with upland habitat will provide corridor opportunities for wildlife utilizing 
the adjacent hammock and salt-water wetland areas. These corridors will surround the constructed wetlands 
and will include a variety of oak hammock and pine flatwood restoration opportunities. Some of the dredged 
material from the constructed wetlands may remain on site, and configured to create slightly elevated 
mounds suitable for drier oak hammock creation opportunities. Common oak and pine flatwood species will 
be planted within the upland corridor areas. The created wetland and upland corridor areas and 
configuration depicted on Figure C are only conceptual; this design will be revised based on additional site 
evaluations, mitigation criteria, and updated for submittal in the 2004 FDOT mitigation plan.

Coastal Wetland Hammock Enhancement (Approx. 17 Acres) 

The coastal hardwood hammock has dominant canopy coverage of cabbage palm (Sabal palmetto), with 
scattered slash pine (Pinus elliottii), red cedar (Juniperus virginiana), and oaks (Quercus virginiana, Q. 
laurifolia). Depending on the competition from the surrounding vegetation, the B. pepper provides minor to 
moderate canopy and sub-canopy cover within the hammock. Other sub-canopy species include cabbage 
palm, salt-bush (Baccharis halmifolia), wax myrtle (Myrica cerifera), and saw palmetto (Serenoa repens).
Ground cover varies depending on the shade factor, but includes sawgrass (Caladium jamaicense),
broomsedge (Andropopon glomoratus), swamp fern (Blechnum serrulatum), fleabane (Pluchea odorata),
and various other sedges. Where the canopy has slightly opened, there are also a few pockets of sawgrass, 
black needle rush (Juncus roemerianus), and cordgrass (Spartina patens) within the hammock.

The boundary between the fallow field and the hammock has two large parallel drainage ditches with spoil 
ridges covered with Brazilian pepper (refer to Figure C and photo). These ditches connect with the mosquito 
ditches dredged through the salt-marsh and mangroves, allowing saltwater intrusion to occur further inland 
than historic conditions. Enhancement opportunities will be evaluated to determine if and which ditches can 
be backfilled without off-site hydrologic impacts. As one alternative, if the ditches cannot be totally backfilled 
due to potential hydraulic conveyance problems, the ditches may be graded to form shallow swales that 
would at least minimize salt-water intrusion. If left in their current condition, the dense B. pepper and deep 
ditches would substantially limit wildlife movement between the hammock and the upland restoration and 



wetland creation areas. Ditch filling or constructing shallow swales will minimize that current wildlife 
restriction for corridor connections.

Mangroves have recruited along the ditches' sideslopes. Backfilling ditch segments will unfortunately result 
in unavoidable mangrove impacts. There will be a designated amount of on-site saltwater wetland 
enhancement that will be designated to mitigate for these impacts. This mitigation credit will be debited 
separate from any mitigation credit designated for FDOT wetland impacts. In addition to the hydrologic 
improvements, Brazilian pepper eradication will be another mitigation component of the hammock.

High Salt-Marsh Restoration (Approx. 15 Acres) 

As the hammock transitions to the adjacent saltwater wetland habitat, there is an extensive area of dense 
Brazilian pepper with very minimal coverage of other species, primarily scattered cabbage palm, salt-bush 
and leather fern (Acrostichum danaeifolium). This area was historically within a high salt-marsh landscape 
position. With some hydrologic changes of contributing tidal conditions due to the mosquito ditches, this 
altered the depth and duration of inundation. Subsequently, the condition provided the opportunity for the 
Brazilian pepper to generate and substantially dominate this area. The Brazilian pepper density is essentially 
a dense thicket that decreases within the hammock where it has to compete with the native vegetation (refer 
to Figure B and photos). But without eradication, the Brazilian pepper will increase in the hammock.

Enhancement opportunities will include Brazilian pepper eradication and determination of which mosquito 
ditches can be backfilled to historic grade elevations. Once the B. pepper is removed, this area has so little 
coverage of other desirable species, supplemental planting of herbs and shrubs will be necessary. The 
grade elevations in this area range from 2.5 to 2.7 feet so examples of anticipated plantings include 
cordgrass (S. patens, S. bakeri), knotgrass (Paspalum distichum), seashore dropseed (Sporobolus virginus),
seaside oxeye (Borrichia frutescens), hairawn muhly (Muhlenbergia capillaries), and salt-grass (Distichlis
spicata). With the B. pepper eradication, mangrove and other desirable herb species will recruit from the 
adjacent salt-marsh habitat.

Mangrove and Salt-Marsh (Approx. 27 Acres) 

There is a mosaic of mangroves surrounding salt-marsh habitat. White mangrove (Laguncularia racemosa)
is dominant, with additional coverage provided by black mangrove (Avicennia germinans) and buttonwood 
(Conocarpus erectus). Some red mangrove (Rhizophora mangle) is present along the lower slopes of a few 
larger and deeper perimeter and mosquito ditches. The mangroves transition into a salt-marsh interior, 
dominant species include saltwort (Batis maritima), glasswort (Salicornia spp.), and salt-grass (Distichlis
spicata). Scattered mangrove saplings are present in the marsh. 

The mosquito ditches will be evaluated for determining if and where backfilling activities can be conducted 
with minimal impact to existing mangrove habitat. For spoil material removal, SWIM is incorporating a hydro-
blast method within another restoration project (Gateway, construction 2003). This method utilizes high 
water pressure from fire hoses to displace spoil material underneath Brazilian pepper and into the adjacent 
mosquito ditches. Compared to traditional earthwork construction methods, this alternative method will 
minimize the potential of damage to surrounding mangroves. By achieving appropriate grade elevations 
below high tide elevations, this method also removes the continuous problem of Brazilian pepper generation. 
This restoration technique will be evaluated for adoption at the Bahia Beach project. A couple large 
perimeter ditches are the primary source of providing tidal flow to the saltwater wetlands, so unless 
additional evaluation determines otherwise, it's unlikely these ditches can modified much if any. Overall, the 
design plan for Bahia Beach will include an inter-related mosaic of upland and wetland habitat, as well as 
freshwater and saltwater wetland habitat conditions. In turn, providing this many habitats allow for more 
species diversity and use by a variety of wildlife species.

Attachment B – Schedule 

The proposed schedule includes contracting the services of a consulting firm in late 2003 to gather 
additional site information and commence a design plan. A design plan is anticipated by the summer 2004 



and presented in the 2004 DOT mitigation plan. The design will be finalized by late 2004 for permit 
submittal. Pending permit approval, construction should commence by mid-late 2005 and continue into 
2006.

Attachment C – Maintenance & Monitoring, Success Criteria 

The following information relates to potential maintenance, monitoring, and success criteria that could be 
implemented, this information will be updated with the design plans. 

Post-construction and planting, there will be a minimum 3 years of maintenance to guarantee mitigation 
success criteria. Maintenance will be a more intensive effort during the first year after planting to allow for 
establishment of plant species, and less frequent maintenance as the habitat matures. The primary 
maintenance activity will include herbicide treatment of exotics & nuisance vegetation on an as needed basis 
based on periodic inspections. Treatments are expected to be every couple months for the first year after 
construction and quarterly thereafter. Based on the conditions of the various habitats and status of selected 
species proposed for planting, supplemental planting will be conducted where necessary to fulfill desired 
results of each habitat area and success criteria. After a minimum 3 years and the desired habitat conditions 
and mitigation success has been achieved, perpetual management will be conducted by the Hillsborough 
County Parks, Recreation & Conservation Department to maintain the same success criteria. Based on the 
progress of the habitat conditions, inspections and any necessary herbicide treatments will be expected on a 
semi-annual basis to eradicate exotics and nuisance species. 

Monitoring will be conducted by a consulting firm on contract with the WMD, semi-annually for a minimum of 
three years and until success criteria is met. Monitoring will include a comprehensive qualitative assessment 
of each habitat area on the site, including but not limited to plant health & survivorship, recruited plant 
species, cumulative plant coverage, exotic & nuisance species coverage, wildlife use & opportunities, and 
recommended & proposed actions necessary to ensure and further enhance success. The first monitoring 
report will include qualitative and photo documentation of pre-construction habitat conditions, construction 
activities, and habitat conditions at the monitoring station locations that will be documented on the permitted 
design plans and utilized for the entire monitoring period. However, site conditions will be annually 
documented for the entire site, not just for the monitoring stations. Annual monitoring reports will be 
prepared and submitted to the SWFWMD-Regulation Dept. and USACOE Enforcement Branch to document 
habitat conditions, any problems and solutions, and anticipated activities for the following year. 

Success criteria will be determined as part of the design process but is expected to include a minimum 90% 
survivorship of planted material for a minimum of one year from the selected nursery contractor. Any plant 
mortality will be replaced with appropriate species to be agreed upon with the WMD and Hillsborough 
County. Plant coverage for the created wetlands and restored upland habitat is expected to include a 
minimum 90% coverage of planted and recruited desirable species. Exotic and nuisance vegetative 
eradication will be conducted to as close to no coverage as possible for all the various habitat areas, with a 
maximum coverage limit of 10% to achieve success criteria.
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